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This material is intended for use in connection with the tutorial session,

"A System Methodology for Behavioral Research," presented at the annual meeting

of the Human Factors Society, October 16-19, 1978, Detroit, Michigan. The

opinions and assertions contained herein are those of the writer and are not L ..
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The following points will be emphasized in this monograph. Details may

be found in the chapters as noted.

Chapter One - SYSTEM DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

1. The further development of Human Factors requires continuing exam-

ination of its basic concepts.

2. There is a discordance between the products of Human Factors research

"and their effective application in system development and operation.

"C. 3. The system concept is the heart of our theoretical structure.

4. Human Factors is a system-oriented disciAiline because it is the study

and application of factors affecting personnel performance in manned systems.

5. A system is an organization in which the individual elements work to-

gether purposefully to produce an output which the individual element can not

produce by itself.

6. The following assumptions follow from the system concept:

a. Systems are organized hierarchically.

b. Systems are purposeful.

c. Each system element subordinates itself to the system purpose.

d. Each system element affects every other element.

e. The outputs of individual elements are transformed to produce the

system ouf'put.

f. Measurement, evaluation and feedback are inherent in the system

concept.

g. The system concept requires action.

Chapter To - IMPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM CONCEPT

L 1



1. The operational manned system is the model for Human Factors measure-

ment'. This Implies that the measurement questions we ask stem from that model.

The two fundamental research questions to be answered are:

a. What is the effect of system parameters on personnel performance?

b. What is the effect of personnel performance on the system output?

2. The operational system is organized around the "mission scenario".

Both operational and laboratory research should reproduce the essential charac-

teristics of that sceniario.

3. Research tasks must be purposeful and meaningful to subjects in terms .

of an actual or simulated mission goal.

4. Research studies must be validated (replicated) in or with operational

systems.

5. All system-relevant factors must be included in the measurement situation.

If these cannot be introduced into the laboratory, the study must be performed

in the operational environifent.

6. The effect on system output is the criterion of significance for

personnel variables.

7. Performance must be measured on both individual and system levels.

8. The system concept emphasizes measurement In the operational environment

and evaluation of performance.

9. The questions asked in laboratory research should focus on the rela-

tionship between individual and system parameters.

10. Operational equipment is not required in laboratory research as long

as a mission scenario Is utilized arnd a system output is produced by Integra-

ting/traosforming outputs from several sources.
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11. System simulation strongly emphasizes team situations.

* 12. Subjects for research studies must be highly trained for their tasks.

Chapter Three - CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM MEASUREMENT

1. Controll.ed experimentation (CE) is measurement performed under highly

controlled conditions found primarily in the laboratory and emphasizes manip-

ulation of variables as part of hypothesis-testing.

2. Personnel subsystem measurement (PSM) is measurement of personnel per-

forming the total task or job (or aspects of these) in the context of or in

reference to the actual work (i.e., system) environment.

ml 3. PSM ha" many more purposes than CE. PSM goal. are:

a. To determ'ine feasibility of an approach.

b. To select the most effective alternative. .

wc. To determine capability to perform.
d. To evaluate system and element effectiveness.

e. To solve problems in the personnel subsystem.-

f. To perform needed research,4

SU
4. In contrast to CE, PSM in its operational measurement mode rarely .

manipulates variables. It emphasizes exercise of the mission scenario.N

214,

5. In contrast to CE, PSM does not need to develop hypotheses.

6. Performance criteria are Inherent in operational PSM but rarely found

In CE.

7. In contrast to CE, P514 taken its measurement tasks from an operational
system and task fidelity Is critical to it.

8. Both CE and PSM employ statistical standards of proof but P514 also '
requires solution of a system problem or an evaluation on which some action
will be based.

3 4



9. PSM is oriented to the system, CE largely to the individual or group.

10. PSM measures at both personnel and system levels, whereas CE measures

only personnel performance. P511 employs qualitative methods much more than

does CE.

11. PSM employs tests and normative data gathering, the latter describing

systems, differences among systems, the relation between personnel performance

and system parameters, and human performance reliability.

1.2. PSM employs correlational analysis much more frequently than does CE,

which emphasizes the testing of differences between conditions'.

Chapter Four - PSM MEASUREMENT QUESTIONS

1. P511 purposes imply certain measurement questions which are organized

by: -

a. stage of system development;

b*' training program development;

C. system operation;

d.- system maintenance.

2. P511 questions related to system development include:

a. Do personnel possess the capability to-perform certain functions

formance standpoint? These questions require a type of study called an
Exploratory test.

b. Which of two or more alternative system configurations is more

effective from a personnel performance standpoint? This question demands a

Resolution test.

c. Does the sytem satisfy system requirements (from a personnel stand-

point)? This question requires a Verification test. I

4V
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d. PSK research for this phase asks the foltowtng questions: How

"do system developers develop systems? How do they make use of Human Factors

inputs? What is the relationship between system characteristics and operator

performance?

3. Questions related to training include:

a. Has the necessary training been accomplished? Is the training

adequate? (Operational study).

b. Does performance transfer from the training environment to the

operational job? How does that performance transfer? (The first question

a requires an operational study, the second, a research study.)

c. How do the effects of training in one mode or medium compare with

those of another mode or medium? (Research study).

d. How faithfully must the training environment reproduce the opera-

tional one? (Research study).

4. Questions related to system operations include:

a. How well do system personnel perform relative to requirements?

• $(Verification test, accomplished by continuous, periodic or specia.L system

evaluation.)

b. Is the system ready to perform as required? (Operaticoaai Readiness ,

test).

c. How can a problem arising-from system verification be solved?

(Investigative measurement).

d. How does a new system configuration compare with the old?

(Resolution/Verification test).

5. Questions relative to maintenance include:

a. How to technicians perform diagnostic maintenance? (Research study).

b. How efficient is diagnostic maintenance? (Verification test).

.. N -.



Chapter Five -SYSTEM THEORY

1. System types divide themselves into military, commercial/industrial

and social-benefit categories.

2. The identical elements among the system types are striking. Each

contains many identical subsystems. Differences within a system type are

greater than those between system types.

3. Because of this, PSM principles derived from military testing situations

can be applied to the other types of systems.

4. A significant difference between military and non-military systems is

that the latter provide a benefit to clients whereas military systems do not.

7.1

5. Because non-military systems involve clients, one must include as

factors to be measured in those systems:

a.the way in which clients interact with systems;

b.the desires, needs and performances of clients as constraints on

system performance.

6. Systems may also be described in terms of characteristics that cut

across system types. These include:

a. types/number of functions performed;

b. number of operational modes;

c. number of subsystems;

d. system organization;

e. umber/organization of operator positions;

f . number/type/locus of transforms;

g. number/organization of communications channels;

h. output requirements;

i. characteristic inputs;

6 .
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j. system reactivity;

k. degree of mechanization;

1. system feedback;

m. system indeterminacy.

7. Indeterminacy is composed of three variables:

a. the nature of stimulus inputs;

b. the amount of flexibility permitted by procedures;

c. degree of personnel response programming.

8. Indeterminacy has significant impact on the measurement strategy adopted.

SCha.pter Six - CRITERIA FOR SELECTING AND EVALUATING PSM RESEARCH

- 1. The criteria ordinarily applied to scientific research--validity and

I reliability--are not sufficient for PSM research.

2. Research criteria should be applied at two stages:

a. Before a study is initiated, to decide whether or not to proceed

with that study;

b. After a study is completed, to evaluate the worth of the study

and its results.

3. In addition to validity and reliability, PSM makes use of the following

criteria: relevance; applicability; generalizability; and utility.

4. Validity in an absolute sense can never be established because it

presumes a standard of comparison independent of neasurement operations. It

can be used only post-facto.

5. Reliability is almost never used as the basis for selecting one

measurement situation over another, but it is used for evaluation. PSM has

some difficulty with reliability because of the reduced control under which

.. some PSM measurements are made.
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6. Relevance indicates whether measurement results relate to the questions/

purposes for which a study was initiated. There is a hierarchy, of such questions/

purposes. Relevance relates to the closeness between the epecific study purpose

and its higher order goal. Relevancy can be used for deciding whether to perform

a study, as well as for evaluation.

7. Applicability indicates the degree to which study results can be trans-

formed into action consequences. PSM research is usuully more applicable than

traditional CE.

8. Generalizability indicates the degree to Ahich study results can describe -

objects or phenomena similar to but not identical to those on which measurements

were made. This criterion is weaker than relevance and applicability.

9. Utility is defined in terms of three dimensions:

a. problem criticality;

b. whether the problem/question can be measured;

c. whether study results can be applied in the real world.

10. Validity and reliability are quantitative (coefficients of correlation);

the other criteria are purely qualitative.

Appendix I - Criticisms of the System Approach to Measurement

Appendix II Some'Representative PSM Studies
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CHAPTER ONE

SYSTEM DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Introduction and Purpose

naper has been written to accompany the tutorial session on "A System

* ke•... nehavioral Research.' Hopefully it will help the participant

follow the orkt Lzation and logic behind the ideas expressed in that session.

* The key word in the preceding paragraph is "ideas." The session presents

concepts, some of which are based on logic and common sense, while others are

intuitive and speculative. The reader may or may not agree with these concepts;

he may not even agree that they are concepts. The session is not tutorial in

, the sense of providing the participant with established and irrefutable facts.-

Its purpose Is to present these concepts, explore their implications, and see

where they lead us. The intent is that participants will be stimulated into

thinking about these Ideas on their own and will then expand upon them.

W4hy were this session and this paper developed? It appears to the author IL

* that the further development of any discipline requircs continuing examination
of its basic concepts. Moreover, all disciplines live in two worlds-one of

academically oriented research and the other of application--and this leads to

some discordance. In the case of Humain Factors, moreover, the discordance is

½resented at the Annual Meeting of the human Factors Society, October 1978,
Detroit, Michigan. The name of the paper does not correspond to the name of
the tutorial sessiin because upon reflection it seems more modest to restrict
the topic to Human Factors alone. Moreover, I refer in the title to measure-
ment rather than to research because it is necessary to distinguish between
the two: Research is only a subset of measurement and what we discuss encompasses
more than research.

2
Although it is self-evident that Human Factors--like any other discipline--needs
data, it also needs new ideas--or at least the critical re-examination of old
ones--just as much. Indeed, the proposition can be advanced that without prior
concepts the accuummulation of data-particularly their meaningful interpretation--
is impossible.

9
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particularly marked because the products of Human Factors research3 have not

*been particularly helpful in advancing the state of its application. The

question is vhy; and what can be done about it?

The System Concept

We start with the system because it is the theoretical underpinning of the

*structure we are attempting tc erect (see Figure 1, to which we shall refer

from time to time). This is because we define Human Factors as the study and
4

* application of the factors affecting p~rsonnel performance in manned systems.

If that definition is correct, Human Factc'ii is a system-oriented discipline;
the behavior it deals with occurs in a system environment.

What is a system? In its most general sense a system is an organization-an

arrangement-of elements in which the individual elements work together purpose-

fully to produce an output-an affect, a product, a resultant-which the individual

* ~element could not produce by itself.

Killer (1978) defines a system as "a set of interacting units with relation-
ships among them. The word 'Net' implies that the units have some common

properties. These common properties are essential if the units are to interact

or have relationships. The state of each unit is constrained by, conditioned by,

or dependent on the state of other units. The uhiits are coupled. Moreover,
there is at least one measure of the sum of its units which is larger than the

sum of that measure of its units" (p. 16).

3 A distinction should be made among the following terms: behavioral research
which, encompassing all studies involving human operations, hierarchically sub-
sumes the two following: psychological research which studies the individual
and the group; and Human Factors research which deals with personnel performance
in the context of manned systems. The three terms are often used interchange~ably,
which is unfortunate because this usage obscures important distinctions among
them. The author contends that Human Factors measurement has a conceptuatl
structure which is markedly different from that of Psychology and hence that
Human Factors research which attempts to follow the psychological model is
unlikely to satisfy the data ueeds of our discipline.

4lHuman Factors has two primary goals: (1) to determine how personnel function in
manned systems; (2) to assist in the development and optimization of manned
systems. The first goal describes its research function, the second its appli-
cation function. However, the first has no significance without the second,
nor should It be considered more important than the second.
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This sounds like a restatement of the Gestalt principle, "The whole is greater

than the sum of its parts," and indeed the whole-represented in our terms by the

output--is in fact more than any single part. Miller points out (Miller, 1978, -

Note 44, p. 44) that, "Gestatt theory has had an important influence on current.

system theory."

There are many systems: conceptual, mathematical, social, biological, chemical

physical, etc. Our concern is with manned systems, a term the author prefers to

the more traditional term, man-machine systems, because the latter suggests an

exclusive emphasis on mechanization. Marnied systems may vary in terms of the

number and sophistication of the machines they employ, some systems using only

a few simple machines. Despite mechanization--or lack of it-they are all manned

systems and the system definition and assumptions apply to all of then. 5

We hope to demonstrate that the system concept has significant implications .60

for Human Factors and its measurement processes. It would be only fair, however,

to point out a number of criticisms of the system concept. .. :

1. The definition of system is so general that everything is a system.

Indeed, Miller (1978) has produced a chef d'oeuvre in which he attempts to demon-

strate that the same system processes are to be found in seven hierarchical levels

of living systems, starting with the cell and ending with the supranational system. "\

An all-inclusive definition has difficulty differentiating and therefore is unlikely

to be productive.

5What is the difference between an unmechanized smaned system and the kind of
ad hoc groups psychologists usually study? When:

(1) the group has a purpose or goals for which it comes together;
(2) the characteristics of the group have been specified by others than

the group participants;
(3) the goals and purposes of individuals within the group are subordinated

to the overall group goal;
(4) ,rocedures for implementing the overall goal are specified, from which

deviations are not acceptable; .

(5) a standard of individual and group performance exists (overtly or covertly
expressed) which determines group efficiency-
the group is a manned system, even though it may use few or no machines at all.
For example, the U. S. Congress is a manned system.

Ii°



2. It is difficult to know exactly what this system is that we are

* talking about because everything is continuous: What one considers a system

at one (lower) level is also a subsystem in a higher order system. In biological

terms, for example, the autonomic nervous system is only one subsystem of the

hman body.

These are reasonable objections but they need not concern us unduly. Although

at a solar level everything is a system, at a somewhat more molecular level it is

" " possible to make meaningful differentiations. After all, both am and women are

human, but one can still tell the difference between them. It is true that a

system at one level is also (and at the same time) subsystem at another level.

If, however, there are rules for specifying the boundaries of whatever one wishes

to consider a system, then the objection in immaterial. Indeed, the fact that

one can view the same set of objects or pheromena in different ways becomes a

great advantage in viewing system• interrelationships.

A miber of assumptions are associaL:.d with the system concept. These are:

1. Systems are organized hierarchically, which seans that one system is
"nested" in mother.

h6ý

1 2. Systems are purposeful. Manned systems are purposeful becaus3 they

are constructions.

3. Each system element subordinates itself to the system purpose.

"4. Each system element affects every other element.

5. The outputs of individual elements are transformed to produce the

.. system output.

6. Measurement, evaluation, and feedback are inherent in the system

concept.

7. The system concept demands action to modify the system when necessary.

We discuss each of these assumptions in more detail.

4 13
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Systems are orgRuized hierarchical]-,. It is probably a cliche to say that

there are no discontinuities in life; that is why, for example, we can hypothesize

a relationship between the atoms in protoplasm and a "higher order" phenomenon-

such as "cognition." If we think of protoplasmic atomic stricture as being a

system and cognition as also being a system (although obviously not on the same

level), It is obvious that one system "nests" into'another, and the snugness of

Wei nesting often makes it difficult to pinpoint where one system leaves off

and another begins. Probably there are intermediate systems between protoplasm

and cognition, but this does not destroy the assumption; it merely extends the

hierarchy.

The importance of the hierarchical assumption and the concept of "nesting"

Is that it enables one to note relationships between apparently disparate objects

and events. Without such an assumption it would be impossible to specify the

Impact of an individual human response on the output of a much more complex system.

How does one define where one system leaves off and another begins? One

could say that this is merely a matter of the observer's choice, but such an

answer is not very satisfactory. When we say Lhat a lower order system is nested -

In another higher order system, we mean that the outputs of the lower order system

are received by the higher order one and are transformed in the process. (We

shall discuss transforms later.) To determine the boundaries of any system it

Is necessary to look at the outputs of that system as they are utilized by another

system.

The following example illustrates the principles described. A sonar system

receives electronic returns (outputs) which are initially interpreted by the

sonarman (first subsystem) as pips on a CRT, then transformed by him into a

classification of submarine with a certain bearing, range, and depth. This

Information is passed on to the Combat Information Center (dCI) where the plotter

(second subsystem) plots successive bearings, ranges,, and depths onto a track.-

The CIC Officer (third subsystem) analyzes these data (together with voice reports
from the sonarman) and decides on an attack strategy which is communicated to the

Weapons Officer (fourth subsystem?) in the form of commands. Note that each

subsystem receives outputs from another subsystem which may be lower order (as

the sonarman is to the CIC Officer) or parallel (at the same level). In each

case these outputs are received by the subsystem and transformed into something

14



alse (CRT pipe into a submarine classification; bearings, ranges, and depths

into a target track; target track into an attack strategy; the 'order to fire

Weapons into weapons adjustuents).

Systems are purposeful. An academic Psychology influenced by Behaviorism

is likely to "pooh-pooh" the notion of purpose (at least it did when the author

went to school) because it is difficult to see purpose in individual molecular

operations. However, the notion of purpose is critical to the manned system,

because the namned system is a construction, i.e., it is artificial and was

created according to the will of its developers. It may be difficult to discern

Furpose in what an individual does (although he often says he does so and so for

such and such reasons); but it is obvious that a system which does not normally

exist in nature was developed to serve some purpose, however obscure. Where

purposes in manmed systems are obscure, it is because system developers often

do not think logically.

System purpose or goal is critically Important for several reasons.

1. It is the starting point for the development and analysis of the

system (i.e.. function allocation).

2. It directs the performance of ,%yste personnel.

*J 3. It permits the system manager to determine whether the system performs

correctly.

"It is reason 3 that is most important to the memasurement specialist. The

purpose when specified in quantitative terms becon I the standard against which':

performance can be judged. Unlike much individual behavior, which lacks a

standard of correct performance, the system when pro~rly designed has a standard

.- built into it. This becomes a sort of warni indicgtor for major deviations

from requirements.6.

6 Is it possible to categorize systems in terms of their performance standards?

For ex•mple, standards maty vary in terms of the following: the range of what
4' is acceptable performance; whether the standard includes qualitative (e.g.,

"smoothness") as well as quantitative factors (e.g., speed of response); whether
, the standard requires the system to maximize its performance (to output as much "*

as possible) or to optimize it (output some level less than maximal). Each of
these aspects Influences the nature of the measurement strategy pursued.

15



The purpose also provides the action-orientation inherent in the system

concept. Since the aystem was developed to perform at a specified achievement

level, the accomplishment of the system goal is all-important to the developer

and manager. Failuare of the system to achieve Its goal(s) means first that

something is wrong and secondly that something must be done to correct the

deficiency to bring the system up to standard.

Each system element subordinates itself to the system purpose. Obv'usly

the system cannot channel all its element outputs to the common goal unless

these elements subordinate themselves to an overall requirement. What this

means for the human is that he follows procedures set up to implement the

system goal; that he works as hard and as fast as those procedures demand, and * --

if he fails at his job he is reprimanded, retrained, or fired.

The reader may have a mental picture that we view system personnel as If

they had no will, goals, or desires of their own; that the picture we are pre-

senting is a totalitarian one. It is true in the system context that all these

* Individual desires and idiosyncratic behaviors are uo many Irrelevancies to the

system goal and potentially harmful to system output-if they are not carefully

controlled. The greatest disruption occurs when system personnel refuse to

behave as system personnel, i.e., they strike or quit. However,' the picture

Is not so one-sided, because If the system developer requires more of his

* personnel than they can produce, the system will fail (a partial justification

of Human Factors is to avoid and prevent such situations). And of course the

Individual worker does have a certain degree of freedom; If he Is %arking on a

non-military system he can in the last resort strike or quit, dstydream Inefficiently .

or do something else undesirable (from a system standpoint). So there is play

between the system and the individual, but only at the outer limits of what one

can ask of the individual. One cannot require him to work under conditions of

unacceptable hazard or discomfort, for example; but within those extreme limits

the Individual operator must conform to the system. The system operator functions

at one level as an individual, on another as a system element. These two functions

are exercised by the individual concurrently. How much he functions as an individual,

how such as a system element, depends on how the system Is programed. The more

rigidly system procedures are established, the more the operator Is programmned

to function as a system element; if system procedures are contingent and responses

are controlled at the operator's volition, the more freedom he has. (Se4 also

the later discussion on system indeterminacy.)
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Each system element affects every other element. Because all system elements

interact, they exercise an effect on each other. Of course, the amount of that

effect varies. For example, the internal coriponentry of an equipment does not.

affect the equipment operator's performance directly unless the equipment Mal-

functions. However, the way in which the circuits are designed may increase

equipment capability (i.e., detection range) which does affect the operator's

performance. The effe:t may be indirect and subtle but significant nonetheless.

The researcher has the responsibility to ascertain the amount of interaction

and Its resultant effect, which obviously varies with various conditions. The

way in which that responsibility is usually carried out is by means of hypothesis-

testing, the purpose of which is to determine whether two or more variables are

'A significantly zr'lated. The experimental method Is adequate to this task provided

that all the variables fo ind in the operational situation are permitted to exercise

their ef fect, however small. The problem lies in the control which is considered

necessary for hypothesis-testing; by eliminating or controlling all variables

other than those considered by the experimenter to be Imediately relevant, the

experimenter "purifies" his design but also renders, It artificial, since his

measurement situation violates the principle with which this subsection began.

If two variables have been found by experimental test to be significantly

related to each other, does this tell us any more than what we assume as a con-

sequence of the system concept? A statistically significant "t" or "F" merely

tells us that we can assume with greater or loes confidence that the two variables

are related in the real world. It does" not tell us the amount of relationship,

*although regression analysis is helpful in that respect. even a regression

analysis does not help very much, however, because the experimental design has

created a "purified" measurement situation, so that Impact Is either grossly

exaggerated or minimized.

Individual system elements are transformed to produce the system outp2ut. The

essence of the system Is that the output of an individual element is transformed

* (along with the outputs of other system elements) Into the system output. The

logic of the system concept requires that the system output differ from any

element output, because If the two were Identical, the latter would in fact be

the system output and thus the element alone would be the system--which would be

a contradiction In terms.

17



Transformations within the system are therefore necessary. We ire familiar

with such transformations in the physical sphere, e.g., matter into energay, and

they occur also in. an individual behavioral context. An individual behavioral

transform is the modification of an input or output through behavioral mechanisms

.(which may however be machine or computeiL--aided) into some form other than that

in which it is received or output by the operator. On a physiological level,

for example, a transform occurs when light stimuli are acted upon by the visual

cortex to become the perception of physical shapes.

System behavioral transforms are, however, at a different level from individual

behavioral ones; the former are overt and much more molar; they can be recognized

without the aid of sophisticated instrumentation. Individual behavioral trans-

forms often serve to implement system behavioral ones; for example, recognition

of .a visual shadow on a sonar CRT as having a particular shape leads to the

judgment "this is a mine." a

System behavioral transforms are more often perceptual and cognitive rather

than psychomotor or motor, although obviously molecular physical processes are

changing their form, as, for example, when a pilot transforms neural-energy

Into kinetic by increasing or decreasing throttle. At least two forms of

system behavioral transforms can be identified:

1. Information Is coded or recoded. This Information is overtly recog-

nizable as Information; it is overtly and deliberately changed by applying

cognitive processes, e.g., analysis. For example, the decoding of.a cyphered

message.

2. A decision is made on the basis of one or more Inputs. The decision

is recognizable as a deliberate choice among alternatives; where the choice is

lacking, as in very stable habits, there Is no decision. The inputs have been

transformed as a result of applying certain decision criteria or rules to those

Inputs.

T~ransforms are necessary, but why are they Interesting to the system analyst?

1. By their nature transforms are critical to system performance. Con-

* sequently errors or Inadequacies occuring in these transforms have special signi-

ficance because they represent what one might call "fracture points," points of

weakness, for the system structure.



2. Transforms can occur in several ways:

a. Within the individual operator, when he ,perates on his own

stimuli as in coding or decoding messages.

b. Between team members, as when they cosmunicate in~puts or informa-

tion to each other.-I

c. Between subsystems, in coummunicating information or other outputs,

to be processed or transformed by the receiving subsystems.

Aý,

From the above one can see why an examination of communications channels is so

important in system analysis. Wniat is transformed behaviorally is in most cases

information passed along those channels, although obviously in production systems, U

hospitals, etc., behavioral system transforms are paralleled by physical ones.

Depending on the complexity of the system organization, behavioral transforms

o1?

may ocurInseisor ian pacrale beforetera finals trasfrm thytmupt

also by the numer of its transforms and the way in which these are accomplished.

It must be recognized that the concept of system behavioral transforms isnr

still ratherotentative at the moment and requires such more thinking.

Measurement, evaluation, and feedback are inherent in the syste r concept. ,

For the validity of this statement we must refer to a previous assumption: that

systems are purposeful. If the purpose has been pecif ied-and particularly if

It has been specified quantitatively-that purpose establishes a standard of n s

performance which must be accomplished if the system in to be said to be per-""

=. forming effectively. (Later we shall say more about the performance standard,

its relationship to the criterion, and the differences between system-oriented

and laboratory measurement as these differences relate to the criterion/pertormance

standard difference.) S

If the system has, so to speak, a "Job to do," then it is logical to ask

4 i

st7. whe ther itIper ming that j. H ment and evetn- m e a

=. • ,
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are logicall, inherent in the system concept. Measurement is necessary to

determine if the performance standard is being met by the system. If we are

dealing with a system which is not yet fully operational, or which only inter- el

mittently performs its functions, then measurement is necessary to determine

if the performance standard can be met.

If the system is not performing adequately (i.e., the performance standard

is not satisfied), then that information must be fed back to those who manage

the system so that action can be taken to modify system operations in the

desired direction. Hence feedback mechanisms are also essential in the

development and operation of the system.

.J

Measurement, evaluation, and feedback are essential to any properly deiiigned

system; if mechanisms are not provided to :.mplement these functions, the system

has been poorly designed. There is a parallel here between the manned system 52 ..

and the human system, since homeostatic sensing mechanisms are built into the

human body to enable it to survive. In the manned system, however, they must

be consciously designed into the system structure and measurement must be deliberately

performed. In many operational systems, there is less measurement than is needed

because system developers and managers have an inadequate understanding of the

importance of measurement to proper system functioning. Lacking measurement

processes, the system may "drift Off its standard," thereby reducing the effectiveness

of the mission.

The Eystem concept demands action to modify the system when necessary to,

achieve the standard4 If measurement indicates that the system is not performing 1'V

effectively, some action must be taken to modify its design or operations. In

human terms, the system is "ill" and muet be restored to health. The problem

must be investigated and therapeutic measures taken. Tf the performance standard

is meaningful, the sy;tem must be brought back into accordance with that standard.

Because the system is an artificial construction, because the subject matter 1%

of Human Factors is th t system, Human Factor3 has a responsbility to assist in

the development of the system and later in the optimization of its operations.

Therefore, its measurement functions, which encompass much more than research,

begin in the early stages of system development and extend throughcut the system

life cycle. Because of its action-orientation Human Factors measurement, unlike *. Ii.
more closely circumscribed research, is a prelude to some action; and that anticipated

action in fact suggests the questions which the Human Factors measurement deals with.



CHAPTER TWO

5 IMPLICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM CONCEPT

Some of the implications of the system concept for Human Factors measurement

were anticipated previously, but here we consider them in greater detail.

Implications for Measurement in General

'The operational manned system is the model for the measurement situation.

The operational manned system performing its operational (i.e., real world)

"functions must be the model for Human Factors measurement because Human Factors

"* - is oriented around that system.

* What does it mean to say that the system is the model for our measurement

situation? There are three ways in which that model affects measurement:

1. To begin at the very beginning of the measurement process, the

questions we ask stem from that model. The two most fundamental research

questions to be ans'-ced are:

a. What is th.- effect of system parameters on personnel performance?

b. What is the effect of persot.nel performance on system output?

These and more specific measurement questious which derive from them will be

considered in greater detail later. Since the manned system has parameters

peculiar to itself (i.e., not found in individuals, although obviously there

is some overlap), the system model described in Chapter One requires the investi-

"gator to ask certain questions which he would not ask if that model did not exist.

"- His research, therefore, is (or at least should be) profoundly influenced by

system definitions and assumpticns.

2. The operational system is organized around what can be termed the

"mission scenario," i.e., a purposeful sequence of tasks starting with a well

defined initial stimulus and progressing to an end-point defined in terms of

an overall system goal. Individual tasks are integrated into the total sequence

4 21



and have little meaning apart from the overall goal. Every manned system

(civilian and military) has a mission scenario. As an example of a mission

scenario, the U. S. Postal Service receives letters, processes and sorts thewi .a

both manually and with equipment aid, ships them, delivers them--each function

and task being performed according to carefully specified procedures.

The implication of point 2. f or research in both t!'e operational and

laboratory environment is that the measurement situation should endeavor to ...

reproduce the essential characteristics of the mission scenario as the directing

force for subject activity. (Obviously this is much easier in the operational _

environment.) The major requirements are that:

1. Tasks must be purposeful in terms of a larger goal, i.e., they must

have meaning not only in and of themselves, but also in terms of implementing

the specified system goal. Part-tasks or subfunctions like simple reaction time

are not admissable in system-oriented research unless one is studying task ~ ~

mechanisms. :~~

2. The significance of these tasks must be meaningful to the subject,

not necessarily in terms of his own personal interests, but in terms of what

he understands the system goal to be.

For example, if the investigator asks the subject to count all the patterns

he finds in a dot mosaic, the latter might be told that (a) the mosaic represents

anew type of detection display; (b) that the ability of humans to use such i
%I

displays for detection of underwater targets is presently very questionable;

(c) that each pattern found can be classified in terms of distinctive types

of enemy mines; (d) that he should work as fast and accurately as possible .

because his information must be passed to another member of the team who will !

make a tactical judgment based on his information.

Although none of this may Se strictly the truth, it does help to make the

task more meaningful to the subject. .%

To Introduce this "realism" into the experimental situation will undoubtedly

create some difficulties for the investigator seeking to conduct laboratory

research because it complicates that laboratory situation. Nonetheless, despite
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the added effort, it is possible to incorporate mission characteristics into

laboratory research.

3. To skip to the other end of the measurement process, in whatever

environment we conduct our research, studies must be replicated (validated) by

measuring the same phenomena in or with operational systems in the operational

environment. (Or at the very least by some approximation of the operationals

system; there will, of course, be times when it is impossible to use the

operational system for validation purposes.) If validation is defined as

testing measurement conclusions r~ached in the laboratory against reality, that

reality for the Human Factors researcher must be the operational system. Vali-

dation in the operational environment presents certain difficulties that must

be recognized, not the least of which is exposing one's conclusions to risk in

an eaviroament much more complex and less well controlled than the one from

which these conclusions came originally; but these difficulties can be overcome.

This form of validation is very unlikely to be implemented by many researchers,

particularly academicians who have little &cquaintance with, love of and oppor-i

tunity to secure operational systems as testbeds. Perhaps this burden should

be assigned to researchers in government laboratories. Nevertheless, the con-

tinuing failure to validate behavioral conclusions in the real world (the'

operational environment) means that most of our data and conclusions are suspect; 4.
they may not be invalid, but (just as bad) they may be irrelevant to reality.

All system-relevant factors must be included in the measurement situation. The

laboratory researcher endeavors to include--or at least control-all the factors

he feels will influence his subject's performance. However, because he deals
only with individual performance, he includes only those factors relevant to

that performance; obviously, if what one is attempting to measure is very

molecular, system factors will be largely irrelevant. Psychophysical studies,

e.g., determination of minimal visual angles, do not require a system context

(although they should be validated operationally). d

The system-oriented investigator endeavors to include not only individual

factors but those affecting the output of the actual or simulated system. Con-

seo.t tly the number of variables to be included in the system-oriented measurement

s7t|iacion increases--which does not make it any easier for the investigator.



What are these system-relevant factors? They involve two aspects:

1. All those variables that would in the operational environment be

expect~ed to affect system ouLput. The specific nature of these variables will

depend on the type of system being measured or (in a laboratory situation)

simulated. For example, if the researcher develops a measurement situation

based'on an information-processing system model, he might include: Inumber

and type of information channels; types of messages; message frequency and

familiarity, etc. If he bases his measurement on a visual surveillance system

model he might include: types of stimuli; their intensity, complexity, classifi-

cation rules, etc.

2. The second aspect of system-related factors is the amount of

interaction the researcher includes in his system representation.

Obviously in the operational environment he does not have to pick and choose

among variables to be included in the measurement; they already exist in that

situation; and all he has to do is to ensure -hat those variables truly repre-

sent the system as an operational entity: that the system is performing under

normal operational conditions using only operatiocial procedures, etc. If the

.system being studied is exercised under non-normal conditions, the variable3

present in the measurement situation are non-representative and will produce *
invalid data.

For the researcher working in a more controlled _environment_(e.g., the

laboratory) if the tasks presented to subjects are modelled directly on those

of an operational system, then the major characteristics of that system must*

be deliberately included in the measurement. If, as is more common, synthetic

tasks are developed to create what might be called a "tsystem analogue," it is

necessary for the researcher to include sufficient system variables to represent

the system. (Whatever the synthetic task situation developed by the researcher,

implicit in what he creates as a task or tasks is an operational system model

of some sort, conceptual rather than concrete perhaps, but a model nonetheless.

To develop the most effective set of experimental tasks, he must therefore

examine that implicit model.) This is because a system is defined in part by

the interactions among its elements. If there are too few such interactions,

the task representation will lose its system cnaracter. The precise amount of



. interaction needed for system representation cannot be specified, but the

researcher must avoid the situation in which only one variable is abstracted

from the operational system and used as a model for the development of task

"materials. This was, for example, the situation in which Bavelas (1950) in

his pioneering study of communication processes abstracted only the patterning

- - of information channels and created a methodology based solely on the arrange-

* ments of networks, e.g., Star, Circle. This representation was so limited

" that the results of the many network studies he initiated have been largely

sterile.

The rationale for including system-relevant factors is the assumption that

all system elements affect each other and that consequently exclusion of some

from the measurement would produce an aberrant set of results. From the tradi-

tional experimental design standpoint, if the investigator excludes undesirible

"(e.g., potentially confounding) variables from all the groups being contrac'.ed,

this cancels out the effect of these variables on his measurement situatior.

But if one assumes that system elements affect one another, the exclusion of

the inconvenient variables changes the way in which the remaining variables

behave. Exclusion creates a non-operational (and hence invalid) seasureman.t

situation. It is possible that the well known Inability of much laboratory
• research to predict or explain operational performance (Chapanis, 1967) results.'

from the non-operational 'character of that research.

To mnlpulate all these variables and their values (particularly in an orthogonal

manner) would require a measurement situation of tremendous complexity.

A partial solution is to create & situation In which system variables are

allowed to influence performance as they do operationally (that is to say,

without being controlled). In other words, these variables are included in

• the measures nt situation, but they are not specifically measured. They are

allowed to exercise their effect only as part of the mission scenario context;

they serve as background for the variables being manipulated. Rather than

-" controlling them, the investigator permits these variables to function in..

almost a random fashion. However, if these variables are introduced randomly

to represent real-world occurrences, it is necessary to repeat the measurement

situation (trials) often enough to ensure that the frequency distribution of

these variables is not grossly distorted and is in fact representative of what

-'. , . ,~ r



occurs in the real world. This increases the complexity of the situation of course.

Of course, if onc were to as~k .a question specifically of one of these factors,

e.g., what is the effect of 111gb tinpuE loads on system efficiency, then it would

be necessary to develop a more or less traditional experimental design to accom-

modate that variable.

If it is impossible to introduce these system factors into the laboratory,

then it is necessary to conduct research in the operational environment. However,

it is the author's contention that although it may be difficult to include all

these factors fully in a laboratory study or evea in a system simulation, it is

possible to include at least some of them. ~

Our aim in developing laboratory tasks must therefore be to reproduce the

operational environment as much as possible. Within that simulation it is s

possible to arrange variables in classic experimental designs. System variables

serve as the context within which other variables of more immediate interest can

be manipulated. WU.

The system-oriented investigator pays a price for his orientation, particularly

in the laboratory situation. Fidelity to the operational situation-realism--

becomes the criterion of acceptable research. For example, it no longer becomes

possible to use "naive" college students recruited directly from the classroom; P

they must be highly trained as Kidd's subjects (Kidd, 1959) were trained, or

they must be operational personnel if operational tasks are used. Almost cer-

tainly data collection will require much more time. Team situations will become

more common because most systems of any complexity are organized around teams

With all the difficulties attendant upon incorporating system.-relevant factors

into controlled experimentation, why should the researcher bother? Because failure

to include these factors in the laboratory tends to produce very artificial task

situations. The reader may have had the experience of attempting to model a

synthetic task after a real world original. In the process of "cutting it down"

so that it would fit into a "reasonable" experimental situation, he often

simplifies it so it will not require extensive prior training of naive subjects;

compresses it so that it will fit within a 30-minute test situation; modifies

it so that it can be presented in a group rather than an individual session (thus *
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again saving precious time); extracts the essence of the real world task so that

it becomes only a symbolic analogue of the original rather than a concrete task.

Nonetheless, when the study is written for publication the researcher will claim g
that the results throw light on the way in which the original task is performed.

... Further conent on this point should be unnecessary.

The effect on system output is the criterion of significance for personnel

variables. Since the performance of its personnel is designed to support the

output of the system, that output becomes the ultimate evaluational criterion.

This means that if a personnel variable does not influence system output signi-

*"ficantly, it is unimportant on a systi1 level, however significant it may be on g
an individual basis. Suppose for example one conducted an experiment in which

assembly line production is contrasted under two conditions--with and without

, piped-in music. Two measures are applied: ratings of job satisfaction (individual

performance level); and number of units produced (system output). The difference

between the music-no music conditions is highly significant (statistically) in

terms of job satisfaction ratings; but the output measure produces only small

and variable differences. One would have to conclude that the variable was

"insignificant from a system standpoint. ---

p One cannot automatically assume that a variable affecting individual human .. -

" performance will automatically have a corresponding effect on the system output.

The affect of individual operator performance on the system output may be reduced

by intervening factors which cancel out the effect. This often happens in large,

•complex systems in which chains of activity must occur before the terminal output

is achieved. What might be a significant effect in a single operator system may

be insignificant in a multi-operator one. A performance modification, in one

small link of the chain may be diminished to insignificance by counteracting

factors by the time the output is accomplished. It is possible in such a chain-

"series, the closer to the final link (the system output) thet such a change in

operator performance occurs, the more likely it is to have a major effect on

ro that output. The more direct the linkage between a human response and the

t; system output, the greater effect that response may have.

One might object that with this philosophy variables of great importance to I /

the individual performer could be overlooked. (It is true that judged on that

criterion many human performance variables would drop out.) However, if all

27



system elements influence each other, if a variable is sufficiently important

on an individual basis, it will inevitably produce an effect at the output level.

We would not go so far as to say that if a variable is unimportant at the system

level, it is also unimport ant at the individual level, because this would be

manifestly incorrect. Although one should not ignore important individual

pers~onnel variables, one should treat them with a certain reserve until their

significance to the total system is determined.-

Performance must be measured on both individual and system level. Because

the system functions on four levels (individual, team, subsystem, system), per-

formance must be measured on all four levels; any description of system per-

formance is incomplete if only individual or only system performance is measured.

The traditional behavioral research study is incomplete because it gathers data

solely on the individual; the same is true of the usual engineering study because L

It gathers data solely on equipment.

Another reason for measuring on all these levels is that, as indicated

previously, one can only determine the practical significance (i.e., meaningfulness) -

of a human performance or a personnel variable by evaluating its impact on the

system output. The difficulty that arises in actual systemi measurement is that

at the individual/team level one is measuring an output derived from relatively

few inputs; at the subsystem/system level one Is measuring an output derived

from many earlier or concurrent lower order inputs. As one consequence of this,

at sub system/sys tem levels many more human and machine outputs are mixed together,

whereas at the individual/team level, although there are machine elements in

the operator's performance, the human elements are often more manifest. It

therefore becomes more difficult to determine the effect on system output of a

particular human response at the operator level.

If we contrast laboratory measurement with measurement in the operational ~
environment, we see because of the number of levels in system operations that:

1. In the usual laboratory research the whole problem of relating human

performance to a system output does no-: exist, because the system-in any of its

forms, the operational system, system simulation or system analogue--is not -

included in the measurement scenario. :



.1. 2. In the usual laboratory research machine outputs merely aid the

presentation of stimuli and the researcher need not be overly concerned with

5 ~machine characteristics (except in tracking,, perceptual or decision making

research where the human response is implemented by the machine). Where an

operational system is studied, its machine elements as part of the system being

measured must be considered in terms of research parameters.

3. In the operational environment performance at the individual level

is often separated from the system output level by time and intervening steps

with their correlated outputs. If X1is the individual output and Y the system

output, then

Y- (f) X ..... X4 X3 2 X1

The difficulty in relating Xto Y increases as X nincreases. In the absence

of a controlled experimental design in which X is systematically varied, the

only practical means of analysis is correlation of Xwith Y; and the more the
Intervening steps between the two, the lower the correlation is likely to be.

On the contrary, in the usual laboratory research the time intervals between,

stimuli and subject response are usually quite short (see for example the study

by Bourne (1957) in which the feedback interval is measured In fractions of a

second) and the steps between them few because:

a. The researcher often cannot afford lengthy time intervals and \

many intervening steps.

b.* He knows that if he expands his measurement situation he is much

less likely to secure significant differences or high correlations.

By abbreviating his measurement situation he finds it much simpler to demonstrate

significant relationships among variables. Unfortunately, because of the abbrevia-

tions he produces in his test situation, these relationships often bear little

C. resemblance to op~erational reality.

0- The system concept emphasizes measurement in the operational environment.

It does so for several reasons:

1. The operational manned system is the measurement model.
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2. It in difficult (although not impossible) to include total, functioning .

systems In more controlled (e.g., laboratory) measurement environments.

3. Efforts to reproduce system tasks In controlled environments often--

although this need not necessarily be so--lead to highly artificial situations

which bear little relationship to their operational models.

4. As we shall see later, there are many measurement questions-and

not merely 'those of a research nature--that can be answered only in the opera-

tional environment. This last is perhaps the most important of these reasons.

The system concept emphasizes evaluation of performance. It has been pointed

out that evaluation is inherent in the system concepti'because it is necessary to

determine whether performance standards are being or can be met. Evaluation -

tests must be continuously performed during system development (to guide its

proper development) and, after the system becomes operational, during its

operations (to control and stabilize effective performaance). These tests which

are of three general types-Exploratory, Resolution, and Verification testing--

will be described In Chapter Four. For the moment it is sufficient to say I
that evaluation testing represents a category of behavioral measurement which

is distinctly different from the traditional hypothesis-testing of controlled

experimentation. These differences have significantImlctosfrheanr

In which system-oriented measurement is conducted and'its results analyzed.

Implications for Laboratory Research

If the reader has gathered the impression that system-oriented research must

be performed in the operational environment with operational systems, and that

in consequence -the system concept has no meaning for laboratory research-this -

impression is incorrect. Logically the most desirable measurement is made in ,

the operational environment, but sometimes this is for a variety of reasons

not feasible. It is therefore unrealistic to contemplate a Human Factors

research program without laboratory effort. How then should laboratory research

be performed so that it fits into the system orientation? *.

1. The questions asked. The questions asked in this research should *

focus on the relationship between individual and system parameters. By this

30
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w,& mean that if the study is, for example, one on the effects on performance of

varying delays in providing feedback to subjects, the null hypothesis would be-

Ureformulated to read: Does It make any difference to Aividual and system

performance of increasing (or decreasing) feedback delay? In this formulation

the researcher does not ignore the individual, but he places him in ccntext

with the system. The system context is supplied by organizing experimental

p ~tasks Into a mission scenario.

2. Equipment requirement. Operational equipment Is not required in

the laboratory situation; indeed, at one extreme no equipment at all. may be

necessary, since the principles of system functioning apply in all manned systems

and can be studied in manual systems as veil as In those that are highly

mechanized.

It Is perfectly feasible for the Investigator to develop an Imaginary

(synthetic) system which is defined by the following (as a mini mum)

a. A mission scenario consisting of a series of tasks which must -

be performed over time to achieve a specified system goal.

b. A system output or product which is required by that goal and

which is derived by Integrating and transforming outputs from one or more

sources (preferably several).'

- - The researcher can develop-his system so that one subject's outputs are acted

upon by another subject who makes use of those outputs to develop his own. Each

such transformation process can be considered a subsystem. one reason for

* including transforms in the laboratory study is to permit the evaluation of the

significance of individual responses in terms of their effect on a higher order

* output. Transformation can be made to occur by requiring some form of output

coding or recoding or by making the first subject's responses one of the bases6

of a decision made by the second subject.

The researcher may of course run into difficulty in simulating the one-man
system In which the transformation occurs solely at" the :individual level. Trans-

formations in one-man systems must be accomplished with the aid of machine

functions which make It difficult to simulate such systems economically. Where
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the transformation is accomplished solely on a manual basis, It may be "cleaner" .

because the researcher does not have to take account of machine interactions

with behavioral processes, but-~it is, however, somewhat unrepresentative of the '

many transformations that do make r'ie of mazhines.

The reader may ask how many transformations define a system. The answer is

purely a guess on our part. Presumably the more transformations, the more complex ~
the system analogue; but a very simple system can be represented by a single

transformation.

Transformations can occur at all system levels (individual, team, subsystem,

system). They often occur sequentially, as when information must be gathered

from subordinate levels, filtered .(interpreted) and :Integrated by superior

levels. Or they may occur concurrently at the same or different levels.

Transformations are related to the allocation of functions and superior-inferior 1

levels of authority, but are most likely to occur at points In the system at
which different Individuals (in a team) or different subsystems interact, i.e.,

where an output from one function/team/subsystem must Interact with another.

(Examples of transforms as reported in the literature and of system-oriented

measurement :in general are described in the Appendix.)

3. Teams. System simulation within the laboratory strongly emphasizes

team situations, because the simplest way of accomplishing atransformation is

by having different individuals operate upon each other's outputs. In addition,
most operational systems of any complexity are multi-operator systems, if only
because Increasing system complexity Imposes too great a burden on a single operator.

In studying individual performance in a system context the researcher is *

perforce studying team behavior. This is a bonus for behavioral research in

general because comparatively few studies have so far been performed using

team situations. Most academic research has focu.ssed on the individual, not

only because of Psychology's individualistic orientation, but also because

creating the team situation is inherently more difficult.

4. Training. Operational systems are exercised by trained crews. The

comon practice of employing subjects unfamiliar with the tasks they are to

perform is completely unacceptable to system-oriented research. Measurement of
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naive subject performance merely determines how long it takes his to learn.

Often such subjects have not fully learned by the time they must be released.

IThe employment of naive subjects also requires the construction of highly

ab~stracted, simtplilsle tasks which must be simple If they are not to require

*prolonged training sessions. Subjects' performance under these conditions

cannot be extrapolated to that of operational personnel.

*If the task to be performed is an actual operational one, then operational

personnel trained in that task must be secured; if a synthetic (artificial)

* task is employed, subjects must be given extensive training on that task before

testing begins. The use of a mission scenario means that the subject will

* often have to learn several interrelated tasks; and since the tasks will be

meaningful ones, the usual practice of giving, say, a fixed number of training

trials (e.g., 20) or training to criterion where the criterion Is something as

* absurd as one perfect trial, will not do.

'd*-U
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CHAPTER THREE

SCHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONNEL SUBSYSTEM MEASUREMENT

Almost all the behavioral research one reads about in the literature deals

with controlled experimentation (CE). CE is measurement performed under highly

controlled conditions found primarily in the laboratory and emphasizes manipulation

of variables as part of hypothesis-testing. Not often described in the readily

available literature is a whole important genre of measurement which is largely

ignored by experimentalists and statistically oriented psychologists. This

genre the author has termed personnel subsystem measurement (PSM).

Although as we saw in Chapter Two, CE can accommodate the system orientation,

much of the measurement performed in relation to developing and operational

systems involves PSH. When correctly performed, PS Implements the system

approach to measurement. PSM is measurement of personnel performing the total

task or job (or aspects of these) in the context of or in reference to the

actual work (i.e., system) environment.

Although there is no complete dichotomy between CE and PS1, the major point
of overlap being a common research function, there are enough significant dif- ,

ferences between the two to warrant thinking of PS1 as a distinct form of human

performance measurement rather than as an applied (i.e., "weak") form of CE.

These differences are summarized in Table 1. The following discussion follows I
the headings in Table 1.

Purpose

PS has many more purposes than does CE. Where the measurement reference

is the system, many more questions arise than when the reference is the
individual. The necessary and sufficient purpose of CE is to discover the

mechanisms responsible for the performance of the object or event being measured

The application of this knowledge is someone else's responsibility; in PSM that

application is inherent in the measurement.

PSM goals are highly pragmatic:

1. To determine the feasibility of an approach. le.
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2. To select the most effective alternative (e.g., design or procedure).

3. To determine capability to perform.

4. To evaluate system and system element effectiveness.

5. To solve problems arising in the personnel subsystem.

6. To perform needed research.

When the investigator measures in relation to the initial five goals, he is

performing what we call "operational measurement." When he conducts research,

he is performing "research measurement."

The CE researcher can stop when he has supposedly unearthed these mechanisms,

but the PSH investigator (in his operational measurement role) cannot, because

PSN's action-orientation demands that where the performance of an object or 7..

phenomenon deviates from system requirements, it must be modified to bring it I-.

into consonance with those requirements. If the object or performance meets

)a'ose requirements, the PSM investigator accepts it as it stands; he does not

search for causal mechanisms except as part of problem solution. Nevertheless,

research is also important to PSM. It is often necessary to learn more about

how certain factors affect personnel subsystem performance. When that research

is performed, whether in the laboratory or in the operational environment, the ." -

methods employed (to the extent that they can be employed) are those of CE.

Methods

To discover explanatory mechanisms, CE must manipulate variables. The

experimenter extrscts the major influencing variables on the basis of his

hypotheses; he.manipulaLes these by arranging his measurement situation. PSI.-

in its operational measurement mode rarely manipulates variables or assigns

subjects to contrasting groups because ordinarily there are no treatment condi-

tions to be considered. With one exception. When contrasting conditions are
inherent in a system scenario (e.g., the system must function under daylight

end nighttime conditions or on sea and land), these conditions will be - . -

contrasted.
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On the other hand, PSM emphasizes exercise of the complete system scenario

(i.e., the mission for which the system was programned by its developers).

Exercise of that mission scenario is a highly complex activity, as exhaustive

as the most complex experiment.

Hypotheses

Because the experimenter looks for explanatory mechanisms, he must develop "

hypotheses about how his variables will function in his measurement situation.

He then arranges that situation to test these hypotheses. The PSM investigator '""

has no need to develop hypotheses because for operational purposes PSM is con-

cerned only with whether system personnel perform in accordance with system

requirements.

Performance Criterion

Since CE is concerned only with explanatory mechanisms and rarely has a

system reference, it does not evaluate the effects that derive from its mani-

pulation of variables. It therefore need not specify in advance that a particular

level of subject performance is required (this is not the same as specifying a

statistical level of significance); whatever occurs is sufficient. Performance

criteria are inherent in operational PSM because that measurement is directed

by the question of how effective system performance is or will be.

Tasks

In CE the tasks to be performed by subje%-te do not ordinarily derive from

a specific system although they may occasionally be developed to reprcsen•t

tasks performed in a type of system, e.g., Kidd's air traffic control tasks

(Kidd, 1959). Since the experimenter's intent is not to provide information

about a specific system, he has great freedom in developing his measurement

tasks. Therefore, (and this is something pointed out in Chapter Two) these

tasks are often so abstracted that they bear no relationship to operational
tasks. Whether or not this I i unfortunate depends on whether it is I"portant ...

to the researcher to extrapolate the results of these tasks to the real world.

Because there is no necessary relaticaship between experimental tasks and any

particular system, the generalization of data from such tasks to a specific

",4.,R



-- system is highly limited, but conversely these data may generalize (however

haltingly) to systems in general. The generalization is broad, but shallow. "

Since PSM in its operational measurement mode is always directed at a

particular system, it takes its measurement tasks from that system and they

must replicate the actual characteristics of the operational tasks as closely

as possible (fidelity). Fidelity is irrelevant for CE. Operational PSM data b

have maximum applicability to the individual system but less generalizability

across systems. PSM generalization is narrow but intensive.

Standard cf Proof ,

Both CE and PSM employ statistical standards of proof; these are sufficient

for CE because CE intends only to test whether or not a particular hypothesis

is statistically verified. Statistical standards are insufficient for PS1 .

because PSM's action-orientation requires the solution of a system problem

or an evaluation on which some action will be based. Tn addition to the usual'

statistical techniques and (where applicable) elaborate experimental designs,

PSM must be concerned about a pragmatic standard of proof: Is the difference *
between system requirement and actual performance sufficiently large (however

statistically significant) to make a practical difference to the system output?

Unit of Reference

One of the major differences between CE and PSH is the latter's orientation

to the system. There is no necessary system orientation in CE and in fact most

behavioral experiments are oriented around individuals or groups rather than d

systems. As a consequence, the application of performance data in CE is usually

to the individual or group without reference to the system in which they perform.

PSM views per. innel performance in the working environment as resulting from

attempts to satisfy a hierarchy of system requirements; performance can

therefore be understood only in terms of those requirements. (There is of

course performance directed solely at satisfying individual goals, e.g., mainte-

nance of bodily functions, and to study this performance CE methods may be

wholly satisfactory.)

3 .
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In PMS the meaningfulness of individual and team performance data lies in

its effect on the higher order structure (the subsystem and system) in which

performance occurs, and the interplay between that structure and that performance.

Consequently, data in PSM must be gathered not only at the individual/team level,

but also at the subsystem/system level; and explicitly or implicitly, the effect

of the former upon the latter must be examined.-

These differences between CE and PSM have major effects upon the way each

measures. This does not imply that one is better than or to be preferred over

the other. It is simply that differing purposes and conditions of measurement-

create different measurement situations and that the investigator must apply

the methodology appropriate to his situation. In the reai world of systems

this usually means PSM.

Measures Employed

Because CE studies individuals and groups, measures are taken of both, but

primarily of individual performance; group performance is studied much less

frequently. PSM measures at the indi vidual and team (work-oriented group)

levels, but, In addition, when it is properly conducted, measures are taken

at the subsystem and system levels. The latter may appear as less behavioral

than the former (e.g., number of targets downed, number at rounds fired) because

they summrize not only behavioral but also equipment outputs.

Both CE and PSM make use of quantitative measures, the former being perhaps

more molecular and sophisticated than the latter, because it Is possible with

CE to arrange the measurement situation to make use of such measures. PSM

measures are more descriptive because there is much greater emphasis in PS?!

on normative data, which is inherently descriptive.

Although both CE and PS?! employ qualitative data, the latter employsi more

such data and these play a more central role in PS?! than in CE. No controlled

experiment should be snompleted without debriefing subjects, but often even

that little is not accomplished. Qualitative methods (interviews, questionnaires,

ratings, critical incidents) play a much greater role in PS?! becauce understanding

of explanatory mechanisms must in part derive from the cooperation of the test

subject. Since it is impossible as in CE to arrange contrasting conditions so
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that a clearer understanding of the effects of events and phenomena can be

derived, PSH finds it necessary to make use of the experience of these events/

phenomena gained by subjects during the measurement situation. In CE research

In whIich time goal Is time determination of generalizable principles, subject

reactions to the measurement process are not considered particularly important.

In PS!!, where system personnel form an integ ral part of the system and can.

influence the effectiveness of system performance, it is highly desirable to

secure their reactions to the measurement situation.

Measurement proauces data, and data are what we scrutinize to derive con-

clusions from that measurement. One might think that all data are the same,t

and in one sense they are (i.e., reaction time (RT) is the same measure, however

the conditions of gathering that reaction time may vary); but data differ in

terms of the purposes for which they are gathered and the measurement operations

performed to produce them. Most important, they differ in terms of the variables

Included In the measurement.

All data reflect the selection of particular variables influencing those

data. If RT Is gathered in a laboratory under highly controlled conditions,

the specific RT values are likely to be different than if the researcher gathers

RT data under operational conditions (if he were in fact to do so, which is

Improbable). When experiments are performed to test hypotheses, the data they

produce reflect only the experimental conditions included in the hypothesis- .

test. In consequence, such data are likely to be na..row and less accurate

representations of actual operations than data gathered in the operational

environment. Some narrowing of the conditions under which CE data are gathered

is necessary, because otherwise the data collection task might be impossibly

onerous. However, operational data are less con~strained by controls than

laboratory data, and are consequently less precise or more confounded.

Data may be derived from the following types of measurements: (1) controlled

experiments; (2) PSM testing; (3) PSM normative data gathering. In each of these

the purpose of the data gathering and the operations performed differ. We have

already spoken of CE and PSM testing. The immediate purpose of PSM normative

data gathering is to describe as completely as possible the status of an object

or phenomenon. The underlying purpose of this data gathering is to provide a

data base to the designer/developer of new systems, and to assist in the
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implementation of some action involving these systems. In normative data .

gathering, like PSM testing but unlike CE, there is no manipulation of variables.

Data are gathered by selecting those measures that appear operationally to be

most meaningful. Moreover, because the measurement situation is not arranged,

the resultant data reflect all the variables that would ordinarily influence

the datp.

The investigator will be interested in two types of PSM normative data:.

1. Those describing systems, differences among systems, and the-

relationship between personnel performance and system parameters.

2. Those describing personnel in the performance of their tasks, which

usually includes an equipment interface. This last has been termed "human

performance reliability" data, although actually these data are focussed as

much on accuracy and adequacy as on consistency (see Meister--1978).,

The particular normative data one collects depends on the questions one ,

seeks to answer:

1. System normative data may be collected in response to the following

questions:
/

a. What parameters distinguish one system from another?

b. Is there a typology of ýystems and does personnel performance

vary with different types of systems? •or example, Meister (1977) has suggested

a typology based on differences in the amount of indeterminacy present in system ... -

operations.

c. How does personnel perfo nce vary as a function of the

particular system parameters found as a r sult of answering question 1?

System normative data are very like that produced by traditional hypothesis-

testing, i.e., general conclusions buttressed by empirical data, which in this

case would probably be based on correlations rather than the usual tests of

significance of differences (e.g., Analysis of Variance).

4,.
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2. Personnel performance normative data may be collected to determine

the probab.1ity of task/job accomplishment as a function of:

pb
a. Equipment characteristics.

t- <x

b. Job characteristics.

c. Aptitude for job-related skills. -

d. Personnel skill level.

e. Experience level.

f. Motivational level.L 
-

PI

In contrast to CE and PSM test data, personnel performance normative data

are expressed in the form of tables or nomographs. An example of such tables :; /

is provided in Appendix II. Although conclusions or principles can be derived

from tabular compilations of such data, they are not specifically expressed in

the tables.
p.v.

Statistical Analysis

CE and PSM are also differentiated by their methods of statistical analysis. .; .

In CE variables are tested by arranging contrasting conditions of presentation.

As a consequence, the statistics preferred by experimentalists is that testing

the significance of differences, the most common technique being analysis of

variance in its various formats.

On the contrary, the PSM investigator who measures in the operational

situation has little opportunity to arrange contrasting conditions and he

often employs correlational analysis (although when he works in a laboratory

or can arrange contrasting conditions in the operational environment, or can

select contrasting conditions from that environment, he also uses significance

of difference statistics).

34 43 • .
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There is no doubt that significance of difference statistics are a much

more powerful tool than correlational analysis, not because this additional

power is inherent in the former technique, but because the arrangement of can- ,

trasting con'ditions pecrmits the investigator to zero in on the mechanism or

factor hypothesized to cause a given effect. Correlations merely suggest that

an association between two or more variables exists; because the investigator

is unable to extract the effect of possibly interactive variables, the con--

clusions he can draw from a correlation must be more tentative than those of

the experiment. However, the process of arranging contrasting experimental

conditions by eliminating interactive variables tends, as has been indicated

previously, to make the experimental situation somewhat simplistic and sometimes

artificial.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PSM MEASUREMENT QUESTIONS 1

*The purposes of PSM imply certain questions, the answers to which will

achieve those purposes. In this chapter we describe those questions and

the methods of securing answers to these questions. We have organized

these questions by: stage of system development; training program develop-

ment; system operation; and system maintenance. Research questions

particularly pertinent to PSM will also be discussed, but these are obviously
not the only research questions relevant to PSM.

Each question will be discussed in terms of the following topics which

the investigator should consider before initiating any study:

L. Why is the question pertinent?

2. To what stage of system development or operations is the question

most relevant?

3. Woes the question require operational or research measurement,

and why?

4. Will the study results be generalizable and to what extent?

* 5. Must variables be manipulated or not; if yes, what-are these
variables?

6. What part of the total system must be exercised or simulated?

7. Is a performance standard needed?

8. Does the question require a special measurement design or measures?

9. What special problems may arise in answering the questions?

10. What information (in addition to answering the specific question)

can one derive from the study?
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A. Questions Related to Eysýýtem Develpentp

I. Do Personnlh)' Po)s5sess the c'apabibIitvt perform c'ertaIin functions LO

specified levels? Are system design concepts feasible from a personnel

Performance standpoint?

These questions are asked during the initial phases of system development.

With increasing technological sophistication we come closer to developing

systems that exceed human capabilities or stress them unduly (in individual

functions only, of course). For example, a new system design may require

personnel to make perceptual discriminations which are at or about the

threshold of perceptual capability. Whether personnel will be able to

make these discriminations is unknown. If the behavioral literature does

not supply definitive Information on this question (and usually it does not),

it will be necessary to conduct a study to answer the question. This type

of study is termed an Exploratory Test. .-

Question Al is peculiar to a specific system design and can be answered O
only In the contest of that design. Regretfully it must be reported that V

the developer often relies on the operator's mythical capability to over-

come severe demands; hence the frequency of Exploratory testing is not

as great as perhaps it should be.

Exploratory tests are almost always confined to the Predesign or very

early design phase because afterwards the questions are moot; the developer

is committed, whether or not personnel can perform the necessary functions
aC the level required. (It is rare that a function cannot be performedI.,
at all.) .

Control in the sense of CE Is unnecessary in Exploratory testing because

there are no contrasting groups. All that is required is reproduction of

the (anticipated) system characteristics. Simulation fidelity is necessary

because question Al is specific to a type of design; hence the essential

characteristics of that design must be incorporated in the measurement I

situation., Only enough of the system to permit personnel to perform the ~I
system function (if they can) need be simulated, not the total system;

no manipulation of variables is needed, nor is there any requirement for
comparison with a control group. However, the investigator must compare

46
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personnel performance with the system req',irement which is in question

because he does not know if it can be accomplished. If an explicit

(quantitative) standard or even an implicit one (i.e., the developer's V

.concept of what is acceptable performance) cannot be specified, Al cannot

be answered. Oftea the information available about standards is insufficient -:-

and imprecise because system developers have not thought systematically

about what must be done by personnel.

As the measurement situation becomes increasingly specific, the results

of the study lose generalizability; hence Exploratory testing does not

provide a great deal of usable research data, although it does tell us a

bit about what the human is capable of.

On the other hand, since some part of a system configuration must be

simulated in order to provide a setting in which subjects can perform, the

investigator can secure additional information about the adequacy of that

configuration (e.g., from a human engineering standpoL.,:), the particular

problems the subject experiences, the nature of his errors and failures-

all of which can be fed back into an improved design. In general, every

developmental test involving human performance in which the system con-

figuration is realistically simulated provides an opportunity to evaluate

not only that performance but also the system configuration used in the

measurement sitt.ation.

2. Which of two or more alternative system configurations a(e.g., ecuipuent

designs, manning arrangements, operating procedures, etc.) Is more effective

from a personnel performance standpoint?

This question may arise both in the Detail Design phase of system

Develepment and i the later Operations phase. If personnel perfurmance is

particularly criti al to the effective functioning of the system, so that

the selection of a design or procedure must be based on that performance;

and if two or more designs or procedures are available and the selection

cannot be made on empirical or logical bases, then a Resolution test must

be performed. Sometimes this question is combined with Al because there

may be some doubt as to whether either alternative will satisfy system

requirements.

47..
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Although personnel performance is critical to the answer, the apparent

reason for the Resoltion test may often be an engineering one, (i.e., the "

%'onrffigurat-on as a whole Is In doubt rather than the operator's ca-pability

to perform).

Since the Resolution test is an operational one, study results may not

be very generalizable. The Resolution test resembles CE in the sense that |

it involves a comparison of configurations; therefore it is necessary to

control the conditions under which each alternative is tested. As in

Exploratory testing, no manipulation of variables is required. Only those

aspects related specifically to the alternative configurations being

compared need be simulated or exercised in a Resolution test. -.

.4

Ir conducting this test some consideration should be given to operator ./ L

capability and experience with configurations of the type being tested, u
because these factors can determine the absolute level of performance

achieved. This last is of interest, although the major question is a.

comparative one; a performance standard, although not crucial for answering 1*6

A2, is desirable, becauze, as pointed out before, neither configuration may " I
satisfy system requirements. Because of the need to control test conditions,

a study design in which subjects are their own controls (all subjects perform

under all conditions and order of presentation is systematically varied)

is desirable (although may nor be practical). To the extent that system .. ,

characteristics are simulated faithfully, it is possible to secure infor-

mation on subject responses to human engineering features of the system,

and any difficulties subjects may experience.

3. Does the system (in any of its developmental forms, e.g., drawings,

mockups, procedures, prototype or production hardware) satisfy system

requirements from a personnel 3tandpoint?

This question arises because every system is developed to satisfy

specific requirements (e.g., to fly X miles without refueling; to process N

1 Which is not to say that-it is forbidden. Some investigators may do so a.

because somehow it makes the study apparently more respectable (academically,
that is). The unnecessary manipulation of variables is not illegal; it is
merely inefficient.
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amounts of mail each hour); and therefore it is necessary to determine 0

whether the new design has been successful in accomplishing those require-

r~ents. These requirements are those of personnel performance which are,
however, bound up with and derive from £he overall system mission.

The question is answered by the Verification test, whose purpose, like

that of the Exploratory test, is specifically evaluation of performance

in relation to a requirement (standard). The difference between the two

3 tests is that Exploratory testing involves only a limited number of .

system functions; the Verification test involves the entire system.

Unlike the Exploratory test, but like the Resolution test, Verification

testing can be performed at any stage during system Development and Operations.
At earlier developmental stages it is possible to evaluate the design of

* individual items of equipment, making use of drawings, mockups and proto- 1
type equipment (Meister & Rabideau, 1965). Although much of this testing

is quite informal, one can consider it as verification testing to the extentI that it follows a procedure which is amenable to scrutiny by someone other

than the evaluator himself.

At a somewhat later stage of development, when a hardware prototype

has been developed, the purpose of the test may be to verify the adequacy

of that prototype and to gain information about system feasibility, as the

basis of a decision to proceed (or not to proceed) with further engineering

- development.

Still later, but prior to formal acceptance of the system, the developer

may be required to demonstrate the adequacy of his product by means of an

Operational System Test (OST); or the system procurer may run his own OST
as the basis for system acceptance. The Department of Defense prescribes

system "going operational"; each has its specific purpose.

There are for example, two general types of military test and evaluation

(T&E): developmental'(DT&E) and operational (OT&E). DT&E is performed byX

aN
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the system developer and the military development agency. OT&E is conducted

by the user and/or by a major field agency, with operational and support

personnel of the type and qualifications of those expected to use and main-

tain the system when deployed. Within OTE&E there is initial operational

test and evaluation (IOT&E) performed on pre-production prototypes or

.pilot production systems; and follow-on T&E (FOT&E) conducted in the field

using the production system to verify system performance and operating costs;

to validate correction of previously identified deficiencies, and to refine

tactical employment doctrine and personnel/training requirements. Occasionally *

developmental and'IOT&E tests are combined.

Thereafter, during the remainder of system life, Verification tests

of one type or another (to be described in relation to question Cl) may be

performed.

The studies performed to answer question A3 are operational ones; they

are specific to an individual item of equipment or a system; hence their

generalizability to other systems is low. Nevertheless, we hypothesize

that data useful to systems in general or to particular types of systems

can be gained if results of a number of system verification tests are'

combined, particularly if a common theoretical framework and measures

have been used. One might examine those data from the viewpoint of whether,

for example, a design or manning principle common to all systems tested

has been particularly successful (or the reverse). To the author's know-

ledge comparative studies of similar systems under test (e.g., the inter-

continental ballistic missiles Atlas, Titan, Minuteman)-have never been

performed, but there is no reason why they could not be.

The measurement design for a Verification test is comparatively simple,

involving only a single condition (unless the mission scenario requires

alternative operational modes which must then be compared). Hence no

manipulation of variables or conditions is usually necessary. Nevertheless,

the care required in exercising even a small system for test purposes is

formidable. The test requires oxercise of the entire system, in as faithful
a reproduction of the operational scenario and conditions as possible;
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.if the system is exercised in a non-operational mode, the test loses much

of its value as a predictor of ultimate operational performance. Reproduction

of the operational mode must include personnel factors: system personnel
who will exercise the system being tested should either be those who will

later run it operationally or have similar characteristics.

Since the purpose of the test is to verify compliance to system

requirements, a precondition for the verification test is a set of

quantitative standards. For various reasons such as indifference to or

ignorance of personnel factors this may be difficult to achieve. Consequently

Verification tests are often performed to implicit and hence rather imprecise

personnel standards; test sensitivity is thereby reduced and the answers

secured are tenuous. <

A number of problems may arise in conducting the Verification test.

Among the most serious are:

a. Functioning equipment where involved (as it almost always is)
may break down, interrupting the measurement process and reducing the

opportunity to secure a large enough sample of personnel performance. If

the breakdown reveals a serioub design fault, major equipment modifications

may be necessary; procedures for operating the equipment may have to be

revised, so that data gathered on previous performances of system personnel

are no longer completely valid.- ___

b. A system under test may be operated in ways that differ from
its Intended operational deployment. Or not all of its functions may be

exercised. This may arise because test personnel wish to experiment with

variations in the system configuration. If this happens, the investigator

cannot fully answer the initial measurement question as it pertains to

operational utility.

c. The personnel exercising the syptem during the test may not be

its intended operational users (e.g., soldiers, factory workers). The value
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of some tests has been lost by employing the engineers who developed the

system to exercise it; since these are usually nore highly qualified

(and certainly more knowledgeabiu about the system) than the anticipateu

using personnel, an incorrect prediction of user performance will be

generated.

Because the IOT&E and FOT6E (in contrast to their earlier development

or test versions) deal with the entire system and all its functions, it

is possible to secure considerable information about many facets of that

system. Previous Verification tests (see Askren and Newton, 1969) have

examined the following:

a. Human design considerations relative to operability and maintain-

ability; I "

b. Adequacy of technical publications used by personnel to operate/

maintain the system;

c. The work environment or other conditions that affect personnel'

performance.

d. Adequacy of the manning estimated as needed to utilize the

Isystem;

e. Adequacy of training received by test personnel.

Deficiencies in any of these areas can be noted; investigatiovs of

causal factors for these deficiencies can be initia.;ad; prospective solutions

to these problems can be tried out anad validated.

4. How do system developers develop systems? How do they make use of

Human Factors inputs? What is the relationship between system cbaracteristics

and operator performance? f-.

These questions are pertinent because they go to the very heart of the
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Human Factors goal. of assIsting In system development. To do so it is necessary

to provide system dvvelopers/designers 2with the behavioral information t'~ey

need to make more adequate design/developmenz decisions. This in turn

requires the behavioral specialist to have an intimate knowledge of how

the designer functions. This knowledge is necessary because the designer d

is usually the sole authority with regard to anything relating to his

design (or at least has the most strident voice with regard to accepting

or rejecting recommendations of design characteristics). The specialist

needs first to determine what behavioral information the designer needs;N

then, what information he will and can utilize; next the format in which

it should be presented; and finally how he utilizes that information.7

In order to make meaningful recomme-'dations for the incorporation of

behavioral principles in design, the specialist must ascertain the relation-

ship between individual system characteristics (e.g., various equipment

arrangements) and the operator performance resulting from those character-

* istics. We still know very little about this relationship.

Question A4 calls for research rather than operational'st~udies, because

answers do not apply to a single system or equipment. If one knows for example

that a particular equipment characteristic or configuration always requires a

* particular kind of maintenance activity, this information applies "across the

board." For that reason the answers to A4 should be highly generalizable. -

Since we are dealing here with research rather than evaluation, the

manipulation of variables is not only pertinent but necessary. In the studies

2y system developer we mean one who is responsible for the planning, approving

and managing of system development; he may be the head of the customer's
project team, the Chief Engineer or head of an engineering group. By

desgne i mentthose wocarry out the developer's plans atadetail
level by drawing designs for equipment; planning spares requirements,
performing the engineering calculations and writing the operating procedures.
The informational needs of developers and designers probably differ, the
latter requiring more molecular information than the former. For convenience
we shall henceforth refer to the "designer" only, with the understanding
that this phase also includes the developer.



performed by Meister et al. (1968, 1969a, 1969b, 1971) and Askren and Lintz

(1975) one can see some of the variables around which this type of research

can be designed. These include (a) individual differences within the-

designer population (e.g., the system level designer vs. the equipment

level designer); (b) the type of human factors input (e.g., equipment- Y

performance relationships, skill level, availablility data, etc.); (c) the

format in which human factors inputs are presented (e.g., verbal, graphic,

quantitative, etc.); (d) the amount of behavioral information provided and

its sequencing in development.

Since the research is not system-specific, it is unnecessary to attempt

to replicate the hardware characteristics of any particular system. Rather -

the researcher is attempting to investigate a development process, and

the measurement environment selected for such an investigation should be

that of an actual engineering department or a situation which simulates

the essential characteristics of the design process. For example, In one c
study (Meister et al., 1968) missile ground equipment designers were hired

to design (on paper only, of course) a ground fuel pressurization system to
the experimenter's specification. The design effort was performed in the

designer's own office which was of course part of the company's engineering ~
department. Since most of the inputs and outputs of the design process

are symbolic (cognitive), in the form of engineering drawings (although

mockups too can be developed), a special physical environment is not -

necessary.

Because these are research questions and moreover deal with operator

performance only indirectly, performance standards are irrelevant. (Performance ~ A
standards for design adequacy are very gross.) Nor does the resulting

research require a special experimental design specific to the questions

asked; any of the usual experimental designs involving experimental and

control conditions can be employed; which one is selected depends on the

variables at issue.

Although the equipment problems to be solved need to be based on an/

actual operational system, one aspect of the measurement situation does

require a high degree of operational fidelity. In simulating the design

process it is necessary to reproduce the characteristics of typical inputs

C.
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to that process and to require customary design outputs from engineers. For

example, It is necessary to develop a realistic system requirement document and

to ask for certain types of analyses and drawings which one would ordinarily

receive In response to sr -h a requirement (e.g., schematics, flow diagrams,

tradeoff analyses). In s~zudying design many methods can be used to secure data,

Including observation of actual system development activities, interviews with

designers, paper and pencil tests employing written/graphic design problems,

ratings of the adequacy of design outputs, etc. More controlled methods may make

use of simulation as well as experimentation both in the laboratory and in the

actual system development environment (i.e., the engineering department).

The simulation of anything as complex as the design process presents

difficulties. There are two critical elements affecting the design response:

differences among designers; and the nature of design tasks. The first is
Important because design is a peculiarly individual (i.e., covert) process, *

despite the use of project teams on major projects. We'are unable to do
more than make gross differentiations among types of designers, (e.g.2,

system and bench-level engineers); and such a dichotomy probably covers up

critical individual differences among them (see Hughes*Aircraft Company, 1978).

The second is Important because design requires a wide spectrum of functions.

Since the design process is usually a lengthy one (for systwm of any .

complexity) the experimenter attempts to simulate the process (and speed

It up) by abstracting what he considers to be the critical elements of that XA
process. But the abstract ion may eliminate certain other essential features

of design that have not yet been identified.

This Is an especially fertile Area for fundamental PSM research; it has

been hardly touched (the few studies performed and the conclusions reached

require more detailed treatment than is possible here); but its potential
utility cannot be overestfr~ted. Unfortunately the importance of the-

question is not too well recognized by those supporting behavioral research.

B. Questions Related to Training

1. Has the necessary training been accomplished? Is the training

adequate?



Question Bl does not mean, has a specified course of study been given?-

But rather, have tr.ýinees learned appropriate3 skills on the basis of that.

.training? It is the training program that is being ev .aluated and not any

individual student's proficiency, although obviously whether or not indiv-

iduals (in aggregate) have learned (as demonstrated in performance) is the

basis for determining whether or not the program is effective. Whether or

not individual X has learned is a pertinent question but only to individual

Question El arises as soon as training is initiated. The very first

training for a truly new system is usually factory training, i.e., training

provided to potential users by the system developer at the factory or test.

range. This training is apt to be somewhat less systematic and formal than

that later established by the using agency (the customer) on its own

(basing that training of course on the factory predecessor). Factory train-

Ing often precedes the OST which serves as the acceptance test for the

system since using personnel who will conduct that test must be trained. /
However, El can and is often asked throughout system life, because systems

become updated, curricula are refined, student population characteristics

may change (with greater or lesser aptitude than previous inputs);.all of

these make it necessary periodically to determine whether training still

satisfies objectives.

Question El is obviously not peculiar to manned systems but may be .

asked In any educational context; for example, it has been asked increasingly

about the adequacy of the American primary and secondary educational system

and whether that system is doing what it is supposed to do. In the case

of public education as contrasted to technical (e.g., military or coumercial/ 7

industrial) training, the problem of training evaluation is considerably

exacerbated because educators, politicians and the general public have

Ideological viewpoints and rarely agree on what the system requirements

are or should be. This is much less true for technical training..

Tereference is always the system. That training is appropriate which
satisfies system performance requirements.



There are additional differences between training for a new military or

couwaercial/industrial system and public education. In the former, if the
system is genuinely novel, there is little backlog of experience and

knowledge on which to base decisions such as: how long training should

be;Lwhat training methods should be employed; what should the sequence

of training be. (Hajor military system changes are infrequent; however,

less comprehensive changes are much more frequent.) Consequently these

decisions are likely to be based on the "cut and try" principle. Public

education on the contrary has changed relatively slowly (despite the

propagandizing of new approaches) and there is a longer "track record"

to use as the basis for these decisions.

Naturally question Bl applies not only to a total curriculum but also

to its individual segments.

The evaluation of a specific training program can be answered only by

operational study because it is peculiar not only to a specific set of

tasks and skills demanded by the system but also to trainees with a
particular set of capabilities and exaperience. The answers provided are

not generalizable, therefore, except in the general sense of confirming

that a certain amount of training given in al particular way does ( or u..7

does not) lead to skill acquisition. (Few comparative studies of actual

training programs are performed, however.) One can also ask whether a*

S.MeP of training environment, such as a simulator, or a training medium :

* such as programmed Instruction, trains effectively. When the question is
* asked in this general sense, it becomes a research problem (see question B3),

the answers to which are highly generalizable.

As long as the evaluation is an operational study, no manipulation of :
variables is required in the evaluation of an individual training program.

(The situation changes however when one is contrasting different training

methods or media within a single training program; here the training program

serves merely as a context for the experimental variables which are treated
as in question B3. If on the other hand one is contrasting two distinctly

different trainiug programs, the study become a Resolution test.),
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The design for evaluation of an individual training program may be handled

in several ways:

a. One may ask how much improvement trainees exhibit as a result

of training over their initial (pre-training) state. In this situation

trainees are tested before, during and following training; if the differences

between post-test and pre-test are significant, it suggests that an amount

of something has been learned.

The defect of this kind of design is that no mention has been made '

of any performance standard which trainees must satisfy. Lacking a comparison

with that standard, all one can say is that some learning has been achieved,

but whether trainees have learned what they should and to a prescribed criterion %

of adequacy is quite unknown.

b. Alternatively, trainees are tested only once, at the conclusion

of training (and/or at the conclusion of individual curriculum segments);
and performance is compared with some standard of proficiency (which may

be a quantitative score, an expert judgment of capability--transformed into

a quantititive rating--or accomplishment of some tasks representative of

the job). This design is a very common one, but the difficulty is that

since an objective standard is usually lacking one can again surmise only

that some training has been accomplished but not the amount of that -

training.-

Control groups which receive no training and serve as comparison conditions

are not usually employed in operational evaluations, because first, there

is no pool of subjects available to serve as a control, since all personnel

entering-the training pipeline are there to learn; and secondly control

groups are unnecessary since specialized training will always produce

performance significantly greater than would be produced by a group not

receiving training. (The concept of a control group in evaluation of training -

is appropriate only when there are alternative ways of developing skills -

thap by means of a specified curriculum.)
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If what Is being trained are skills which can be demonstrated only by

performance, it will be necessary to exercise the system, subsystem or

equipment (wihvri relevant to the skills to be demonstrated). A

surrgat- siulaor-of the operational equipment can be utilized in place

of the actual equipment If the simulation ia sufficiently faithful. Only

if knowledge. (e.g., background information, theoretical concepts) are to

* L

be tested will exercise of the physical system be unnecessary; in this

case the system can be represented symbolically (i.e., verbally, by drawings

or mockups).

Answers to question Bi, if it is asked of the factory training course L

wI,

developed before OST, may be provided (partially) by the OST. If one assumes ,

OST to be the operational environment to which factory training should be

responsive, dificiencies in training can be inferred from difficulties

manifested by test personnel who were trained in the factory course, and by

:interviews with them to solicit their opinions concerning the adequacy of

their training. Judgments of training adequacy made in this way are infer-

ential only and should be considered tentative if only because they may be

confounded with the effects of hardware problems occurring during OST.

For example, if design inadequacies are found that negate procedures learned

by personnel, the training may be downgraded when the adequacy of the hard-

ware is at fault.

Questions of training program sequacy must also be asked onece the :/
curriculum is established. No curriculum is entirely stable and as da ta

are fed back from the operational system (concerning the adequacy of personnel
sent from schools to the operational system) progressive refinements should .

be made~ in the curriculum to bring it more closely into accord with

operational requirements.

Each malor modification should be evaluated. This can be done in either

of cwo wa-s: (1) either the modification can be specifically and individually

tested against the previous method (Resolution testing); or (2) the efficiency,

4 °

However, in contrast to non-technical public education, it is most unusual
in system training for knowledges alone to be required of the trainee; he
almost always has to demonstrate in performance of some task the application i
of any knowledge he' has acquired.
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of the total training program (with the new modification incorporated) can

be evaluated and compared against its previous efficiency (a form of

Verification testing). In (1) a formal test is conducted with the previous

method and the new one as comparison conditions. In (2) the modified .

curriculum is tested against data describing the performance of the previous

training program. The ideal situation is to follow both procedures, but this

is rarely done; if any evaluation at all is performed of a modified curriculum,

evaluators usually follow the second procedure (to the extent that they

have data reflecting the previous program) and infer from the overall statuis

of the curriculum (i.e., the ultimate success or failure of its students,

together with instructor judgments) whether or not the modification has been

effective.

The effectiveness of a training system implies that what is taught is

actually relevant to operational tasks. This is of course a critical question

but one which is not usually addressed in measurements of training efficiency.

Relevance is usually assumed or (le~ss frequently) is evaluated on the basis

of informal judgments. We consider this question to be related to the

concept of transfir of training and it will be considered later in that

context.*

In order to evaluate a new training program properly

a. Personnel performance standards related to operational tasks

are needed, from which training measures can be developed. Many so called

standards (at least those used in military systems) are, in a performance

sense, not standards at all; they describe the knowledges needed for

performance, but not the performance itself. Moreover, the standards

referred to describe individual trainee performance only; there are no

quantitr.tive performance standards that can be applied to the training

program as a whole.

b. A measurement setting is needed which realistically reproduces

the demands of performing the job operationally. The evaluator cannot.
ordinarily exercise the actual system fully in a training mode in order to 1

provide these conditions; the question therefore arises of how much less

than complete system fidelity he can acce~pt and still provide conditions

reasonably representative of the operational situation.



If the criterion is perforinanee on the operational job the training

environment as a setting for training evaluation inherently lacks some

degree of validity. It follows therefore that training system efficiency

measured by student performance in the training environment should always

be followed by testing the graduate input to the operational system. However,

this procedure crdh-tes additional problems (to be explored later) and is rarely

* implemented.

Training program adequacy obviously cannot be evaluated in a binary way:

yes, the program is efficient; no, it is not. All training programs are

almost certainly deficient in some respects which a sufficiently sensitive

measurement methodology would reveal. Lacking that, the measurement

* should at least indicate the difficulties trainees have and the functions

* in which they are most and least proficient.

2. Does performance transfer from the training environment (usually

the school) to the operational job? How does that performance transfer?

The first question demands an operational study, specific to a particular

system, training program, types of personnel and mode of training. Tie-

second requires a research study focussed on determining the principles

by means of which transfer can be max-.mized. In this discussion we shall

focus on the first question, not because the second one is unimportant,.I.

but because there are already excellent treatments of the topic. ~.-

What do we mean by the phrase "transfer of training"? Traditionally'

transfer has been defined as the application of skills learned in one task

or in one context to learning of a second task (Hovland, 1951). Other definitions

are possible however. In the one which is of particular interest to PS!!,

transfer refers to the extent to which the trainee can apply his skills

once learned to the operational job for which he was trained. There is
no onraicio btwenthe cutomr definition and the one emloedhe

because almost always some additional learning of that job in the operational

environment is necessary (which suggests that no training program can be

completely efficient; if it were, the graduate would perform with maximum
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effectiveness as soon as lit, entered the job environment). What is transferred

in a skill learned In one environment (usually a school) to another environ-

ment, the operational one; the demands of the latter are usually greater

than thos of the former. From the standpoint of evaluating a training

program the essential question is, can the trainee perform where it counts

(however well he performs when tested in the school?). Studies pe(-rf- -1d

in the military indicate that many personnel are inadequately prepareec to

function in the operational environment (e.g., .Steinemann et al., 1968).

If it is true that transfer depends on stimulus and response similarities

between the training and the operational environment, inadequate transferI

may result from the fact that the school does not provide stimulus-response

connections sufficiently similar to those of the operational system ( a
problem of fidelity). Or (less likely) the school may not ha-ie identified

the skills which should be taught. If either of these hypotheses is correct,'1
personnel trained in the job environment should perform more effectivelyj

on that job than those receiving an equivalent amount of training in the p
school environment. A test of this hypothesis would be to train one group

in a set of skills at school and compare its performance with that of

another group (equated In capability) which learned the same skills for the

same length of time on the job. From an evaluational standpoint, however,10

it is almost impossible to equate formal school time with informal (or even

formal) on-the-job observational and practice opportunities. For example,2
the same instructors do not train both groups; indeed, the OJT group may
have no instructors (in a formal sense) at all. 0

To determine whether learned skills transfer from the school to the

operational environment it is necessary to

a. Compare the performance of school graduates in Operations

with that of an aptitude-equated control group which has received an equal .

amount (obviously not type) of training on the job. This means measuring

two groups in two environments, the school and the operational system.



b. Measure the performance of both groups in the operational

environment, either by setting up special evaluation tests (almost never

possible) or by measuring normal routine activities. In the latter case

chance variations between performance opportunities available to the

different sets of subjects may con~found results.

In actual practice the effectiveness of training as it transfers to the

operational job is almost always measured (when it is measured) in a non-

performance manner; for example, measuring the capabilities of operational

personnel by using paper and pencil knowledge tests (which assumes that

knowledge is equivalent to performance); or by the ubiquitous supervisiory

ratings. The results of such tests are then compared with some standard

(usually quite imprecise) of what performance should be. Training adequacy

is inferred as a function of the discrepancy between the standard and the

measured value.

Whatever the method used to evaluate operational performance, the results

of these evaluations of ter reflect dissatisfaction with personnel performance.

From the many complaints of performance inadequacy by supervisors (at least
5in the military ) it would be reasonable to infer that much training does

niot transfer; and then of course the question to be answered is why~, a question .

that is answered by inva.stigation and not by formal test.

In aunnAry, the general practice is that performance of operational systems

is measured or (more-usually) inferred and compared with an expectation of

what that performance should be; then, if there is a sizeable discrepancy,

as there often is, the training program is blamed. However, outside of

experimental research studies, no evaluation of training systems is very

systematic and based upon sound methodology. The exception is the evaluation

of the effectiveness of simulators (most often aircraft simulators); and

these are devices that implement a training program rather than the program

5Whether such complaints are equally prevalent in non-military systems is
not known. In coummercial/industrial systems inadequate personnel can be
discharged; and many non-military systems (e.g., construction, transportation)
assume no respcnsibility for training their personxnel. In military and
social-benef it (e.g., Civil Service) systems it is much more difficult to
get rid of incompetents.
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itself. Formal measurements to determine how much has been transferred

from the school to the job are rarely made, because of the difficulties

already cited. Arrangements have been made in the military to provide

feedback from the operational system to the schools to suggest where training4

deficiencies exist, but again this feedback is based largely on informal

impress ions and has not generally been very valuable in upgrading training

quality.

Transfer in the traditional sense is also involved in the establishment

of a curriculum. Ideally the curriculum developer arranges the sequencing

of tasks to be learned so that there is maximum transfer between part

tasks'(which come earlier in the training sequence) and the larger jobs

into which the part tasks fit. However, this sequencing is almost never

based'on previous transfer measurement ( or even on principles derived from..

transfer research); nor is there any attempt to measure the degree of

trans fer involved between part and whole tasks in actual training~ programs.

Transfer can also be used as a means of comparing the efficiency of

alternative training modes, e.g., the increasingly common use of simaulators

to replace operational settings as the training context. Aircraft simulators

have been used to replace many hours of actual flight training (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN, 1972). ~

Weapon system simulators (e.g., sonar trainers) make it unnecessary to

exercise actual systems frequently and they also permit practice of

emergency procedures that would be very hazardous in actual operations.

What is transferred is again a skill developed in a particular training

environment (e.g., the simulator) to performance in the operational environ- 0.

ment. In this context question B2 implies the following three sub-questions:

a. Is a particular training environment (e.g., the simulator)

effective?

b. How much training in that environment will replace how much

training In the operational environment?

C. Are training environments of a general type (e.g., aircraft

simulators) effective?
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The first of these sub-questions is an operational one; the third, a

research question; the second can be answered either as an operational or

a research question or subsumed under (a) because any comparison of training

environments involves some amount of training given in each environment.

The study design to answer these questions follows the paradigm of

traditional transfer of training designs. For example, the adequacy of

an aircraft simulator can be determined using as shown in Table 2.

.Table 2. Study Design for Transfer of Training Studies

Group Training Environment Traini.ng Hours Performance Environment

Experimental Simulator N Air

Control Air N Air

The performance (criterion) environment is the air, i~ecause that is **

where operaticnal flight occurs. The experimental gro~up receives N hours

of simulator training; the control group receives the same number of hours

learning and practicing the same tasks in the air. If the experimental

group performs as well in the criterion environment as does the control

group, one would be justified in saying that the simulator was effective

,/

and that N simulator hours have a training value equivalent to N hours

of flight training.

Variations are of course possible: one might compare N simulator hours

against N+3 hours in the air, in which case if the simulator were effective,

it would have more than equal training value compared to the operational

environment. Or the experimental group might receive N hours in the

simulator and P hours in the air, compared with a control group receiving

N+P hours in the air. Or one might compare a number of experimental

alternatives (e.g., N experimental groups) against a control.

This is of course only a very simple treatment of a very complex topic.

However if one asks only the specific questions: is the simulator effective,
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and to what extent, this treatment of the topic may be sufficieut because

one is not asking abcut explanatory (i.e., theoretical) mechanisms for

'which a more complex research design is necessry.

These comparisons imply of course training on the same task content

to the same performance standard, althougia obviously students in the different

settings will not be trained in precisely the same manner. Whether trainirg 1

in one mode or environment is identical with that given in another is

irrelevant, as long as a specified criterion performance is demonstrated

in the operational job.

The criterion of transfer is always performance in a relevant operational

job/environment. In some cases it may be difficult to measure criterion

performance operationally because the operational system is not available

to the investigator or does not permit sufficient control. In those cases

an intermediate environment (i.e., one similar to the operational one) may

be used. For example, a sonar simulator might be used to substitute for

an operational sonar to evaluate the effectiveness of sonar technician

training (Mackie, 1978). Such ersatz situations do not however provide
a completely satisfactory answer to the questions raised~ in this section,

because they all differ from the operational environment to some extent.

In operational studies of tr.'nsfer only the training environment and

the amount of training given in that environment need be varied. In researchIL

studies of transfer other variables can be manipulated simultaneously, If,

for example, the investigator wished to determine the interaction between

simulator training mode (e.g., variable task sequences) and amount of

transfer, he might subdivide his experimental group into two or more sub-

groups, depending on how many task sequences he wished to explore. Such

sophistication is not ordinarily found in operational transfer studies,

however, because it is unnecessary.

Subjects for transfer of training studies should ideally be equated

on variables that affect their learning proficiency (e.g., intelligetnce,

aptitude). This involves a degree of control that I r ordinarily difficult

to achieve, if the subject population is small.
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3. How do the effects of training in one mode or with one medium compare7

with those of another mode or medium?

Examples of training mode are: classroom or programmed instruction;
6

of medium are: film or texts.

This is a research question for two reasons: (a) training specialists

do not usually have the time, inclination or money during their develop-

ment of a training program to answer this question; (b) the answers sought

are intended to be generalizabl,-' beyond the immediate system. The question

arises becausie the information is needed if the developer is to construct

the most efficient curriculum (i.e., training personnel to required perform-,

ance in the shortest time period and at the least cost) for a particular

purpose. To do this the developer must know whether programmed instruction

for example will train students to the same proficiency level in a shorter

time than conventional classroom instruction; If so, it makes sense to

j select programmed instruction as the training method to be used. Unfortun-

ately there is no well established set of principles or data that permits

the training specialist to select rationally among his alternatives and in

consequence he makes his selection largely by feel. Hence the need for .

research to develop these principles/data:.

We touched upon this question briefly in discussing transfer, because .

the transfer paradigm is often used to study the questioni; the reader will /

recall as an example the simulator vs. flight training. The trouble one

runs into in implementing this paradigm is that ideally all subject personnel

should receive the same training under both sets of conditions, thus avoiding

the necessity for equating subjects in different treatments; but since the

same stimulus inputs must be learned under both training conditions, learning

with the first medium or mode presented makes the second essentially irrelevant.

6There is no generally accepted taxonomy of training modes/media, but obviously
the following (by no means exhaustive list) must be included: classroom
instruction, simulators, self-paced instruction, on-the-job training, etc. as
modes; computer assisted instruction, programmed texts, audio-visual devices,
motion picture film and video tape as media. It is of course possible to
subcategorize each of the above.
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Two groups must therefore be used, each receiving the same training with a

different mode/medium; but this means that the two groups must be equated.

on variables that affect trazining efficiency. With a large enough population

this difficulty is not overly constraining.

One could of course ignore the transfer factor completely and simply

train two equated groups of subjects with two media/modes to the same

training criterion (e.g., an accuracy score). Presumably that group which

learns more quickly has utilized a more efficient medium/mode. Such a

comparison, while easier to implement, is deficient, however, because there

is no guarantee that either group will perform satisfactorily in the

operational environment or that the group which performed less well-in

training (and whose medium/mode might therefore be considered less efficient) N

might not perform more effectively in the operational environment.

Since what the student learns must be related to some system context, .

the specific nature of what is being trained reduces the generalizability

of this type of research and makes it necessary to repeat media/mode

comparisons with several types of training material to ensure the validity

and generalizability of resulting conclusions.

Because the training materials in such studies describe aspects of the

operating system, it is necessary to represent those aspects In the research.

This means employing a hardware surrogate of the system (e.g., simulator,

mockup) as part of those training materials. Often however the representation --

Is purely symbolic (e.g., photographs, diagrams), particularly when knowledges

alone are being taught. Even with knowledges evaluation of training adequacy

requires some sort of performanc e~demonstration. In measuring criterion

performance the actual system or simulator (but only that unit relevant

to the skill being measured) must be exercised. .

Since the transfer research design Involves a comparison, a performance

,Standard Is not absolutely required, but since a standard presumably exists,

the investigator will obviously be interested In determining which mode/medium



produces performance closer to that standard. It is necessary also to ensure

Ithat what Is learned (regardless of mode/medium utilized) Is relevant to ~ .n1
%! some operational job or jobs in general; if it is not, the study results 7

will be essentially irrelevant also. For example, it is meaningless to

compare two training modes in terms of ability to learn nonsense syllables,

unlese nonsense syllables can be shown to be required in some operational

performance.

As in other studies of transfer, the criterion performance measuresj

should ideally be collected in the operational evnironment. Because it.

is difficult to follow school graduates to and to secure access to them in

System Operations, this is not often done, and it is much mare comon'for

researchers to use a surrogate such as a simulator or the actual system

exercised In a quasi-operational manner, for example, flight performance

on a special test range.. These substitutes, while closely paralleling the
operational environment , are not quite the same. Because of this it is

Impossible to say with complete certainty that mode/medium A is better

than mode/medium B, although if the criterion performance test has been
carefully programmed the investigator can have a reasonable confidence

In his results.

The trouble with training studies Is that criterion performance is

Influenced by so many variables: the nature of the training materials and

r. the trainers; the amount and type of training given; its relevance to system*

operations; where the performance is weasured, etc. Consequently any single

study may present only a partial answer and that study must be validated

with other training materials, subjects, training methods, etc. before one

can reasonable develop a general principle.

4. How faithfully must the training environment reproduce the operational

one?

4 ~This Is a question which for obvious reasons permeates all training;j

a decision on this point Is made every time a training program is developed,
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but almost always without substantive data as the basis for'the decision. -

In cost terms alone it would be desirable to reduce operational fidelity

to a minimum, because complete fidelity (as seen in some elaborate

simulators), is horribly expensive. Question B4 leads to research rather

than to an operational study because the training program developer does-

not have resources or time to pursue an answer specific to his program.

That answer has most generally been sought in connection with fidelity of

simulation, an entire literature on which has been created. Never-

theless, a definitive answer to the fidelity problem even as regards -

simulation atone has never been established.

The reason f or the question is obvious: maximum fidelity seems logical, if i.

one wishes maximum transfer, although some studies have shown that for certain

training situations maximum fidelity is unnecessary (Grimsley, 1969; Prophet and

Boyd, 1970). The nature of what is trained appears critical to the amount of 2

fidelity required. Because of this the extent to which one can generalize

fidelity relationships is limited.

This is a question in which the analysis of variables prior to conducting

the study is most important. Because of the large number of variables

that may impact training efficiency, it is critical to determine (or at P
least to hypothesize) those stimulus-response dimensions for which fidelity

is most likely to be important. This permits the investigator to limit -

his research design to what can reasonably be studied.

Because question B4 relates to the operational environment, its study

design is basically a transfer design. The researcher compares groups

trained in environments or with materials of differing fidelity and tests

then in the operational (criterion) environment to determine which group

performs more effectively. The transfer studies described previously

are also inherently fidelity studies because the differences between the

operational and training environment are differences in fidelity. As in

other transfer studies performance in the operational setting is the crit-

e rion; whatever dimensions and degrees of fidelity are associated 
with more

effective performance in that environment are assumed to be more effective

for training.
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Since what is trained derives from some system, it is necessary during

training to exercise that system (or its surrogate) but usually only for those

elements of interest to the study (e.g., displays); certain aspects of the

system may be exercised only symbolically. This may create difficulties when

measuring criterion performance because in actual operations those elements

that are being specifically tested are embedded in other elements and cannot

be extracted in operational performance without unduly distorting the system.

* If the fidelity study is performed in the context of actual system training,
it is possible to uncover information about those system aspects that arep

*especially difficult for students; with which aspects they are most likely to

* make errors and the nature of those errors. This information may be used to

*refine the training program around which the fidelity study has been conducted.

C. Questions Related to System Operations

1. How well do system personnel perform relative to requirements?

The results of OST determined that the system (including personnel) met its

* performance requirements. This was the basis on which the system was accepted

by the customer. It is necessary, however, to continue evaluating the system

and its personnel throughout system life because both may change over t:ime and

continuing operation; it is important, therefore, to determine on a continuing

or a periodic basis whether their performance still meets original requirements.

If it does not, some remedial action will be needed. (So far it has been implied

that only the system changed, not the requirements. It is, however, possible

for requirements to change even after the system has been developed and for a

system, therefore, to require re-verification.).

Tests to answer question Cl are to be considered Verification tests conducted

after the system becomes operational. There are three types of such Verification

tests:

a. Continuous system evaluation, the essential characteristic of which 48
Is that measurements are taken continuously of normal, routine operations. For

example, recording component scrap rate on a continuous basis. Some drivers

habitually record the gasoline consumption of their automobiles.
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b. Periodic system evaluation, which makes use of the same routine

operations noted in (1) but samples these on some basis (e.g., time, subsystem

or even personnel). Particularly important subsystems may be monitored more

frequently tban less critical ones. An example would be to collect scrap

records sampling particular assembly lines, components, personnel or time ,

periods (e.g., 6-12 shift).

In continuous or periodic evaluations the system is not asked to perform

any exercises specially designated for measurement purposes. In

c. Special system evaluations, the system performs special exercises

which, although they may not differ from routine operations, are'specifically

for ev aluation purposes. For example, when an automobile is driven on a test

track to determine its gasoline consumption, the vehicle is driven more or less

as it is ordinarily, but the goal of the run is measurement. Other examples

of special system evaluations are military exercises (e.g., war game) and the OST.

The three types of sy& tem evaluation are not equally desirable. Continuous

evaluations are preferable; if these are not feasible because of cost, for

example, periodic evaluations are an acceptable substitute. Least desirable

is the special evaluation, because it is "one-shot" test and may be outmoded

by system changes and events. It may, therefore, be less valid than the other

two.*

Cl is, of course, an operational question and the answer to the specific-

question has no research implications (although see the last section of this

chapter). In order to answer the question the system must be exercised, of

course, but except for the special evaluation no non-routine operations must '

be performed. All the investigator need do in continuous and periodic evaluations

is to establish the scope of the subject population (the system, or particular ''

subsystems to be measured) and the personnel performance measures he will apply

in the measurement.
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Sthe coto of personnel wornt

Unfortunately, when data on system performance are routinely gathered under
the control of personnel who are not behavioral specialists, the measures taken

are often lutput measures only, describing subsystem and system output and

ignoring personnel performance. Unless behavioral specialists are part of the

measurement team, it is unlikely that behavioral data will be gathered even

when (as is often the case) personnel performance is required to conduct the

test.

An example is the collection of maintenance data in the Navy using the 3M

system, the focus of which is on description of the failure rather than on the

performance of the technician who corrects the failure (Williams and Malone, 1978).

In production systems scrap rate is gathered rather than data on errors made

by production workers. Admittedly it is much easier to collect hardware data

than personnel data because hardware outputs derive more or less automatically

from system operations whereas personnel actions require a deliberate effort

at data collection. -.

Because the purpose of the tests is simply to compare performance against.

a requirement, (although if they have been performed previously, it is also

possible to compare present against previous performance, so that one can

derive trend data), no manipulation of variables is necessary. No sophisticated

study design need, therefore, be established (although a statistical design for

data analysis is a prerequisite). Since,except for the special system evaluation

(and even then only rarely) system operations are not modified, no selection

of personnel or their assignment to treatment conditions is necessary (or

usually possible). The entire system is, of course, exercised but the parti-

culIr aspects of those system operations to be selected for measurement (e.g., "

a particular subsystem, functions, etc.) depends on the investigator's interests.

Obvilusly these evaluations cannot be performed without precisely described

quant tative standards. It is possible to gather data without such standards,

but t e end result is not an evaluation but simply the gathering of descriptive

norma ive data.

Some of the difficulties that confront the PSM investigator in undertaking

system operations were noted earlier and need not be repeated here. The major

problem in interpreting the results is that of relating behavioral measures

such as task accomplishment and task response time to system outputs which are



non-behavioral. The difficulty can be related to the distinction which can be :

made between process and product measures where product is the output of process.

Process measures can be roughly equated with behavioral measures; product

measures, with system outputs. By the chronology of the situation, behavioral

measures precede output measures. Behavioral measures describe tasks; many

tasks may have to be performed to achieve a single output. How then do we

correlate a multiplicity of behavioral measures with a single (or relatively

few) system outputs? (Statistically this may present no problems, but the

logic of the relationships found may be unclear even when statistically

identified.) If there were only a single task, one could discern a consistent

relationship with the output; but with multiple tasks, each of which may have

several measures, the interpretation of the correlation is confusing at best.

2. Is the system ready to perform as required?

Some systems, especially (but not exclusively) military ones, do not exercise

all their functions on a continuing basis. Certiin functions like emergency ones

are performed only rarely and routine functions only occasionally. For example,

Naval ships engage in cruises only periodically. In the civilian sector,

agencies dedicated to emergency functions (e.g., civil disaster, hospital

emergency rooms) fortunately have the opportunity to exercise those functions

only rarely.

Such functions are difficult to evaluate on a continuous basis. It is

necessary, therefore, to determine whether the system is ready to perform those

functions when called upon. For example, prior to the time they start a cruise

Naval vessels are required-to demonstrate their operational readiness.

Tests to answer question C2 have much in common with system verification

testing, because one must determine whether the sys~tem can perform in accordance

with requirements. The difference between Operational Readiness Testing (ORT)

and other verification tests like OST is that the investigator may be required

to conduct his measurements without exercising the system operationally. The

results must then be extrapolated to the operational (untested) situation.
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There are two ways of performing ORT:

a. One can attempt to simulate the functions that cannot be operationally

exercised. For example, Civil Defense calls disaster drills in which simulated

victims are bandaged and rushed to emergency rooms. Host weapon system mission

simulators permit exercise of combat and emergency functions that cannot actually

be performed without hazard to participants (e.g., the introduction of simulated

malfunctions). The military performs combat exercises in which their units

"$play"$ at combat. It is possible to carry the war game simulation even further

by abstracting the purely intellectual (decision making) featurcs of combat

functions and performing these symbolically. An example are the computer-

assisted war games played at military institutes. In a manual form these have

even entered civilian life in the form of games in which one "re-plays"

historic battles.

b. Another alternative is to measure the performance of functions

related to the non-performed functions and to extrapolate the results, to the

latter.

Suppose,* for example, one wished to evaluate the operational readiness

of an air surveillance system for combat; one might assume that system performance

in routinely detecting and tracking fly-overs of friendly aircraft would be

representative of the way in which it would perform in combat.

Or in the hospital emergency room one might measure perforsance as a

function of peak load (e.g., Saturday night victims) and extrapolate to potential

larger disasters.

The assumption of a relationship between routine (customary) and non-

routine (e.g., emergency, combat) activities is very risky, however, and this

procedure, if followed, should be used with great caution, because there may

be major differences between responses to routine and non-routine activities.

For example, the Navy assesses the operational readiness of its ships partly

oni the basis that the correct number of personnel with the required ratings

for running the ship are available.
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Evaluation for the determination of operational readiness involves a

prediction based on the extrapolation of data (to a certain extent this is

true of all verification tests, particularly OST, but it is especially marked

in ORT). What is being predicted is the probability that the system (including

its personnel) will perform in accordance with system requirements at some

future time. That time period is of some consequence; it is easier to predict

ismmediately future performance rather than events to occur much later.PI

Prediction implies that some validation of the prediction will be made (i.e.,

thit system-performance will be measured at a later time to verify the prediction's

accuracy), but this validation is rarely performed.

Question C2 obviously requires an operational study, but there is a

research relationship also, since there is a great need to develop a more

effective methodology for answering the question. In particular a model is

needed which describes the elements entering into -the prediction and the way

they interrelate.

As an operational study whose data are applicable to a particular

system, ORT results are not very generalizable, althougb the model referred

to in the previous paragraph, if validated, would be highly generalizable.

As in other system verification tests no variable manipulation is required,

although the model would include certain variables whir~h could be exercised

under different conditions. For example, to develop a prediction of an Army

unit's performance it is necessary to consider geography as one determinant

of its mission scenario. Alternative operational modes must also be considered:

for example, a naval vessel may have, depending on circumstances, the responsi-

bility of interdicting commerce, acting as convoy protection or as a strike

force.

Although ORT involves prediction, it must be solidly based on empirical

data gathered In the present. This is one of the major failings of ORT in

the military. Many of their operational readiness measures are highly

subjective (e.g., ratings) and unsystematically gathered, although based on

observed performance. Because military raters are not well trained to make

evaluations, the ratings may not be very valid. Moreover, the necessity for

putting the best light on the evaluation results may bias the rater to produce

falsely positive conclusions.



3. How can a problem arising from system verification be solved?

If personnel performance has been shown by a Verification test to be

Inadequate (i.e., the results do not satisfy system requirements), the cause

of the inadequacy must be determined, so that a solution can be found. Since

performance deficiencies are often found as a result of testing (although

system managers may feel that most of these do not render the system inoperable),

this phase of measurement is quite common.

The reader may feel that the investigation of a problem is not measurement,

since in many cases it does not involve formal testing or quantitative measures.

In our viewpoint, however, it is a special form of measurement because the

effort to discover the cause of a deficiency is a deliberate one; because it

utilizes special measuring instruments (see below); and because it does produce

data, although the data may be produced informally and in U1on-quantitative form.

A more important reason is that action-oriented measurement (which PSM definitely

is) is not complete if the system has inadequacies, the causes of which are not

yet determined.

Of course, not every inadequacy receives--or needs to receive-the same

degree of investigative attention. The first step following data analysis .

which suggests an inadequacy is determination of its criticality (to system ..

functioning/output); many inadequacies deserve short shrift or minor attention

because of their relative lack of importance (see Peters and Hall, 1963).. For

example, the mislabeling of a control may be reported as a discrepancy, but is

usually handled by simply relabeling the r~ontrol. The assessment of criticality -

is usually analytic based on the consequences to the system if the inadequacy

is not remedied. Those of greater consequence stimulate investigative measurement.

The problem is to set a standard as to what constitutes a critical prcilem.

Here we deal with biases--those of the behavioral specialist who is likely to

consider all inadequecies as deserving of maximum investigative effort; those

of engineering or system managers who are likely to feel that the human can *-

overcome all problems (and, therefore, nothing need be done). The manager's

bias is likely-to be more potent in a conflict of this sort.

Investigative measurement is operational and "ery specific, hence not

generalizable, nor intended to be. It obviously requires no manipulation of-
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variabtes, nor need the system be exercised, except where a major system

problem has'been unearthed. By its very nature this type of investigation

Is quite informal. Performance standards are implicit in the investigation;

it was failure to achieve standard that initiated the investigation; but no

action regarding the standard is needed unless the investigator suggests

that the standard is too stingent. Nor is measurement design required,

except possibly a strategy for conducting the investigation. The measurement

methods utilized are of great importance, however, for two reasons: (a) they

must be tailored to a very specific question and (b) investigative difficulties

are much greater than those found in any of the previously described tests.

Such methods may include any of the following:

a. Examination of test data, records, operating procedures and technical

manuals to determine exactly what happened. i l //

b. Interviews with the personnel whose inadequate performance caused

the investigation and/or with their supervisors. (This method Is by far the

most common.) "..

c. Questionnaires and rating scales given to test persbnnel. . •

d. Special tests of knowledge/skill (almost always in papet aad

pencil form).-

e. Inspection of the equipment (particularly its human engineering

characteristics) involved in the test performance.

f. If possible, reproduction by the test personnel of their previously

inadequate performance. (This is often not possible if it requires re-exercising

a major part of the system.)wJ

This last is most desirable. In some major systems (e.g., the AEGIS computer-

controlled missile system) a formal investigation may be conducted in special

laboratory facilities in which the variables potentially responsible for the

inadequate performance can be manipulated. Unfortunately, for financial, time

or logistical reasons, this alternative is rarely invoked.
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In most investigations the emphasis is not on hardware but on the individuals

involved in the performance; the effort is to elicit from their statements why

their pcrfurimance deviated from that required. The process suggests a fort, of

criminal Investigation which, like the Investigation of a crime, becomes highly

molecular; the focus of attention may be a single operator or a single performance.

Often the development of the aepropriate investigative strategy and methods

is more complex then the measurement that led to the investigation. It is much

more difficult to determine why an event or phenomenon exists than simply to

record its existence. (We do not consider tbeory-making here; problem solution

goes beyond the construction of hypotheses since it must lead to some remedial

action.) The specific questions asked L-..t be specially tailored to the problem

as it appears from the initial test data. For example, interview questions

must be phrased with great subtlety to elicit the clues that will reveal the

cause of the inadequacy. Investigations to discover the cause of anything must

by their nature be indirect, which increases the difficulty of solving the

problem. Because test personnel are sensitive to any criticism of their

performance, any investigation which implies inadequacy must tread a very

narrow line.

It is unlikely that the cause of an inadequacy in an operational system can .0

be discovered by controlled experimeatation in a laboratory environment, since

the locus of the actions that led to the inadequacy is in the system exercise.

(However, a potential solution may be tried out in a simulator before being ,

introduced cperationally.) Moreover, the time required to set up a controlled

experimental situation is often prohibitively lengthy and the pressure to "..

eliminate the difficulty is very pressing.

Problem solution measurement has the greatest degree of uncertainty associated

with it. In other measurements one can be certain of securing some data, what-

ever the quality of those data; in causal investigations, hcwever, there is no

guarantee that the investigator will wind up with anything except egg on his

face at the conclusion of the investigation.

7..
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4. How does a new system configuration compare with the old?

As has been pointed out, the system is not necessarily static during its ,

5, 10, or 20 year life. New methods or new equipment may be introducted to %

modeenize it or to improve its efficiency. From this may arise the need to

test the effectiveness of the new equipment or procedure. In a sense, at this

point the system reverts to its original untried developmental state (at least

with regard to the new equipment or procedure) and must be reverifled.

Consequently the system must perform a Resolution/Verification test--only this

-- time in terms of a comparison between the new equipment/procedure and the old. -

The aim is to demonstrate that the new equipment/procedure not only satisfies

system requirements but works better than the old.

All Resolution testing is comparative. There are, however, several ways _

system comparisons can be made: (1) a formal test of the new and old

configurations; (2) the new configuration only is tested and the comparison is

with the old configuration's past performance, represented either by historical

data or the impression system personnel have of how well the old configuration

performed. Procedure (2) may be performed either formally or informally. The

latter is most common; the new configuration is simply adopted into system

operations; but even here a comparison is implicit, because the new will not '

be retained unless it is at least as effective a. the old.

Question C4 is purely operational and as such has little potential for

generalizing to systems other than the une conce.iaed (although again see the :"-

subsequent section of this chapter). The study must be performed with the

actual configuration (or a surrogate, such as a highly realistic simulator).

Like other operational studies there is no need to manipulate variables,

although if both configurations are teste-' there are two treatments. If a

formal comparison test is performed, it is necessary to ensure that the cornditions

under which the new equipment/procedure is exercised are the same as those -with

which the old was utilized. Otherwise test results will be spuriously slinted

one way or another. This should pose no real difficulty if the mission and

environment in which the new configuration is to be utilized have not changed

significantly. Among the conditions to be examined is the nature of system

personrel under test; if personnel have changed drastically since the previous

configuration was operated, the comparison may be invalid.
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The formal test design, like that of other Resolution tests, is essentially

a comparative one. Unless other variables are inherent in the manner in which

the equipment/procedure will be used, no more sophisticated design need be ,1

attempted. Because the test is a comparative one, theoretically no performance

* standard is necessary, but the new configuration must meet system requirements. 1
Where formal personnel/system requirements do not exist, data on the performance

of the previous configuration may serve as an implicit standard. In the test .

of the Launch Vehicle Assault craft referred to in a previous chapter, performance

of the new prototype was calculated relative to performance of its predecessor

craft, LVTP-7.

As in all operational tests, it is possible to secure information fortuitously,

such as the difficulties personnel experience in utilizing the new equipment or

procedure (if these difficulties are substantial, zhey will obviously affect the

basic test results negatively); conditions (situations) that may negatively

affect the efficiency of the new configuration; estimates of the skill demands .

levied on the personnel by the new configuration; etc. "..

D. Questions Relative to Maintenance

1. How do technicians perform diagnostic maintenance?

All equipments, no matter how well designed, ultimately fail; most equipments

fail repeatedly during their service life. The availability of the system (defined .. 'i-

in terms of the equation 1 system downtime ) depends on how quickly a failedmission time "- !,-t
equipment can be restored to operating status. Performance degradation resulting
from operating difficulties (i.e., the operator's inability to operate the

equipment efficiently) rarely stops the system from functioning, although it may

reduce its efficiency (e.g., range, accuracy, el-c.). In contrast, failure to '.

restore a malfunctioning equipment will often shut the system down. From that -0

standpoint, there is more utility if the behavioral researcher concentrates on

maintenance than if he focusses on operations.

The emphasis in this question is on diagnostic maintenanre, i.e., the

strategies and actions required of personnel to resolve equipment malfunctions. . 1
This is not to say that preve..ive maintenance (PM) is not important, but in

comparison with the problems associated with remove/replace/repair activities,
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PM bulks rather small. The synonyms for PM (routine, scheduled) suggest why

this is so: if one can schedule PM, one can specify most if not all the actions -

required; one can find the most effective actions and more readily train personnel .

to perform them.

In contrast, because equipment stoppages are difficult to anticipate and

when they occur may result from any of a bewildering array of component failures,

it is not easy to specify the actions needed to localize the precise component

responsible for the failure. Diagnostic maintenance (troubleshooting) is ,

largely a cognitive process, although other capabilities (e.g., the ability to

visually discriminate worn or poorly fabricated parts, to visualize mentally .

the spatial relationships among components, to follow complex instructions and

to perform with manual dexterity) undcubtedly play their part. Troubleshooting

is, however, above all else a deductivP and inductive process; deductive in b

the sense of inferring from a set of symptoms or status conditions what has

gone wrong; inductive in the sense of the technician's applying his previous L
diagnostic experience to develop a maintenance strategy.

Indeed, it is because the diagnostic procedures performed are in many cases

idiosyncratic, because some technicians are much more successful than others in

corrective maintenance, that question D1 arises; if one can describe the pro- -

cesses developed by successful troubleshooters, one might be able to teach -

others to use the same procedures.

Since maintenance is performed during system operations, answers to D1 are-, t/ .

most pertinent to that phase of sysLem life; but if one learned how successful

technicians perform maintenance, it should be possible to design into equipment

those features they make use of. Answers to D1, therefore, have great generaliza-

bility, not only to design but as much--if not more-to the training given

maintenance personnel.

Research on diagnostic maintenance processes involves three types of variables ."

and hence the manipulation of those variables. These are: equipment characteristics

(e.g., the number of components, their hierarchical relationships and interrela- . \ji

tionships-how a fault in one component influences the state of others-the •

availability of built-in test equipment (BITE) or test points); technician

characteristics (e.g., intelligence and aptitude, the amount and type of

• • • , , , \ ] '" •-" ,- ,. / . .
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diagnostic training and experience the technician has, the strategy he typically

employs); and external factors (e.g., the availability of job performance aids

such as troubleshooting tables, computer aids, the adequacy of technical data

such as manuals, failure probability charts, etc., tools and specialized test

equipment). At one time or another each of these has been varied in a research

mode.

Although the effect of downtime on system capability is massive, the technician

working to restore a failed equipment usually confines his attention to that

equipment; he does not ordinarily exercise the full system of which the failed

equipment is only a part, except to test the functioning of the equipment, once

it has been apparently repaired. In research on troubleshooting processes, the

level at which the research is diIrected is almost always the equipment or a

module of that equipment; occasionally circuits. In contrast to equipment and

system operation which is heavily' team-oriented, corrective maintenance is

largely individual-oriented. This does not mean that teams of maintenance per-

sonnel are not required during corrective maintenance activity (e.g., one man

to read a computer diagnostic printout, while the other removes and replaces

components); but since the troubleshooting process is largely cognitive it is /

likely to be concentrated in one (presumably the most proficient) man. Research

on troubleshooting processes is, therefore, directed mostly at individuals.
-(Why then are syst-oriented invest*igators so concerned wth corrective

maintenance? Because its impact on the system and the effect of the system -

on It are so great.)

Research on diagnostic processes may be either normative or experimental. V
Early research was normative: to determine what the maintenance technician

did, and thus to find what variables should be investigated experimentally.

Thus, in the initial studies performed by Grings et al. (1953) personnel rode

Navy ships and observed what technicians did; they asked technicians to keep -

diaries or to fill out questionnaires. More structured research has involved g
controlled situations in which faults were inserted into equipment and technicians

were asked to find these; or troubleshooting characteristics were abstracted

and put into the form of paper-and-pencil tests (e.g., the Tab Test, Damrin J..

and Saupe, 1954); or simulators were developed in which the troubleshooting

process could be reproduced without requiring operational equipment (Bryan et al.,

1954).
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Because the troubleshooting process is highly idiosyncratic, it is diffi-

cult to incorporate a performance standard In research on that process. In

actual maintenance operationm4 there Is, of course, a performance standard which

is usually defined as mecan-time-to-repair (HTTR). However, HrrR Is only an

average and somewhat faster or slower performance are acceptable. MTTR is,

however, not generally utilized in troubleshooting research because the emphasis .

is on process rather than output.

Corrective maintenance performance has usually been measured by (1) the time

taken to find the malfunctioning component; (2) the number of diagnostic checks

made (which obviously influences time); (3) the sequence in which checks are

made (whether this is systematic, based on failure probabilities, circuit logic,

the effort involved in checking, etc.; or random); (4) ultimate success (whether.

the fault is finally found or the technician admitts defeat. The experimental

designs used in controlled studies of diagnostic maintenance do not differ in

any significant way from that used with other research topics. For example,

two groups of subjects equated in terms of some relevant background variable

(e.g., experience) may be given two different types of pre-maintenance training p
and then tested on a standard set of problems; or the problems presented may

differ based on variations in some set of dimensions considered possibly Important

to troubleshooting success.

Two major difficulties have been encountered in performing troubleshooting

research: lack of success in concretely conceptualizing the dimensions and factors

involved in troubleshooting; and problems of simulating the diagnostic processes a

under controlled conditions. Since the process is largely covert, it is difficult

to elicit from technicians the factors responsible for their behavior. If the *

process were not so complex, this difficulty might not bulk so large.

Various attempts have been made to simulate the process. At one time actual

equipments were brought into the laboratory and specific faults were then -

deliberately inserted which subjects were then asked to find. However, it was

difficult to control fault insertions; it was found that the insertion of a ~

failed component so often produced a correlated fault in anoC'er component that "

the stimulus condition the subject was responding to was unclear. Maintenance

silmulators have been developed (Bryan et al., op cit.) but all of them seem to

leave out some critical elements of the corrective maintenance situation.
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Likewise, efforts have been made to abstract the essential features of the

diagnostic process, but in actual practice the process is so complex that

analogues of the process are again suspect as not including all relevent

features.

2. How efficient is diagnostic maintenance?

The system has ma! -nance as well as operating requirements; the former

are phrased as HTTR's (referred to previously). In order to maintain a

specified level of system availability it is necessary that some percentage

(often 90 percent) of subsystem maintenance be performed within the specified

MTTR. The system's ability to meet this requirement depends a.imost exclusively -

on the technician's capability; time to restore the equipment to operational

status is affected by non-diagnostic factors, i.e., administrative downtime

(e.g., time to secure replacement components; time to transport technicians \

to the equipment to be maintained; time to write reports) but the impact of

these non-diagnostic factors is ! Al:tively slight compared to that determined

by the technician's capability.

In the same way that any operating requirement must be verified, so must

the system's ability to meet specified MTTR's. MTTR data are usually collected

during major developmental tests during which equipments fail; and a requirement

for verifying MTTR will be a major element in the OST. During routine system

operations repair time may also be routinely collected (e.g., the Air Force's "

66-1 data collection method) to determine whether the system is retaining its

ability to perform to maintenance requirements. The emphasis in operational ,.+ .

maintenance data is on restore time; operational personnel are uninterested in
the diagnostic process as long as HTTR requirements are satisfied; they become

interested in the process only when the requirement is failed.

The determination that a MTTR requirement in a particular system is or is

not being satisfied is not usually generalizable; however, a long or short HTTR

may be associated with a particular type of system design (e.g., BITE), but o

this information is very gross. .

In the operational study of maintenance (i.e., the verification through

demonstration that HTTR requirements are satisfied) variables are not manipulated. -'
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Moreover, the troubleshooting function is among the few operational system

functions f or which no special arrangements need be made in order to collect

appropriate data (provided sufficient time for collecting those data is

provided; if too short a time is allotted, it may be necessary to schedule

special tests in which faults are inserted and must be found). Since trouble-

shooting is purely a contingency activity, it is necessary only that the system

be exercised in an operational manner and that the necessary instructions/forms

for reporting be provided in order to collect the desired data. The responsi-

bility for recording and transmitting maintenance data during routine operations

belongs to the technician; this creates certain difficulties which will be

discussed later. During Verification tests like OST maintenance data may be

recorded by special observers, but the data collection process cannot be

allowed to interfere with the process. Since the troubleshooting process is

so covert, the observer may experience difficulties in securing more sensitive _

data than MTTR.

As indicated previously, the technician works only with those elements of

the system that are affected by the malfunction. At the apparently successful-

conclusion of the troubleshooting a system checkout is performed to verify the

correctness of the maintenance process, but this will -isually involve only the

next higher level of the subsystem in which the failure has occurred.

Time is the primary measure employed and the MTTR requirement is the only

performance standard utilized. In special research tests an observer may report

the sequence of diagnostic checks made and any difficulties the technician

encounters.*

Some of the problems encountered in attempting to determine whether techni-

clans are satisfying MTTR standards have already been suggested. When a

maintenance data collection system is left to the discretion of, the individual -

technician (as is the case with 3M and 66-1) the latter may "fudge" his figures- -

in order to create a better or worse impression than reality suggests. (Better

to look good or avoid difficulties with a supervisor; worse if he needs replace-

ment components and the basis on which these are issued is a failed component.)

Restore times may be arbitrarily increased to cover non-syste~a related activities

(like drinking coffee) or else reduced to ensure that MTTR's are met. Some

data may be missing because technicians are reluctant to fill out the required

forms (Williams and Malone, op cit.).



The researcher who wishes to make use of operational records to test

hypotheses about troubleshooting may find that the special data he is interested

in are not being reported by standard reporting mechanisms. The nature of

symptoms is usually not reported fully; the sequence of checks is not reported

at all (because the reporting system does not require this information). The

actual cause of the failure (as distinct from the name of the failed component)

may not be reported, either because the technician does not know it, or dislikes '
reporting in such detail.

Because of the factors reported in the previous paragraph, it is difficult

to say what additional information (beyond a suspect restore time) can be

secured from a standard reporting method. Under ideal circumstances (these

can be found only in highly controlled situations) the following may be

determined: (1) restore time; (2) description of failure symptoms; (3) failed

component; (4) failure cause. Practically speaking, only the first item can

be secured with any certainty. If the investigator utilizes observation and

interview methods to secure the data he wishes, all four preceding data items

can be secured, as well as the sequence of checks made, the sources of

difficulty experienced by technicians, the impact of administrative downtime,

etc. But such a personal data collection methodology makes almost'.impossible

time/effort demands on the investigator.

Research Implications of PSM Tests

In this section we will discuss the research data that can be provided by

Exploratory, Resolution and Verification tests. These are tests designed to

provide answers to specific developmental and operational questioiýi and their

data are highly specific. We need not deal with chose PSM studies that are

specifically research-oriented, since these should (if performed crrectly)

provide generalizable data.

Why should anyone be concerned about the research cosqecsfoperational

PSM tests, since their specificity would appear to reduce their research utility?

These tests have, however, one thing laboratory or simulation studies cannot ~ ~.
provide, that is, they permit us to see how operational systems function under

the actual operating conditions. Since we have little data on and know less

about how operational systems function, these P514 tests afford an unparalleled--
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literally--opportunity to collect such data. To make such observations requires

the application of naturalistic data gathering methods (which are primarily

observational) to the manned system in somewhat the same way that such methods

are used in animal observation in comparative psychology and ethology. The

application of naturalistic methods to the analysis of systems can be much

more effective than in comparative psychology, however, since the observer can

make use also of available system records and interviews with system personnel.

Before exploring the kind of data vre can secure from such tests, we should

clarify the usual objection to research data collection in the field, i.e.,

lack of control. Control permitting the collection of research data does exist

in the operational environment, but it is not control in the CE sense, which

is accomplished by arrangement of contrasting groups. Control in the opera-

tional. system is exercised by ensuring conformance to the mission scenario

which implies operational equipment, operational personnel and operational

procedures. As long as the system functions in conformance to that scenario,

the human responses and system outputs it produces (which are recorded as data)

are inherently valid. This control cannot be used to test hypotheses but can

be used to assure validity. In naturalistic studies hypotheses can be tested

(to some extent) by arranging the data produced by these studies.

The kinds of research questions that can be answered from operational PSM

tests include the following, which are only exemplary:

1. System Performance

The general question is how does the manned system function in the

operational environment? More specifically:

a. What variables appear to be exercised in the operational system?

b. How effectively do the systems perform their missions?

c. How effectively do system personnel perform their functions; how

do they contribute to the system output?

d. What external/internal inputs tend to have greatest effect on

system functioning? i



e. What inputs/events (if any) tend to interfere with and degrade

mission completion?

f. To what extent do systems ordinarily deviate from their speci.fied

mission scenario?-

g. What are the major observable inputs to and events of system

functioning and how do these interrelate with each other and the system output?

h. What problems arise (other than equipment malfunction) that result

in incomplete performance of functions or poor quality outputs?

These questions can be asked about the system as a whole or about individual

functions or subsystems, e.g., equipment operation; equipment maintenance;

logistics, etc.

2. ~Equipment Maintenance

With regard to maintenance functions, the following questions can be asked:

a. How successful is troubleshooting generally?

b. What strategies do maintenance men generally employ in troubleshooting?

c. What behavioral problems generally arise in troubleshooting?

d. How does maintenance quality affect system outputs?

3. Training

One can also observe the training program, but here the focus of interest

would be in the transfer process, for example:

a. How much gets transferred from school to the operational Job?

b. Which skills seem to transfer most readily/least readily?
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c. When transfer has failed, what seems to have caused the failure?.

Answers to training questions are inherently more diffIcult to secure than .-

the previous ones, because transfer questions require observation of two

environments, the training environment and the operational one.

Naturalistic data can be most readily gathered in Verification tests, both

special tests and those involving routine system operations, because such data

require performance of the entire mission scenario. In special tests (e.g.,

OST) the degree of control may be somewhat greater than in routine operations- N
because the focus of attention is directed specifically at data gathering.

However, special tests, no matter how faithful to the operational model, are

probably somewhat artificial simply because they are special (iLe., non-normal).

Some data bearing on system development can be secured from Exploratory

and Resolution tests, but the fact that these tests deal primarily with

segments or individual, functions of the total system and its mission reduces

their value. It may be more productive to treat the entire system development

process as a system in Its own right and to ask of it the same performance

questions (item 1 above) but this time focussing on Human Factors efforts as

a subsystem of the system development system. ~-

It may appear because of the specificity of the data secured from the

various PSM tests that generalizable conclusions cannot be achieved. Although

we deal in each case with specific systems functioning in specific ways, there

are presumably conmmonalities among systems or characteristics of systems (e.g.,

similar structures, information processing channels and processes, etc.) that

can be teased out and about which pertinent data can be secured. To discern

such coimmonalities requires some sort of theoretical framework because these

coummonalities are abstractions. However, even in the absence of such a frame-

work data can be gathered that will perhaps help to develop the framework.

Framework and data are mutually interactive and supportive.

The author wishes to suggest that although operational PSM tests are designed

to answer specific questions, their results can be used for research purposes,

provided that a conceptual framework for collecting and analyzing their data

has been developed. Along with principles that can be generalized to systems



as whole, PSM naturalistic data can be used to develop a normative data bank.

A data bank describing what? That depends on the questions one wishes to ask,

e.g., the frequency of errors of a particular type; the type and frequency of

personnel interactions; etc.

It is probably a cliche to say that the first task of a science is toa

examine naturalistically the phenomena which are its subject matter. Since

we say that the manned system is the subject matter of Human Factors, it is

incumbent upon us to examine that system as it functions in its normal operating

environment.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SYSTEM THEORY

in order to perform useful research on manned systems one must have a

theoretical structure that, deals specifically with such systems. Such a

framework should include: -

(1) Ways of differentiating types of systems, i.e., a taxonomy.

(2) Description of system parameters, i.e., system elements and cha racter-

istics.

(3) Hypotheses about how system parameters interact with each other to

affect the system output.

Such a framework m'Sht be used to: (a) describe and classify systems in

terms of personnel/system relationships; (b) derive hypotheses about the effects

of these relationships which can then be looked for in operational systems and/or

studied experimentally; (c) compare existing systems with those proposed for new

development.

No such theoretical structure at the system level exists. At more molecular

.levels we have theories that deal with individual functions such as signal de-

tection (Tanner and Swets, (1953)) and vigilance (see Buckner and McGrath (1963)).

These are however not system theories (explaining how personnel function -in re-

lation to the system) but theories about personnel as individuals.

Miller (1978) has attempted to develop a comprehensive theoretical structure

about living organisms as systems and suggests many hypotheses that could be used

as a starting point for the construction of hypotheses specifically tied to manned

systems. Miller's framework encompasses individuals, groups and organizations
'.7.but unfortunately not the manned system.

In this chapter we examine some very tentative concepts about how manned

systems function.

The first step is to taxonomize the various types of mannedtsysti
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System Types

A major distinction is between military and non-military systems. No less

important however is the distinction between the co.Mmercial/industrial and

social-benefit systems that make up the non-military category. The classification

of system types is shown in Table 3. All are manned systems, some being what

we customarily think of as man-machine systems (e.g., fighters, tanks), others

what are termed organizations, e.g., armies, industries. The system types vary

also in their degree of mechanization, the social-benefit systems, for example,

being somewhat less hardware-dependent and hardware-sophisticated than the others.

Table 3. Types of Systems

Military Commercial/Industrial Social-Benefit

1. Military organizations 1. System/product devel- 1. Governmental
(e.g., armies, navies, air opers (e.g., automobile control systems
divisions) manufacturers, soap pro- (e.g., legislative,

ducers) police, welfare)
2. Weapons systems (e.g.,
fighters, tanks, destroyers) 2. Support industries 2. Consumer ser-

(e.g., mining, steel vice utilities,
3. Support subsystems mills) (e.g., power plants,
(e.g., medical, logistics, water distribution
maintenance, transport, 3. Consumer service systems)
etc.) industries (e.g., car

rental, air lines)

4. Individual commercial
systems (e.g., automobile,
truck, ship)%

Notwithstanding the distinctions made in Table 3, the identities among

the system types are striking. On a general level, all possess the essential-

features of manned systems. (1) All have a goal: to exert force upon an enemy;

to design or sell an automobile; to provide welfare or electric power. (2) All

are designed (more or less deliberately) to satisfy requirements to which person-

nel must conform. (3) All proceed through a process of development, although ~
that development may vary in complexity; the more novel the system, the more

elaborate its development. (4) All possess an organizational structure involving

some jort of hierarchy of system levils, i.e., operator/team, subsystem/system.
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(5) All have functions that are differentiated and specialized. (6) All

(including social-benefit systems) have a primary component which accomplishes

the system goal and a component which supports it by supplying tools, logistics,

means of production, computer services, etc. (7) Commercial/industrial facil-

ities develop the hardware (e.g., automobiles, trucks, computers) used not only

within their own sector but also.by military and social-benefit systems.

Especially noteworthy is the fact that although the primary purpose of indi-

vidual systems varies -.idely, eih contains many identical subsystems (primarily

for support). Medical, communication, conputation, transportation, maintenance

subsystems are often identical across all three types of systems. No one for

example would expect the character of medicine practiced in military, industrial,

and. municipal hospitals to differ significantly, although there are obvious

speciality differences depending on whether the physician is dealing with com-

bat wounds or geriatric diseases.

.At the individual personnel level, moreover, the behavioral functions per-

formed by personnel in the different systems are often much the same despite

differences in system mission and equipment characteristics. Perceptual dis-

crimination, for example, demands very similar efforts of the operstor whether

he is scanning a radar or sonar display or scanning a moving stock market

quotation display.

Because of these system similarities, it is logical that PSM measurement

principles can be applied to all systems. The degree to which formal testing

occurs varies, of course; it is certainly more frequent in military (or at -.

least reported more openly) •han in commercial/industrial and social-benefit

systems. These differences may, however, arise from the different traditions

in which these systems develop. Military systems may require more testing be-

cause their requirements are ften more stringent than those o! the others,

because they are more technolo y-intensive than social-benefit systems, and

because evaluation is mandated into regulations governing their development

and operation. Since social-benefit systems are so closely associated with

governmental (i.e., political) organizations which often function in what

appears to be an illogical manner, the tradition of testing such systems is
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less firmly established, although that too ic, changing hIch the pra1ifertiton

of social programs (e.g., Social Security, Headst.zrt, various wpifate ýherJen)

whose evaluation is demanded by taxpayers. The pcint to be emphasized r-e:rt;,,e-

le,,s is that the PSM principlcs derived in lazge part from military teutiag

situations can be applied to the other types of systems. (The reader !nterested

specifically in evaluation of social-bevefit systems might consult S.ruiening and

Guttentag, 1975.)

On the other hand, there are significant differences within a system category.

The most obvious difference is that of size. An organization like an Army uti-

lizes thousands of personnel; the smallest system, a single operator. Because

of this the mechanisms involved in the former are perhaps qualitatively different

from those required by the single operator system: a management structure which

is irrelevant in, for example, the single-seat fighter. Management structures CI

cut across systems of different types and respond primarily to the size differ-

ential among systems.

System Clients

Another significant difference between military and non-military systems is

that the latter provide a benefit to clients who often have the freedom to ac-

cept or reject the outputs of these system, and whose interaction with the sys-

tem often affects the way in which those systems must be developed, operated,

and tested. Military systems have no clients, although with the introduction of

all-volunteer forces, even this distinction is breaking down; volunteers (and

particulai'ly their families) can in some degree be considered as clients. And

of course some military support subsystems (e.g., medicine, recreation) inher-

ently possess clients.

Cou•ercial/industrial systems are more or less competitive (the larger being

less so than the smaller); clients may or may not buy a particular brand of car,

house, or soap. Military systems compete with each other and with the civilian

sectGr for manpower (and their retention in the service) but beyond this they

have no competition; Social-Benefit systems have compar&tively little (e.g.,

one may refrain from drinking the output of the municipal water system but this

requires recourse to wells or bottled water).



The Implications o'L the client for measurement is that for non-military

systems one must Include as factors to be measured (1) the way in which clients-

interact with system operations and, to the extent that this interaction is

important, (2) the desires, needs, and performances of clients a3 constraints

on system performance must be tested. An example Is the Social Security

Administration, among whose clients are the elderly and disabled (Old Age and

'Survivor's Assistance) who because of their age and handicaps have special

needs that must-be catered to by the Administration.

Client factors must therefore be c~nsidered in measurement in two ways:

1. Client desires and satisfaction must be considered as criteria of system

effectiveness where clients have a choice of accepting or rejecting system outputs.

(This applies in part also to Social-Benefit clients who are at the mercy of the

system and who must accept system outputs, e.g., welfare recipients, prisoners,

energy consumers. Prevailing western social philosophy-urges us to take Into

account their desires and satisfactions; but obviously these are less urgently

considered than when the client is completely free to reject the sy !stem output.)

The investigato'r must include client's needs/desires as part of the system re-

quirements he uses to derive evaluation performance standards, If the~ satisfaction

of these needs/desires is critical to accomplishment of the system's overall goals.

Of course, since the client has many needs/desires, the system develope::/

manager may select among these the ones he considers most relevant to the system's

overall goals. For example, Detroit pays much more attention to st yling than to

ease of maintenance considerations, because it has decided it can sell more

care (its primary goal) by satisfying the former than the latter.

2. If the client is required to perform in some manner to implement the -

system goal, his performance must be measured. For example, in the Social

Security Administration (SSA) and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) situations,

clients must report various Items of information; if they are unable to do so

correctly, SSA and IRS processing of that information becomes more difficult

and expensive of manpower, time, and money. To the extent that systems have

only limited control over client performance (e.g., their availability for
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testing) it becomes more difficult to measure that performance; moreover,

client measurement may require use of special techniques such as attitude-

elI citIng devices.

In contrast to military systems, therefore, which need be concerned pri-

manily about system personnel (those who run the system), non-military systems

must measure both system personnel and clients. Sometimec these two Bets of

personnel interact (as in consumer-service industries) , so that performance of

one can be measured as a function of the other. When they perform independently,

however, the measurement burden is increased.

In non-military systems two aspects must be measured: (1) The system

functioning to accomplish its primary goal (e.g., fabrication of products to

be utilized, production of electric power); and (2) the system functioning in

relation to its clients (e.g., selling and servicing the products, distribution

of power to clients). Because the military system has no strong client interest,

it should be somewhat easier to measure personnel performance in military than

non-military systems. ý

Systems Characteristics

In this section we will endeavor to list the various ways in which systems ý

can be described (see Table 4). These characteristics are enduring qualities

that cut across the distinctions made previously among system types. The follow- .*.

in& list is probably not exhaustive; and the individual characteristics are al-

most certainly not equally important in terms of affecting system output.

1.Tpes/number of functions performed (e.g., surveillance, transport).

The purpose the system performs is the traditional way in which systems

have been classified. However, system classification by function is not very-

useful and should be used only as an initial sort. The type of function ob-

viously determines the nature of the system output, but not its efficiency,

accuracy, etc.

The number of functions performed also varies among systems. Probably num-

ber of functions is somewhat correlated with systcrn coxuplpxity and system
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TABLE 4

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS ON THE SYSTEM ,"

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS SYSTEM EFFECTS

1. Types/number of functions 1. Type determines nature of output
performed. but not quality. Number increases

system complexity.

2. Number of operational modes. 2. Correlated with system complexity
but may improve output.

3. Number of subsystems. 3. Increases communications.

4. System organization. 4. Affects potentiality for break-
down.

5. Number/organization of operator 5. Effects unclear.
positions.

6. Number/type/locus of transforms. 6. The more of these, the more likely
output will be affected.

7. Number/organization of communica- 7. Significant effect on output
tions channels. qidality.

8. Output requirements. 8. Affects system feedback and
evaluation. _

9. Characteristic inputs. 9. Effects unclear.

10. System reactivity. 10. Effects unclear. ,

11. Degree of mechanization. 11. Effects unclear.

12. System feedback. 12. Increased output quality.

13. System indeterminacy. 13. Significant impact on system
processes ami output.

9. ,
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complexity may have many consequences, including increased probability of error,

output degradation, and system. breakdown. However, these last effects are medi--

ated by many factors, of which number of functions is only one.

2. Number of operational modes available. An operational mode Is a means

of implementing a system function. For example, mine detection In the SMS sys-

tem may be accomplished wholly (automatically) by the computer; by the operator

with the aid of the computer; or entirely manually. A system with alternative

operational modes obviously has greater flexibility and capability to respond

than a system with only one mode. Number of operational modes is obviously corre-

lated with system complexity but may also improve the quality of system output.

3. Number of subsystems System complexity is related to but not completely

determined by this parameter. Number of subsystems probably increases number of.

comnunicat ions channels and resultant communications.

4. Subsystem organizatiou.. Some systems are organized hierarchically (in

series), i.e., outputs from lower levels are transmitted th higher levels.

Other systems are organized laterally and subsystems function in parallel, trans-

mitting their outputs more or less concurrently to a higher level. Many systems

combine both types of organization. A series organization is one in which each

subsystem is dependent on the adequacy of immediately previous subsystem function-

ing; consequently in such systems the potential for breakdown is increased.

5. Number and organization of positions/personnel. Systems obviously vary

in the number of positions that must be filled. This parameter is also related

to systewa complexity but it is unlikely that systems with more personnel auto-

matically bepcome more susceptible to degradation of performance quality.

Personnel organization defined in terms of the roles played by system per-

sonnel may also be important. Associated with the hierarchical structure of

subsystems, certain positions may be considered as "key" (especially Important)

positions at which information is received, filtered, Interpreted, used as a-

basis for decision-making, etc. Key positions probably have more impact on out- ~
put than do others. Systems will vary in terms of the number of "key man" posi-

tions./
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6. Nut ber, type and locus of transforms necessary for a system output. If

each transform represents a critical transformation within or between individuals,

teams or subsystems, one might hypothesize that the more of these, the more

probable it is that errors, critical delays, lack of output quality, etc. will.

occur. Whether this happens may be dependent on the type of transform (whether

it is decisional, interpretative or communicative) and where in the system

hierarchy it occurs. From a measurement standpoint the transform indicates a

point at which personnel performance data should be taken.

7. Number and organization of communications channels. Communications

channels are particularly important to system functioning because, outside of

matter/energy inputs/outputs, the only '.nputs/outputs transmitted within and -

beyond the system are in the form of information which must be communicated.

Miller (1978) suggests that "there is always a constant systematic distortion

between input and output or information in a channel" (hypothesis 3.3.3.2-2,

p. 96) and that "a system never completely compensates for the distortion in

information flow in its channels" (hypothesis 3.3.3.2-4, p. 96). His following

hypotheses (selected from others) may be particularly relevant to manned systems:

"The probability of breakdown of adjustment processes among subsystems of

a system decreases as the number of parallel information channels serving it

increases" (hypothesis 3.3.3.2-10, p. 96).

"The probability of error in or overload of an information channel is a

monotonic increasing function of the number of components in it" (hypothesis

3.3.3.2-11, p 97).W

"The less decoding and encoding a channel requires, the more it is used"

(hypothesis 3.3.3.2-16, p. 97). !i~
"The information input with the greatest intensity or greatest signal-to-

noise ratio is given priority processing" (hypothesis 3.3.3.2-19, p. 97).

"A system gives priority processing to information which will relieve a .

strain (i.e., which it "needs"), neglecting neutral information. It positively

I.s
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rejects information which will increase a strain." (Hypothesis 3.3.3.2-20,

p. 97). 7-

"Tn periods of stress and/or change in a system, the amount of information

processing relevant to both task performance and adjustments among subsystems

increases" (Hypothesis 3.3.3.2-21, p. 97).

"As the amount of information in an input decreases (i.e., as it becomes

more amoiguous), the input will more and more tend to be interpreted (or

decoded) as required to reduce strains within the system" (Hypothesis 3.3.4.2-9,

p.99).

Communications channels are an obvious locus for performance measurement.

8. Output requirements. Does the system have to produce a specified num-

ber of outputs? As many outputs as possible? Are these outputs quaittitatively

specified? How much output variation is permitted (e.g., the range of accept-

able variation)? To the extent that output variation is specified and tightly

controlled, precise system feedback and evaluetion are possible. One can also

measure output quality in terms of the requirements imposed on it.

9. Characteristic inputs. Is it possible that systems can be differenti-

ated by the nature of the inputs that activate their mission? What type of

inputs activate the system (e.g., matter/energy or information)? Are these a

single type or does the system react to different types? How frequent are

thesp inputs; are they persistent during system operation? Do system operations

change the nature of these inputs? Again the investigator may wish to examine

output quality in terms of the kinds of inputs the system receives (see also

remarks about indeterminacy).

10. System reactivity. Is the system reaative (i.e., initiates its mission

only when stimulated by external Inputs) or does it seek out the object of its

functions based on its own internal programming? This parameter is obviously

related to the types of functions the system performs and may be too gross to

be related directly to system output. However, the system's activity cycle
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may differentiate system types. Is that activity continuous or episodic?

Are there periods when the system appears dormant because it is engaged L
solely in self-maintenance activities (e.g., housekeeping, maintenance,

traininog)? Does it have many functions like emergency procedures that are

only rarely Implemented? The sequence of system activities over time and in

pursuance of particular functions may permit us to categorize systems, albeit '
very grossly.

11. Degree of mechanization.. Obviously systems vary in the extent to which

they depend on mechanization. Logically it would seem that purely manual systems

should be slower and more subject to error or quality degradation than more

mechanized systems; but controlled tests of this hypothesis have not to the

author's knowledge been performed. In aay event, our natural pessimism makes

us suspect that the relationship between mechanization and system performance

is probably indirect, mediated by other variables (which have not yet. been

Identified).

12. Feedback to system personnel. Systems probably also vary in the extent

to which they provide feedback about mission events/success to system person-

nel. Based upon what is known about feedback effects on individual performance

(see Meister, 1976) one could hypothesize that the more feedback the more

effective system outputs should be, since feedback permits the system to

monitor and to control system quality. Again, however, we suspect that all

sorts of mediating variables affect this correlation.

13. System indeterminacy, as defined by Katz (1974) and Meister (1975).

Indeterminacy in systems is composed of three variables: (1) the nature of

stimulus inputs; (2) the amount of flexibility permitted to personnel in Iii-

plementing system operations; and_(3) the degree of personnel response pro-

graIng. Thus a system in which inputs are ambiguous or capable of multiple Z
Interpretations based on molecular stimulus differences; in which alternative.

procedures are available (determined by the meaning assiguled to these inputs);

and in which personnel responses vary as a function of the preceding two

variables, can be considered highly indeterminate. A system in which inputs

are invariant (or almost so); in which only one procedure is necessary or
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permitted; and which is capable of only one or two personnel responses is-

highly determinate.

For example, a missile launch control operation is highly determinate

because inputs (console indicators) have a relatively unambiguous meaning

(satisfactory, out of tolerance, emergency); the operating procedure calls

for simple activation of a series of switches in a prescribed order; failure

to perform a required step in the prescribed sequence prevents the launch

from proceeding. An example of a highly indeterminate system is a divisional

headquarters during an attack where inputs are fragmentary and often ambiguous,

the order of battle must be progressively built up and the successful response

(which will counter the enemy) is a probability only.

Of all the parameters listed above, the author's favorite is indeterminacy,

in part because it is comprehensive (involving' input, output and mediating

processes) and may subsume a number of the other parameters. Moreover, in-

determinacy can be operationally defined more readily than some of the others

and can be scaled on a continuum from almost completely determinate to almostH

completely indeterminate. In consequence one can derive testable hypotheses

from It. As an exercise to see what hypotheses system research can deal with,

it will be useful to consider the hypotheses that one can derive with inde-

terminacy as the independent variable. No claim is made that the following

is either comprehensive or indeed other than exemplary.

1. With increasing indeterminacy, the number of operational modes avail-

able to the system increases. Rationale: with a variety of stimulus inputs

it is likely that different ways of responding to these inputs will be

necessary.

2. The amount of communications processed by the system increases with in-

creased indeterminacy. Rationale: hi-hly variable inputs require more pro-

cessing which is implemented primarily through communications.

3. The amount of feedback provided to system personnel has a direct rela-

tionship to the amount of indeterminacy in the system. Rationale: more system
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adjustments are required in indeterminate systems, hence mare monitoring of

progress.

4. The amount of de~cision-making (and correspondingly the number of trans-

forms) increases with increases in system indeterminacy. Rationale: the num-

ber of alternatives (ambiguous inputs, alternative responses) increases with

indeterminacy; selecticn among alternatives requires decision-making.

5. The more indeterminate the system, the greater skill and more training

system personnel must possess. Rationale: increased decision-making is re-

quired in indeterminate systems (because of the number of alternative responses

available), hence more skilled personnel are needed to make those decisions.

6. The probability of information overload increases with amount of system

indeterminacy. Rationale: in an indeterminate system more information must

be solicited and accepted to interpret ambiguous and hence unstable input con-

ditions.

7. The greater the degree of indeterminacy, the more impact personnel per-

formance will have on system output. Rationale: with ambiguous inputs, partial

information, etc. system outputs cannot be inflexibly programmed but must be

channeled through interpretive processes controlled by personnel. Under these

circumstances the potential for human error increases and consequently the prob-

ability of output degradation. Of course, the relationship between indeter-

minacy and personnel impact is not really that simple, since skilled personnel

can often comnpensate for error and degraded conditions.

The above are almost certainly not the total number of relationships that

can be 'ierived between indeterminacy and other system variables. They are

however all the author could think of; lacking empirical data about variables

inherent in system functioning, one cannot allow one's imagination to run

riot. Certain relationships seem inherently improbable, e.g., indeterminacy

and (a) number of positions/personnel; (b) type of function performed (al-

though it would be interesting to hypothesize that surveillance and decision-

making functions are more closely associated vith indeterminacy); (c) number
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of subsystem levels (although indeterminacy may build up with incraasing-

subsystem echelons); (d) de~,?ee of mechanization.

All of this is gut feel, however. We simply do not have enough informatirn

about actual systems to do more than make very tentative hypotheses. However,

the listing of potential system parameters does provide one way of securing

information about systems. One can attempt to classify operational systems

in terms of the above listing and look for relationships with system outputs..

New parameters and relationships may thereupon suggest themselves.

The significance for PSM of the indeterminacy construct is its impact upon

the measurement strategy adopted. For example, because there is little stim-

ulus-response variability in these systems, highly determinate systems should-

have more precise criteria and standards of performance, which make it easier

to evaluate personnel performance. Such systems can be wore readily evaluated

by use of so-called objective measures; in indeterminate systems, since the

meaning of inputs and responses depend in part on personnel interpretation,

It becomes necessary to use more subjective instruments (e.g., interviews),

to determine what that interpretation Is.

Again, because of their relative lack of v~ariability, it is easier to

simulate determinate systems and hence to mieasure their performance in simu-

lators.

The parameters and hypotheses advanced so tentatively can be tested in two

ways, operationally and experimentally:

1. Operationally one would examine a variety of "real wor d" systems in

their environment and attempt to describe their functioning ini terms of the

parameters and hypotheses presented previously. Concretely this means col-

lecting a great deal of descriptive data about such variables as inputs,

functions performed, procedures for dealing with inputs and out uts, commu-

nication channels, organizational relationships among subsystem , changes in

system responses over mission time, etc. Observation of on-goir g activities,

intetrviews with key personnel, written questionnaires and rating scales and
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examination of available documentation would be necessary. This procedure

would not require the collection of'human performance data except in a very

molar manner. Analysis of the resultant data would be essentially correla-

tional, since manipulation of variables would hardly be possible. Hypotheses

would direct the investigator to the specific variable relationships to be

tested, with special attention to system outputs.

2. Experimentally the researcher would develop an "analogue system" con-

taining the parameters he wished to test. For example, he might model an air

surveillance system with inputs presented in the form of visual stimuli whose

characteristics (in terms of the responses required of subjects) ranged from

unequivocal to extremely ambiguous. The researcher would specify the responses

to be made to these stimuli (e~g., categories such as missile, aircraft,

natural phenomena) with procedures for resolvirg ambiguirles. If he wished

to determine the effect of indeterminacy, hie would construct problems which

varied in amount of indeterminacy and, say, number of personnel or feedback

as independent variables and speed and accuracy of terminal output decision-

making as dependent variables. Each subject, exposed to the set of problem

situations, would serve as his own control.

Note that what has been described is classic CE which, as was poin~ted out

before, is entirely appropriate for system research as long as the req~uirements

of system research (see Charter Two) are satisfied.

The two approaches are complementary, not opposing. Operational studies

should be initiated before experimental ones because, being closer to the .

real world, they are more likely to produce leads that can be turned into

hypotheses for more precise experimental test. Such operational studies

should moreover continue even as experimental ones are proceeding. Any con-

clusions reached experimentally should be brought back into the operational

environment for verification with actual systems. If there is a system

research paradigm, therefore, it is a progression from the operational en-

vironment to the laboratory study, back to the operatiornal environment.
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CHAPTER SIX

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING AND EVALUATING PSM RESEARCH

In this chapter we examine the question: Are the criteria ordinarily applied

to the selection and evaluation of scientific research--validity and reliability--

adequate for PSM research, and, if not, what other criteria apply? From the way

the question was phrased, it is obvious that we have answered it in the negative,

and so we will have to explain why.

Any discussion of research presupposes a value judgment: research possessing

certain characteristics has greater worth (however worth is defined, and this is

an individual matter) than research possessing other characteristics. Criteria

scientific community have described only validity and reliability. Other criteria

exist, but have rarely been considered. It is the author's point of view that

the xestriction to validity and reliability Is associated with much behavioral

research having only limited usefulness to the Human Factors discipline.

Research criteria should be applied at two stages in the research process:

1. Before a study is initiated, the researcher uses these criteria to

decide whether or not he should proceed with that study.

2. After a study is completed, the researcher (and others) use these

criteria to evaluate the worth of the study and its results.

Our particular interest lies in the former application, because criteria

are far more valuable when used to select the studies to be perforried than they

can ever be in evaluating those studies after they have been completed. Once

completed, a bad study clutters lip the journals and misleads readers; it is,

therefore, far more important to prevent the bad study from being started. For

this reason it is important for the reader in examining the criteria discussed

below to consider how effectively a particular criterion can be used before a

study is performed.

In addition to the traditional validity and reliability, we will consider:

relevance; applicability; generalizability; and utility.
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1. Validity. Everyone presumably knows what validity is, although

actually most do not and the subtleties involved in the concept would make a

rabbi's eyes bulge. There are different validity concepts, some expressed in

.purely statis tical terms, others in phil osophical ones. Our definition of

validity is phrased in the form of a question: Do the research res'ilts truly

represent what one has measured or hoped to measure? The key work is "truly,"

because at the heart of the validity criterion is the concept of some absolute

standard of truth, so that if X is an event, phenomenon or behavioral state,

X' (the results of the measurement) equals or approximates that X.

A diacussion of the complexities of the validity criterion 'as outside

the scope of this monograph, but it is necessary to point. out that in an absolute

sense, validizy can never be established because it presupposes a standard of

comparison (between measurement results and the event, object or phenomenon

being measured) that is independent of measurement operations. Unfortunately,

the researcher's knowledge of an object, event or phenomenon can never be com-

pletely independent of the processes by which he measures that object, event or

phenomenon. Because Inaccuracy Is Inherent in all measurement processes, vaIl- 9
dity cannot be absolutely ensured.

The researcher can, however, attempt to gain confidence In his conclusions

in various ways: (a) by predicting performance In another situation based on

the results of the earlier measurement (predictive validity); (b) by repeating

the measurement with a different set of subjects, possibly under different

conditions, and noting whether the same results are attained (convetgent validity). %

Other types of validity, like construct validity, are essentially mythical.

If one looks at me~asurements of relatively molecular behavioral phenomena

(e.g., reaction time to discrete stimuli), predictive and convergent validity

coefficients are fairly high. As study variables become more molar, however,-

it becomes progressively more difficult either to predict future performance or

to repeat the results of earlier studies.

PSH makes more extensive use of predictive validity because many of its 3
measurements are performed to solve problems or decide upon a course of action.

If the problem is solved or the action is effective, there is at least a suggestion

of predictive validity.
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The use of validity as a means of deciding which study rather than

another should be performed (because the data from that study will be more valid)

is in practice not feasible; because it requires the researcher to anticipate 9

the relationship between a future event-data from a study not yet performed--.""-

and an actual event or phenomenon, the truth about which cannot be ascertained.

This Is too difficult for anyone. In fact no researcher cudgels his brrin in ;'

that fashion. In practice validity as a research selection criterion is OMA
pleasantly ignored, as it is also (to a somewhat lesser degree) in research

evaluation. The use of validity as an evaluation criterion (to ascertain in

which studies one should rest confidence) is shot full of the researcher's

biases, because, lacking any objective basis, it permits him to ignore study

conclusions that conflict with those biases.

If validity is of dubious utility in CE, one would not expect it to be-

of much greater use in PSM. And in fact the PSM researcher assumes validity

as does everyone else. His assumption has a more solid foundation, however,

because the measurement sources he deals with are closer to operational reality.

2. Reliability is the consistency of the researcher's results, I.e.,

repeated measurements on the same object, event or. phenomenon, performed in "

the same manner each time, will produce essentially similar results. For sea-

surement situations which can be repeated more or less identically with the

same subjects (e.g., a stcndard test, a highly controlled experimental situation)

the term has meaning. Because, as we suggested previously, (a) the mission

scenario is the centrol element in PS (in operational studies, anyway); (b)

individual scenarios can vary substantially (although still within their broad,

common structure); and (c) opportunities foz the same subjects to repeat task

performances in the same s aario are often lacking, it may be somewhat more

difficult to establish the reliability of PSM than of CE data.

Reliability, like validity, is almost never used as the basis for

selecting one measurement situation over another, because it is difficult to

anticipate data consistency except in very general term. However, reliability

comes into its own as an evaluation criterion. PS finds the reliability concept

to be useful but may have some difficulty in utilizing it because of the reduced

control under which some PSH measurements are made.
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3. Relevance indicates whether measurement results relate to the.

questions!purposes for which the study was initiated.

The importance of this criterion should be readily apparent. Research

always begins with a question/purpose which, at least by implication, imposes

a requirement upon the research: to answer that question or accomplish that

purpose. In a sense research purpose is equivalent to system mission.

Often that question/purpose is very specific: for example, does variable X --

have a significant effect on a particular performance? The more specific the

question/purpose, the more easily one can determine whether the results secured

are relevant to that question or purpose. Similarly, the more spea.ific the

question, the more likely it is that the study results will be relfveant, because

the precision of the question makes the selection of an appropriate methodology

more probable.

There is, hovevei', a hierarchy of questions/purposes. Behind the immediate,

specific question is always a more molar one, which is really what the study is

designed to achieve. Because of this, the answer to the more specific question

Implements the higher order one. Example: Immediate study purpose: to.

determine the finger pressure required to activate two and three pole switches.

Higher order study purpose: to develop data permitting the design engineer to
select the most efficient controls for operator use. Obviously the lower order
parpose/question is "nested" in the higher order one.

In order to determine the relevance of any study it is necessary. to ask
what its higher order purpose is and how closely the specific study purpose cor-

responds to the higher order one. Relevance is always in terms of that higher

order purpose. It is not permissible, however, to specify as a higher order

purpose such generalities as "science" or "basic knowledge," because almost

anything can be subsumed under such generalities.

Although the specific study question/purpose is generally articulated
very carefully, very little consideration is usually given by the researcher

to Its higher order relation. Paradoxically, it is entirely possible to perform

a study that satisfies the more specific purpose while failing to satisfy its
higher order one. That is because there may be so great a distance between the
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two orders of purpose that the study cannot bridge the chasm. Suppose, f or

example, one did a study on expectaneny theory although the ultimate purpose

of that study was to contribute to human engineering or system design principles.

It might be difficult to see the relatedness of the two purposes. This is the

case with much behavioral research in which it is difficult to see what ultimat.l

purpose that research serves. One need only examine journals like the Journal

of Experimental Psychology to see that little consideration has been given the

relevancy criterion.

The more general the higher order study purpose, the more judgment enters

into determining the relevance of measurement results to that purpose. Hence

ýthere is room for honest disagreement about whether a particular study makes a

contribution to the higher order purpose implicit behind the specific question

* being answered. It would be desirable to make researchers specify the higher

order purpose of their work and to show the relationsiiip between their study

* results and that purpose. Whether this would in fact reduce t~he number of

Irrelevant studies cannot be predicted.

One might expect that researches performed by Human Factors specialists

specifically for Human Factors purposes would be more relevant to those purposes

than research of a general nature which is adapted to Human Factors needs. Often

one finds, however, that the two categories of research are equally irrelevant,

which suggests that much research supposedly performed for specific Human

Factors purposes is actually perform'dA under disguise, as it were.

The relevancy criterion can and should be used to create the most

appropriate study or the most appropriate study methodology (for example,

making a decision between collecting data in the laboratory or the operational

environment). Relevance, unlike validity and reliability, is feasible as a

decision criterion because the researcher need only relate his study methodology

and the kind of data he intends to collect to the higher order study purpose.

The system oriented researcher can do this more readily than the CE researcher

because his orientation is to the operational system (which is, to say, to

realityN.

4. Applic~ability indicates the degree to which measurement resuilts may

.be transformed into actions solving a problem~ or enabling a prediction to be
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made. The essence of this criterion is that there are action consequences of

the research.

It is generally accepted that the purpose of research (i.e., science)

is to gain more adequate understanding of the world (i.e., system operations).

But understanding unsupported by actions based on that understanding is

specious, being too often manifested merely by ignorant theorizing. Volumes of

Lehavioral research are filled with windy words with which one can do nothing.

Such understanding creates pleasure in those who think they understand, but

nothing more. Only when one can apply these words can one speak truly of

understanding.

Applicability, again like relevance, is a relative criterion. There

Is no absolute standard of applicability to which every study must conform.

Its major usefulness is in deciding between alternative study projectb or

methods of measurement.

Manifestly, PSH research is more applicable than traditional CE, because

PSK is more action-oriented than CE. Applicability, like relevance, can be

readily used as a means of deciding what and how a study is to be performed.

-•

5. Generalizability indicates the degree to which measurement revilts I.
can describe objects, events or phenomena similar to but not identical to those "

on which the measurements were made. Some generalization is necessary in all

research because any study is based on a sample of the population which differs

to some extent from the farent population. The more generalizable a set of

measurement data (or the conclusions from these), the more valuable the "* ;

research is.

Generalizability as less imr-rtant than relevance and applicability: - g
It can, however, be added to the latter criteria when a decision must be made

among alternative study me thods. In actual practice it is rarely used for

this purpose. It is occas onally used as an evaluation criterion.

6. Utility can be defined in terms of three dimensions:

a. The criticality of the problem to be solved or the question to

be answered.
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b. The amenability of the problem or the question to measurement

processes.

c. The possibility of applying the measurement results in the real

world (not whether they will).

Like the previous criteria, the utility criterion should be applied only

in deciding among alternative studies. There is no way of applying an absolute

standard of utility; what is a critical subject for one researcher may be

trivial to another. Once a subject area has been selected, however, the

researcher can choose rationally among alternatives within that subject. ..

A study has high utility if the preblem/question attacked is relatively

important (in terms of impact upon the system - the real world); if the problem/

question can be measured reasonably effective.y; if the measurement results can

actually be utilized in performing some action or developing a consequence

related to the problem/question.

A study would not appear to be worth performing if (a) the problem is

unimportant; for example, there would seem-to this author at least--not much

point to studying toilet graffitti even if one were a sociologist interested in

studying scatology; (b) the problem/question does not lend itself to measurement;

for examle, when the author worked for the Army a research topic was several

times proposed (by operational personnel) that we considered not amenable to

measurement: to study methods of making combat less stressful for troops; (c)

the study results cannot be applied meaningfully to the real world situation

from which the problem/question originally arose; for example, any research ___

results dealing with making combat less stressful would be unlikely to be

effective when real bullets are used.

It is apparent that the utility criterion can be more easily applied in -

PSH rescerch than in traditional "fundamental" research.

This list of criteria is technical only. There are factors such as

cost, the effort involved in performing the study, the acceptability of the

research topic to one's peers and superiors and practical problems of implemea-

tation, that must also be considered. However, these are outside our pmrview.
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Several poincs should be noted. The criteria described are not campletely

independent of each other. Utility and applicability are interwoven; so are

relevance and utility. On the other hand, validity and reliability are rather

independent of the others, although not of each other: one can perform a

highly valid and reliable study which is neither relevant, applicable, generalizable

or useful. (Much behavioral research is of this nature.) The other four

criteria have real world referents whereas validity and reliabilit~y have no

reference other than their own measurement processes. (The phrase "referents"

refers to elements that must be taken into consideration in applying the

criterion.) This may account for the popularity of these two criteria in

purely academic circles. Another reason for their popularity is that validity . --

and reliability can be expressed quantitatively, as coefficients of correlatiou..

The others are judgmental only. Cn the other hkad, validity and reliability

can be applied only post facto, whereas the others can also be used to select

the potentially more effective study among alternatives.

Ideally the investigator wishes to have both valid and reliable measure-

ments and is content when he feels he has accomplished these. But is this

sufficient? Valid and reliable measurements may well be irrelevant to the

questions with which the study began. Suppose, as a purely hypothetical

example, a study seeks to assess the physical prowess of 50 year old men, but

the measure taken counts only the number of "pushups" they can do. The measure I

Is a valid measure of pushups and is highly reliable; however, the data describe

only one aspect of strength, and, as a consequence, they are only partially

relevant. The difficulty lies in failing to correlate the measurement questions

asked with an instrument appropriate to those questions. The more complex the

quetions, the more likely such a failure of coordination is to occur. The

problem here is analytical rather than mensurational: it occurs because the

investigator fails to describe his study goals precisely enough In advance of

measurement, and, as a consequence, he selects an inappropriate instrument.

Beyond validity, reliability, and relevance are the results capable of

being transformed into some consequence or action.? Literally, what can one do

with the effects of measurement? It is undeniable that knowledge is its own

goal; but how much better is that knowledge when it can be used for something?

Besides, there are degrees of knowledge value; certainly not every study in.*

the vast outpouring of information in the behavioral sciences is equal to every
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other study. And [I that Is the case, does it not argue that those studies

that have action consequences are better than those that do not--always

assuming, of course, equal validity, reliability and relevavce.

Even if one has valid, reliable, relevant and applicable results, these

may or may not be generalizable to objects or events other Lhan the ones measured.

Generalizability is not as important as the preceding factors; it limits measure- |

ment utility but it does not absolutely destroy it as would lack of validity,

reliability or relevance. Generalizability depends on the extent '.:o which the

object or event measured resembles other objects or events in terms of the

dimensions being measured. This is a function of the dimensional range of the i
subject sample. The more specific the measurement, the less it can be

generalized. If one measures the strength of 12 year old girls, the results

can be generalized only with difficulty to 40 year old women. The characteristics

of the object or event being measured determine its generalizability; if one

wishes to expand generalizability, the range of those characteristics must be

expanded.

If one had an intarval scale to measure it, the utility of data for the [
satisfaction of the measurement purpose could vary from zero to theoretical \ '

infinity. Each of the variables above adds to (or subtracts from) utility.

Lack of generalizability (to a large enough population) reduces utility slightly;

lack of applicability reduces it much further; Invalidity, unieliability andi

irrelevance totally destroy it.

The point of this chapter is that the investigator cannot be s&tisfied

merely if his measurement is valid and reliable, the usual criteria for "

evaluating a study. Moreover, he should utilize these criteria not merely for

the evaluation of a study after it has been completed (and then usually only

for studies performed by others), but before he begins his own work. Although

the system concept does not strictly require the application of relevance,

applicability, generalizability and utility criteria, the system orientation

is more conducive to their use than more traditional CE.
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APPENDIX I

CRITICISMS OF THE SYSTEM APPROACHi TO MEASUREMENT

The author has heard a number of colleagues raise the following objections

to the approach described in this monograph. These objections center around the

following points.

1. The criterion of utility is not relevant to science.

2. There is nothing new in the system approach and Human Factors specialists

already accept its premises.

3. The over-concentration on the manned system breaks completely with

Psychology.

4. There are inadequacies in present Human Factors methods, but things are

not that bad and time and more research will solve these problems.

5.. It would be highly desirable to do research as the system approach

suggests, but it is too difficult.

In the remainder of this Appendix, we will review these criticisms and sze

whether they are well founded.

1. The criterion of utility is not relevant to science.

The utility criterion is implicit in the system approach because the focus

of that approach ;~s on the operational system which emphasizes immediate problems.

Because of this the reader may believe that what we are talking about is merely

application of more general principles (already known, of course). Later we

shall make a case for the fact that Human Factors is not merely the application

of experimental psychology but here we need concern ourselves only wich the

notion of utility.

The rallying cry of basic research is knowledge for its own sake. Presumably

we canot know the ultimate value of any study, no matter how apparently trivial.
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A hundred studies of little importance may have to be performed before one of

significant value is found. This is the philosophy that has driven most behavioral-

research (at least that part of it which is academically oriented and which one

finds in Journalm like Human Factors And Ergonomics)

Research is manifestly not performed at random. Of the thousands of studies

that could be performed on any subject, only a few are actually implemented.

Obviously some judgmental criteria (see Chapter Six) were used to select those

that were Initiated. Implicit in those choices was some sort of utility

criterion, e.g., the researcher's interest in a subject; the t~eed to satisfy an

academic requirement like the doctoral degree; the feasibility of performing the

.study; estimates as to relative payoff. None of these criteria is purely

technical; morrt are simply personal.

It is myth, therefore, that the researcher in performing basic research has

complete freedom to do what he chooses to do. Even if he had almost limitless

freedom, he would still be constrained by his own concepts of relevance.

It is apparent, therefore, that some utility criterion-however it is phrased--

is implicit in the researcher's choice of a study to perform. The criteria applied

by the basic researcher are not qualitatively different from the ones suggested in

this monogr4ph; they are merely less inr~ediate. Basic research is that research

which has u payoff only in a more or less remote future, whereas applied research

has a goal which can be more concretely imagined. If this is once granted, why

not apply the criteria implicit in the system concept?

2. There is nothing new in the system approach and Human Factors specialists

alr!!d. a,ýcept its premises.

If t-- system approach is really accepted by most Human Factors researchers,-

it is difficult to see why the research they perform as reported in the journal

literature lacks that orientation. The implication of the system concept as far

ameasurement in concerned is that studies performed on individualistic variables

inanon-operational environment must be verified by studies performed on those

variables In operational systems. Consequently a major goal of Human Factors

research should be to determine the applicability of psychological research to

the system characteristics of Human Factors.
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One sees, however, little if anything in the literature involving systems

as systems and the system approach as discussed in this document. One cannot

accept. the systeit: approa~ch and simunltLaneously Ignore its Impli cations. If thoseU

implicatlons are acee~pted, It Is necessary, for example, to question the

behavioral research conclusions so far developed because none has been verified

with reference to operational systems. It is necessary to ask why we have so

little data about manned systems and the role of the human in those systems.

The man-machine system as it has been described for example in Chapter One

of Van Cott and Kinkade (1972) is not the system as we have described it here.

The system cannot be limited (as it usually is) to the immediate man-console

interaction. Even if it were so limited, the manner in which system research
Va

on that interaction should be performed is far different from the way in which

man-machine research is currently performed.

It is, of course, possible that the system approach is accepted by Human

Factors specialists on a purely abstract theoretical basi.s, but that the concrete '

Implications of that approach are ignored because specialists are more confortable

with the research strategies they learned in school. Those strategies, It need

hardly be emphasized, reflect an orientation toward the individual, not the

system.

3. The over-concentration on the manned system breaks completely with

Psychologty.

.This criticism is somewhat justified. Since the subject matter of Human

Factors is the manned system, the principles, techniques and conclusions dervied

from psychological research which is oriented toward the individual cannot be

applied uncritically to the system. -

Manifestly the manned system includes the human and, therefore, there is a

continuity between Human Factors and Psychology. That is why we emphasize that

the conclusions derived from psychological research may apply to the system;

but since in the manned system we are dealing with a level of discourse

qualitatively different from that of the individual, it is necessary to test

these psychological conclusions against the operational system. It is possiblc

that:
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a. Some of these conclusions (perhaps the majority) will apply to

personnel performance in the manned system wholly and without modification. ~

b. Some of these conclusions will apply but will have to be modified

in ways that we cannot presently envisage.

c. Some of these conclusions will have minimal impact in the system

context and, therefore, can be discarded (but only as they relate to the manned

system).

d. Entirely new principles niot presently conceived may have to be

developed.

Until we test our piesent psychologically-derived conclusions against the

reality of the manned system, we cannot say which conclusions are valid for

the system and which are not.

We have implied in the foregoing that the manned system is something entirely i
different from the individual and, therefore, that the individualistic orientation .

of psycl-ology does not apply at the level of the system operator. This is not

to suggest that the individualistic orientation is invalid but merely that it

does not apply to the system situation. For example, what is the significance T
of principles of electrical brain activity to the performance of a technician

attempting te maintain a malfunctioning equipment? How does eyelid conditioning

relate to the student pilot learning to land on a carrier? Manifestly, electri-

not serve to explain his troubleshooting behavior. We know also that we can

condition the eyelid responses of the student pilot; but this is Irrelevant to

his learning a complex psychomotor landing pattern. *

By our reasoning Human Factors specialists are not psychologists, although

their initial training may have been in Psychology. Although one can recognize

the Human Factors debt to Psychology, it is necessary also to recognize that the two

disciplines diverge because their subject matters are different.
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4. There are inadequacies in present Human Factors methods, but things a3re

not that bad and time and more research will solve these vroblems.

Onw reason the researcher may havo for looking at alternative methiods of

performing Human Factors research is that he Is unhappy with progress in his

field. If he is satisfied with the status quo, he is unlikely to look for other

solutions. Z

How does one answer the objection that things are not so bad with Human

Factors? After all, whether or not one is satisfied with its methodology depenids__

on very subjective criteria.

The specialist's feeling of relative satisfaction should be determined by

his answers to the following questions (which are merely exemplary):

a. Can one presently predict quantitatively how well an individual will.

perform in operating a control panel or console?

b. In evaluating the design of a man-machine interface, can one apply

human engineering design principles quantitatively, e.g., the application of

this design principle (arrangement of controls by function) will produce mean

performance oi X percent accuracy, whereas application of another principle

(arrangement of controls by sequence of use) will produce V percent accuracy)?

c. Does the designer or Human Factors specialist have at his disposal

a series of tables which will allow him to predict personnel performance (in I.

terms of accuracy, job completion or any other criterion) as a function of the

- - ollowing: type of man-machine interface; type of system/task; amount of prior

training; skill level; motivation; etc.?

d. Does the training specialist have anywhere a set of principles that

allcoi him quantitatively to determine how long a training program for a new

design configuration should be and what that program should consist of?

e. Can we predict in the very early stages of system design what the

effects on personnel performance will be of proposed changes in system design?
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(We make the assumption, which not every Human Factors specialist may

accept, that the goal of our discipline is to provide answers to questions such

as these. These questions are oriented around the interaction of personnel

performance with system design which we assume are the two immediate concerns

of Human Factors. If. the reader does not accept these assumptions, we have

nothing to talk about.)

The answers to the above questions are largely negative. Can the Human

Factors specialist then be satisfied with the progress of his discipline?

The commonly accepted reply is: No discipline fully achieves its goals;

but that with time, money and research answers to those questions will be

found. The Human Factors discipline is still comiparatively quite young; surely

another 25 or 50 years or . .. . will give us what we want. O

It is possible, however, that unless a more realistic approach to measurement

is adopted, another 25 years of research will simply produce results not

significantly different from the past 25 years.

5. It would be highly desirable to do research as the system approach

suggests but it is too difficult.

Admittedly the approach described in this monograph is more d'Afficult to

pursue than our present measurement approach.

a. Working in the operational environment is more costly, more

frustrating, requires more sensitive techniques and more creativity than

working in the laboratory.

b. To verify in the operational environment results achieved in labora-

tory experimentation daes involve additional burdens if we do not validate 7

conclus ions operationally.

c. Working with highly trained subjects does reduce our potential

subject pool and requires that we spend much more time in training before we

can experiment.
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* ~d. Simulating a system environment in the laboratory is more expensive/

in cost, time and effort than working on a purely Individual level.

* P
Having admitted all this, is it acceptable to use the difficulty of a new

approach as an excuse for not getting on with that approach? Applying an incor-

r ect strategy simply because it is easier to apply than a correct strategy is not

anacceptable way of being a scientist.
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APPENDIX II

SOME REPRESENTATIVE PSM STUDIES

Tn this appendix we present some "representative" P514 studies to illustrate

the principles described previously. This is not a review of the literature,

since only a few studies have been selected; for those interested in a broader

survey we recommend Parsons (1972) and Meister (1976). The studies selected
cover a broad time span, some of them having been performed in the early 50's, C
others so recently that their data are still being analyzed.

The studies were selected to illustrate the following categories of PSH

measurement:

1. Exploratory tests

2. Resolution tests

3. Verification tests: Operational System Tests. (No examples of

Operational Readiness tests could be found.)

4. Experimental field studies

5. Laboratory research

6. Normative data gathering

In reporting these studies we have endeavored to quote verbatim as much as

possible from the original sources. I
These studies illustrate the following points which exemplify P514:

1. The impetus for Exploratory research is the absence of relevant answers

in the available literature.

2. Much more use is made of subjective techniques in PSH than in labora-

tory studies.
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3. With the exception of normative data gathering, aJll the tests described

make use of CE principles, although the degree of control is less than in CE.

4. During system development Exploratory tests are often combined with

Resolution and Verification tests.

5. In all of these tests the mission is critically important; as a result,

operational fidelity is emphasized.

6. Special care is taken in selecting subjects with appropriate background

and training. Subjects are often system personnel.

7. In studying operational systems either in the operational environment

or In OST all aspects of the system (including training, procedures, technical

data and system organization) are considered.

8. Since operational tasks, are quite complex, measurement data can often

be gathered and evaluated only by skilled operational personnel. Moreover,

the more molar these tasks, the more difficult it is to use strictly objective,

quantitative measurement techniques.

9. The length of many missions and the interaction of these missions with

environmental conditions like weather often prolong operational testing far

beyond the usual duration of laboratory studies.

1. Exploratory Tests

a. Personnel Subsystem Impact on C-5 Equipment and System Design, Parris, H. L.

and Hall, T. 3., Lockheed-Georgia Company, Marietta, Georgia (unpublished paper,

no date).

(1) Crew Seat Comfort Study

Frequently, in the development of new aircraft, man-machine
Interface design problems arise where there is either no pre-
cedent or where extrapolation from the general case to the
specific problem is tenuous or impossible. In these situations,
special studies are required to obtain the data necessary for
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formulation of definitive design recomedtos This paper
summarizes two representative examples of real-world problems
that required such special studies in the development of the
C-5. Study methodology, principal results and conclusions
pertinent to the effect on human performance as it relates to
system performance are presented for: (1) the comfort evalua- /
tion of aircrew seats and (2) ground emergency egress provisions.

A study was undertaken to systematically evaluate design
characteristics of three alternative C-5 crew seats in term
of adequacy of human comfort as reflected by the physiological
experiences of subjects in a simulated operational environment.
A comparative approach was utilized. A C-141 seat served as
the base line (Seat #1) from which the prototype of the C-5
crew seat was developed (Seat #2). After quantification of '

comfort on these two seats, results were used to mo~dify the
design of the C-5 crew seat (Seat #3) which, in turn, was
then subjected to comfort evaluation.

Subjects sat in the respective seats for seven hours--four
hours before lunch and three hours after lunch. The subjects
were allowed to leave the seat to go to the rest room (adjacent
to experimental area) and to obtain their meal at noontime .... %

The method of evaluation consisted primarily of subjective
tests administered by means of questionnaires presented to
subjects . . . .

The basic criterion was a comfort rating scale administered
at the end of the sitting period. Several other measures
(hourly comfort evaluation, hourly prediction of the number
of additional hours the subjects could sit in the seat, and
hourly progression of discomfort in specific body regions)
were used to reinforce the basic comfort rating and to
identify any trends of comfort degradation during the
sitting sessions.

The subjects were eight male employees of Lockheed-Georgia
Company, selected to represent a range of anthropometric
measurements . ..

Subjects evaluated the seat each hour in terms of comfort/
discomfort by checking one in a series of nine statements
which ranged from a highly positive statement (+4) to a
neutral statement (0) to a highly negative statment (-4).
Results are given in Figure l..*

*Original report Figure and Table numbers are used.
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Seat #1 was typically assigned negative comfort values. Seat #2.
was rated slightly comfortable during the initial hours of the
test but gradually fell to a neutral comfort rating. Seat #3 was
typically assigned positive comfort values, indicating that many
of the uncomfortable features of Seat #1 and Seat #2 had been
successfully eliminated.

The hourly predictions of additional number of hours that a
given seat could be tolerated were averaged over subjects and
depicted in Figure 2. The seats are clearly ranked for the
first four hours with Seat #3 being the preferred seat for the
first three hours with little difference between Seat #3 and
Seat #2 after that point. After four hours, all seats cluster
around seven hours of additional sitting time. Noteworthy is
the fact that the group averages estimated that each seat could
be tolerated for an additional six hours or more at the end of
the seven hour testing session.

Comment: Additional data (L~ot reported here) were gathered concerning the

hourly progression of discomfort in specific body regions.

Note certain characteristics of this.Exploratory test: (1) a prototype seat

was fabricated and the information gained with this prototype was used to design

the final seat; (2) although the Exploratory test does not require a comparative

methodology, the latter is often used when an earlier design version of the

system at issue is available f or comparison; (3) note the heavy emphasis on

subjective data, in this case appropriately so because the dependent variable--

comfort--could not be measured by objective means.

(2) Ground Emergency Egress Demonstrations -

A series of ground emergency egress demonstrations was cc-iducted
from the aft troop compartment of a C-5 wooden mock-up . . . in
accordance with a contractual requirement to demonstrate the
adequacy of escape and survival provisions. This requirement
is to evacuate all passengers and crew, totaling 75 personnel,
in the event of a ground emergency, in 60 seconds or less with
half the exits blocked. Certain aspects of the flight station
escape and survival ware also examined. '0

Comment: Exploratory tests are often combined with Resolution and

Verification tests. '

The mock-up simulated the production configuration. Openings
of designed size and location were provided for two forward 1
emergency exits, aft service door and an emergency exit opposite
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the service door. An inflatable escape slide was installed
at each exit in the deployed and inflated condition. Consis-
tent with the contractual requiremcnL., only two slides were
normally used on a given test. (Two tests were run, with
f our and three slides available respectively, to compute
evacuation times under those conditions.) Subjectb never
knew in advance which exits, or how many, would be & t.cked.

One demonstration, involving two tests, made use of unly a
stair-ladder. The stair-ladder, primary means of normal
access to the aft troop compartment, could also be used under
certain circumstances as a supplement to the emergency egress
exits. A ground level mock-up of the flight station/passenger
area was also utilized :o' demonstrate certain features of the
ditching survival system and contained a working facsimile of
the life raft deployment device to be incorporated in produc-
tion aircraft.

The subjects were 320 Army personnel divided into four groups
of 80 persons each, 75 test subjects and five supervisory
off icers and non-coimmissioned officers. An analysis of
variance showed no statistically significant differences in
age, weight or height amone the four groups.

Each new group of subjects received an initial briefing from
the test director as to the purpose of the tests and procedures
to be followed. Prior to onloading, the subjects donned vests
displaying large numbers which were used in later film analysis
to plot egress patterns. After all tests except two which
involved the stair-ladder, the subjects returned to their.
seats and completed a questionnaire concerning the test just
completed. (This questionnaire was designed to obtain co, ents
and suggestions about needed changes in procedures and equipment,
difficulties encountered, clarity of instructions, etc.). After
each test the subjects were assigned different numbers so they
would not be repeatedly seated near the same exit.

Three types of data were collected. The primary data record
wan motion picture film. Sixteen mmcameras loaded with color
film were positioned at strategic locations. The cameras were
synchronized and simultaneously activated when the signal to
evacuate -a given. Egress time and personnel flow were deter-
mined from the motion picture film. Analysis was accomplished
using a Photo Optical Data Analyzer which featured a built-in
frame counter. Knowing the speed at which the cameras operated
(24 frames/sec.) and counting the number of frames for the com
pletion of a test, it was possible to accurately calculate the
time required for each test.

As a back-up to the motion picture cameras, trained test observers
with stopwatches were positioned at each exit and inside the aft
troop compartment to record the stopwatch time after each test.
Stopwatch data were used exclusively for the two tests that were
run at night.
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The third type of data was obtained from questionnaires
described previously.

Results or the various tests are shown in Table IT. It was
concluded that the rcqutrement for evacuation of personnel
in 60 seconds or less with half the exits blocked had been
met. This conclusion is supported by the results of the
tests conducted to satisfy contractual requirements: Tests
2, 5, 7, 10 and 12. With only one exit available, the time
required was only 64.67 seconds (Test 11). Should no exits
be blocked as a result of the nature of the emergency, the
evacuation time was 40.41 seconds (Test 1).

This large-scale quantilication of human performance generated
data which were beneficial in C-5 mission planning.

b. Operation on the Move: A Feasibility Study, McCommons, R. B. Technical

Memorandum 2-72, Human Engineering Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground,

Maryland, January 1972.

Tactical units must redeploy frequently to avoid detection,
respond to hostile threats and keep pace with normal operations.
As a result, many of our weapons and communications systems are
mounted on wheeled or tracked vehicles to afford them the mobi-
lity needed to support such actions.

Since it was evident the basic limit to system performance
during mobile operations would be the capabilities of the
human operators, a literature search was done to identify
investigations of those capabilities. Finding no significant
information on the subject, this investigation was initiated
to develop baseline information with which to assess the
feasibility of operations on the move. Specifically, the
investigation sought to (1) determine how well personnel
could perform a variety of psychomotor tasks inside a
moving truck-mounted shelter, and (2) identify, if possible,
means of enhancing personnel performance.

The basic premise of this investigation was that for opera-
tion on the move to be of any value, subjects must be able
to perform under realistic conditions; i.e., if either cross-
ceantry speed and mobility or operation on the move had to
be sacrificed it would be the latter. In keeping with this
.•pproach, the subjects were required to do representative
command and control tasks while the vehicle traversed courses
,if verying severity. Vehicle speed vwas attuned to road sux-

acAc vith the idea of maintaining maxiuium safe speed. *..

The si.ojects (Ss) for the stu!y were six Army enlisted men.
Thtse mm were selected from a volunteer subject pool

cn&porarily assigned to HE',. The criterion for selection
ids an ability to type using the home key method. Typing
skill& of the S. ranged frua 20-60 words per minute.
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TABLE II

OVERALL EGRESS TIME AND EGRESS TIME FOR EACH EXIT (In Sec.)

r ~Exit 'Test Overall

No. 3L 3R 4 6 Time

1 40.41 37.58 36.71 35.75 40.41

2 - - 41.42 51.87 .51.87

3 Down the Stair-Ladder 90.54

4 44.75 47.29 48.12 - 48.12

-° - 48.45 47.50 48.45

6 Up the Stair-Ladder 74.79

70 59.20 57.92 - - 59.20

A,

8 All Exits at Night (48.40)

9 Exits No. 4 ard No. 6 at Night (63.70)

Ia- 58.70 56.87 - 58.70

II - - 64.67 64.67

120 44.70 - 55.58 55.58 !
.2

S.•

a Tests conducted to satisfy contractual requirement for demonstration.

() Indicates stopwatch data. t4
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Testing was conducted inside a specially prepared S-141
shelter mounted on an M-35, 6 x 6 cargo truck.

Tables were built along the Interior roadside and front walls
of the shelter to support equipment and provide workspace. A
common variety reclining swivelled office armchair was anchored
to the floor at the junction of the "L" formed by the tables
and served as the Ss' chair. The test apparatus, consisting
of a VRC-12 radio, a deck calculator and a TT-76C teletypewriter,
were shock-mounted on the tables to the left and front of the Ss'
chair. Behind and to the right of the Ss' chair, a straight-
backed armchair was mounted on a raised platform. This chair
was provided to allow coninuous monitoring of testing by an
observer. Footrests were provided for both Ss and the observer.

Three test courses were used in the study. They were selected
as being representative of the various terrain features a
vehicle might encounter on typical cross-country runs; i.e.,
presenting vibration having random amplitude and frequency
of occurrence. The driver was asked to negotiate the various
courses at the maximum safe speed. This was done to provide
worst-case vibrational conditions inside the shelter and to
assure that cross-country mobility was not being compromised. - ,

Course #1 was a hard-packed, gravel-surfaced road typical of
unimproved country roads. This course was a 1.6-mile closed
loop having both sharp and sweeping curves; the surface ranged
from smooth to rough. Roughness was due to small potholes,
vashboarding and rutting. The course was driven at 20 miles
per hour (mph).

Course #2 was a relatively straight 5.6-mile length of high-
crowned macadam road. The generally smooth road surface wascharacterized by gentle, unevenly spaced depressions (probably

caused by frost heaves) which imparted a combination of pitch
and roll to the vehicle. The course was driven at 35-40 mph.

Course #3 was the 1.8-mile long Cross-country #2 section of
the Perryman Test Area at Aberdeen Proving Ground. This
course had sweeping curves and the hard-F acked gravel sur-
face varied from smooth to rough. Sections of the course
contained large, unevenly spaced potholes and deep ruts.
The course was driven at 10 mph.

Of the three courses, Course #1 was considered the least
severe and Course #3 the most difficult.

The Ss were required to perform three different tasks: (1)
operatl.ng a key entry device (the desk calculator), (2) tele-
typewriting and (3) radio tuning.

These tasks were chosen as being representative of command
and control functions personnel might perform in command
post or fire control center operations.
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First, the Ss were thoroughly acquainted with the purpose of the I

study and the testing procedures that would be followed through-
out the experiment. Then, each S was individually trained to
use the test apparatus (i.e., desk calculator, radio and tele-
typewriter) and subsequently given practice trials doing the
experimental tasks.

The operations of the desk calculator and radio were relatively
simple. Therefore, the Ss were not held to a strict training
schedule when being instructed in their use. Training was con-
sidered complete when, in the experimenter's opinion, the SP.
were performing the required tasks in a facile manner.

Time constraints made it impractical to attempt training the
Ss to peak performance levels on the teletypewriting tasks.
Therefore, training and practice with the teletypewriter was h
continued until each S had reached a performance plateau.
This plateau was considered to have been attained when the S
exhibited consistent performance on three consecutive practice
trials. •i

After training was completed, the actual testing began. Testing
for each S consisted of three sessions. In general teras, a
test session consisted of having the S perform each of the three
selected tasks under three operational conditions: static
(vphicle not moving), Course #1 and Course #2 (Course #3 was
run separately and is discussed later in the report.) The
sessions normally lasted 2-3 hours and were conducted at least
one day apart.

Typically, the S was met at his barracks and ushered into the '.
shelter. After the S's chair and copyholder was positioned
to his liking, the S-was briefed on the test procedures. Then,
depending on the condition to be run first, either testing began /
or the vehicle was driven to the appropriate course. If a road k.
course was scheduled first, the S rode in the truck cab to avoid
undue fatigue. --.

Before starting any road course, the test driver and the
observer established communication via walkie-talkie.
Assuming all was well, the driver was instructed to accelerate
the veýicle to the speed selected for that course. When the
observer was notified the desired speed had been reached,
testing of t..a S was begun. If, for any reason, the pre-
determined vehicle speed could not be maintained, testing
was halted. Testing was resumed as soon as conditions
permitt d.

Dependi g on the task scheduled first, the S was given a work-
sheet i tructing him to do a set of arithmetic problems usirng '
the des calculator, type prepared text, or set up the radio
for push-button channel selection.
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After the first task was finished, the S returned the worksheet
to the observer and received new instructions. When all the
tasks were completed, the driver was notified and the vehicle
was stopped. The S was then allowed a rest period. This same
general procedure wans followed until the S had performed all the
tasks under all the conditions.

After all the trials on Courses #1 and 02 had been completed, a
cursory examination of the data revealed that the capabilities
of the Ss had not been fully explored. Therefore, the Ss were C
asked to participate in a final, and more taxing, phase of
the study. It was at this time that Course #3 was run. Time
constraints allowed only two runs of this course for each of
the six.Se. The general testing procedure was the same.

Two measures of S's performance, task completion time and error
frequency, were obtained for each test condition. Task comple- .
tion times were measured with a restartable stopwatch and recorded
-by the observer. Error frequency on the key entry and teletype-
writing tasks was determined from hard records; i.e., completed
worksheets and perforated-tape output from the teletypewriter.
Errors in radio tuning were noted visually and recorded by the
observer. The data were analyzed with a series of uncorrelated
t tests.

In general, the results of the study were threefold. First,.
and probably most important, the Ss were able to effectively
perform the tasks asked of them under conditions that, subj ec-
tively, ranged from mild to severe. Second, the primary effect
of vibrational severity on the Ss' performance was to increase
the time needed to complete each task; i.e., time varied directly
as a function of course severity. Third, although task completion
times increased, the quality of the finished product was compar-
able under all the conditions tested. This indicates, that,
although the vibrational environment may have caused more errors
to be made, the errors were caught and corrected.

2. Resolution Tests

a. Evaluation of Launch Vehicle Assault Motion Effects on Personnel

Performance, Stinson, W. J., Navy Personnel Research and Development Center,

San Diego, California, June 1977.

This is another example of a Resolution test combined with an explorat ory

one: to determine whether personnel could withstand the motion effects of a

proposed new vehicle by comparison with the effects experienced with an already

available vehicle (the LVTP-7).
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Future amphibious landings must be initiated at greater //
distance offshore for protection against long-range weapons
fire during low-speed launching and form-up phases. An
advanced Landing Vehicle Assault (LVA) platform is being
developed by the Naval Sea Systems Command . . . for
Marine Corps use. Upon Launching from over-the-horizon
amphibious force ships, the LVA will transport troops at
relatively high speed (25 mph or more) to beach or inland
combat positions. The LVA will eventually replace the
existing, much slower LVTP-7. -.

Candidate vehicle configurations under consideration for
this amphibious mission include planing hull and air cushion .4

types. An important factor which must be taken into account
in the selection process concerns the effects of high-speed
motion on troop performance. Past experience has indicated
that debilitating seasickness (kinetosis) is commonly experi-
enced by troops during amphibious landings. The potential
for troop performance decrement associated with motion
effects would normally be expected to increase as LVA
speed is increased by a factor of three or more over theLVTP-7. !

Current LVA work at the ". y Personnel Research and Development
Center is limited to comparative evaluation of experimental
planing hull and LVTP-7 motion effects on performance.

A full scale hydrodynamic vehicle (FSHV) served as an
experimental LVA planing hull for use in coastal trials
(Camp Pendleton area). The FSHV was similar in size,
weight, and speed characteristics to the future LVA.
However, troop carrying capacity was limited to permit
accommodation of commercially available engines, test
instrumentation, and underway observers. Although
troop compartment capacity was limited to nine men,
the space provided per man was equivalent to that
available in the LVTP-7.

Experimental hull dimensions were largely predetermined by
LVA mission-related specifications involving the eventual-"
number of troops to be transported (about 25 each vehicle)
and the need for size compatibility with amphibious ships
well deck storage space . . . . Within these limitations,
the hull shape had to contribute to attainment of speed
objectives while serving as a reasonably stable platform
in moderate sea states and retaining full capability as
an armored personnel carrier upon landing. The vehicle
must be able to operate at maximum speed in aea state 2,
reduced speed in sea state 3, and survive in sea state 4.
The experimental LVA/FSHV configuration is illustrated
in Figure 1 (10).

Small craft such as the LVA/FSHV are particularly vulner-
able to wave-induced motions. The LVA/FSHV hull shape .
was designed to reduce motion'effects to reasonable levels.
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The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that the per-
formance of troops landing aboard the high-speed LVA/FSHV
after 1 hour open ocean transit was at least as good as that "
of troops landing aboard the existing LVTP-7 after 30 minutes
transit under similar sea state conditions. The variation
in transit time reflected the typical mission scenario
applicable to each vehicle. The requirement for equal
or better performance by FSHV troops even though water-
borne exposure time is doubled obviously placed a heavy
burden upon the experimental vehicle in demonstrating
acceptable ride quality and habitability characteristics.

As part of the FSHV design process, special attention was
directed toward controlling potential habitability problems
(noise, ventilation, and air quality). Design provisions
were believed to be adequate for the purpose and in compli-
ance with MIL-STD-1472B. Measurements were made aboard
both the FSHV and LVTP-7 before and during landing trials
to verify environmental adequacy. However, there was no
attempt to very such factors as ventilation, temperature,
and noise for evaluation of possible effects on troop .
performance. Ambient conditions will naturally change
from time-to-time in conjunction with sea state and weather
conditions.

The principal concern of this study involved comparison of
different LVTP-7 and FSHV high spead motion effects on
troop performance. There was Lo attempt to precisely
simulate stationary pre-launch (well deck) and low-speed
group form-up operations (other aspects of the LVA mission).
The effects of crowded confinement over a substantial
period of time (possibly 1 hour or more) prior to high
speed transit should be similar for each vehicle, except
as affected by differences in habitability conditions
(ventilation, temperature, air quality, and noise).
While the effects of different habitability conditions
during stationary and low speed operational phases were
of some general interest, practical time and financial
constraints required limitation of the scope of this
study to examination of high speed motion effects.--.----

If test objectives were successfully achieved, the FSHV
would demonstrate that a planing hull configuration with
properly designed habitability features can deliver
troops with performance capabilities at least as good
as those of troops transported aboard the existing LVTP-7.
The LVTP-7 has been in wide-spread use for several years
and the performance level of assigned troops has apparently
been acceptable. This performance level has therefore been
adopted as a yardstick against which the FSHV must compare
favorably.
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Test subjects participated in orientation training and practice
in performing test tasks prior to commencement of landing trials.
Pretesting of subjects was accomplished to establish individual
baseline scores. Subsequent performance during landing trials
was then compared to evaluate the effects of transit conditions.

The tasks selected for use in performance testing were intended
to be representative of Marine activities normally associated
with beach landing operations. Combatant troops must be able
to move quickly and fire accurately after transit through
coastal waters. Time expended and problems encountered in
traversing an obstacle course upon landing were recorded for
each test subject. Accuracy in a rifle-firing exercise following
the obstacle ran served as a principal criterion measure.

Test facilities had to be located in the immediate vicinity
of the FSHV and LVTP-7 landing area. Transportation to a
remote firing area was not permissible inpsmuch as the effects
of waterborne transit would be changed during further land
travel. Performance testing had to commence immediately
upon landing and be completed within one hour.

Considerable resources were expended in conducting each
trial run. The time allocated to each cycle had, therefore,
to be effectively utilized in collecting data directly
relevant in evaluating LVTP-7 and FSHV motion effects.
Other data of secondary concern could be collected on a
lower priority "not to interfeLa" bqsls.

Prior to getting underway, both vehicles were stationed at
the Del Mar Boat Basin, Camp Pendleton. The FSHV was moored
at a dock for loading while the LVTP-7 was loaded ashore.
Loading and deployment at low speed (about 5 mph) through
the Oceanside harbor channel involved about 15 minutes for
each vehicle. Subsequent open ocean transit then involved
30 minutes for the LVTP-7 and 1 hour for the FSHV. Return
through the channel and unloading at the landing site againinvolved 15 minutes for each vehicle.

Special precautions were taken to avoid conditions which
would endanger the safety of test participants. Run speeds ;..'
for the FSHV started at 15 mph and gradually increased to
30 mph, subject to demonstration of satisfactory seakeeping
characteristics at each 5 mph increment. Run speeds above
30 mph (possibly to 40 mph) were optional. Open ocean opera-
tions were conducted within a maximum range of 10 miles from
shore. High speed landing operations were typically conducted
in sea state 2. This mode is of principal concern in evaluating
troop performance. Reduced speed operations were conducted
occasionally in sea state 3. This mode was of low priority
concern (optional) for iniestigation within project time
constraints. Trial runs were arranged to assure that com-
parable sea state conditions were experienced by the FSHV
and LVTP-7. Each vehicle was scheduled to complete a run
in the morning and afternoon. Thus, 12 test days would be

L-4
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required to complete 24 sea state 2 runs for each vehicle.
It should be notcd that the 12 days of test operations
could occur over a period of 2 or 3 months due to inter-
ruptions Involving inclement weather/sea conditions,
vehicle/instrumentation malfunctions, vehicle technical
tests, personnel time off, etc.

Inasmuch as this effort was primarily concerned with
evaluating waterborne motion effects on combatant troop
performa-ice, perf erred test subjects were experienced
Marine infantrymen (at least 1 year of service). As a
safety precaution, subjects had to possess Class 2 swiimmer
qualifications. Two groups of subjects were assigned with
a Squad Leader (NCO) and 8 Riflemen in each group.

Subjects were equipped with marching back-packs (light
weight), flak jackets, life preservers (Mae West type),
and helmets. As a safety precaution, rifles were not
carried inside the vehicles but were issued and controlled
at the rifle range.

The performance of personnel assigned to vehicle driver
(or alternate driver) duties was evaluated separately from
that of embarked rifle squad troops. Driver performance
was monitored iii steering predetermined course r ,tterns,
requiring heading changes from time to time upon coimmand.
Time to achieve ordered headings was recorded. Additionally,
driver/alternate driver personnel participated in rifle
firing on a limited basis (at the end of each two vehicle
runs) to provide an indication of eye-hand coordination
capabilities.

Six test supervisors/observers were assigned. These person-
nel monitored the overall test effort and assisted at various
positions as needed.

A Marine observer/crew member was assigned to the Troop
Commander duty station in each vehicle, with access to
VHF radio communications equipment. These personnel
secured the vehicles upon landing and assured that clean-up/
maintenance work was satisfactorily performed in preparation
for subsequent operations.

Industrial hygienist personnel monitored environmental
conditions aboard the FSHV and LVTP-7 during landing ....

One observer assisted in monitoring environmental condi-
tions aboard the vehicle and a second observer monitored
driver/alternate driver performance.

Several observers recorded troop task performance as rapidly
as possible after landing (prior to wear-off of motion effects).
Three observers were at the obstacle course to record the
speed and problems of runners in two lanes, starting 15 seconds
apart. One observer was at the rifle range to prepare targets/
ammunition, check firing line readiness, and ord~er commencement/
termination of firing.
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Evaluation tasks consisted of running an obstacle course
and rifle firing. (The ideal measurement situation would
have been to mount an actual combat exercise but this was
impossible because of cost.) The obstacle course started
at a point on the beach within about 1,000 feet of the FSHV
docking platform and LVTP-7 landing area. The course covered
a distance of 300 feet. Two parallel running lanes were pro-
vided, with five pairs of obstacles located at intervals
along the lanes. The obstacles included a 5 foot vertical
wall, inclined balance logs, cargo net ladder, horizontal
balance beam, and staggered tires.

These tasks were intended to test balance, agility, and
coordination (all presumably required in caphibious combat).
Time to negotiate the obstacle course was recorded for each
test subject. Upon completing the obstacle run, subjects -

proceeded without delay to the rifle range (about 1,200
feet away).%

The type of weapon used had to be compatible with provisions
which can be made for safe facilities in close proximity to
the vehicle landing site. Precision air rifles with verified
accuracy were used to fire pellets at bullseye targets. The
type of rifle used for test purposes had no significant impact
on evaluation of motion effects since performance was compared
against baseline scores established with the same type rifle.

Upon completion of rifle range operations, subjects were given
a short rest (5 minutes) prior to returning to the obstacle
course for repetition of test tasks. Results of the repetition
cycle pro'olded an indication of changes in performance as
motion effects wore off and reached an insignificant level.

A rpeaed easresdesign was used in the collection of per-

formance data. In this design, each subject was required to
perform the selected tasks several times to establish baseline
reference scores prior to cotmmencement of landing trials.
This permitted measurement of variance in individual perform-
ance since the tests were repeated with each subject serving
as his own control. Under this procedure, the use of separate
control group subjects was eliminated and Inter-subject vari-
ance was not a problem.

Upon completion of all trial runs and recovery from motion
effects, subjects performed a final series of test tasks to
establish posttest scores. This indicated any natural
improvement in proficiency as the result of "practice" in
repetitively performing tasks during the test period. This
"practice" effect had to be taken into account in evaluating
test results. The pretest baseline scores of individual sub-
jects were compared against subsequent performance during
landing and posttest trials. In addition, the overall
performance level of the two squads was evaluated in relation
to each other.
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The sequence of FSHV and LVTP-7 runs was rotated on successive
days so that morning and afternoon landings were balanced
between the two vehicles.

Preliminary results of the study showed no significant differ-
ences in personnel performance following transits in the FSHV
and the LVTP-7. (A more detailed report of results is not
available because the data are still being analyzed.) This
represented a desirable conclusion to the study because signi-
ficant differences would have indicated (a) either that the
FSHV was inferior to the LVTP-7 (highly undesirable) or (b)
that FSHV was superior to LVTP-7 (practically speaking, very
difficult to demonstrate because of the increased stress of
the FSHV operating conditions).

3. Verification Tests: Operational System Test

The following summaries are taken (with some editing) from Askren, W. B. and

Newton, R. R., Review and Analysis of Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation

Literature (Report AFHRL TR-68-7), Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, January 1969.
.-..-.

a. Titan II Inertial Guidance System

A. C. Electronics Division, General Motors Corporation, Inertial Guidance

System, Weapon System 107A-2. Category II Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation

(PSTE) and Maintenance, Logistics, Reliability and Readiness (MRR) Test. and

Evaluation, Document 64-197, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 1964.

a. Scope and Relation to (PS) Elements

(1) This report covers the results of the Category II
PSTE/MLRR test program conducted by A. C. Spark Plug Division
of General Motors Corporation on the Titan II IGS.

(2) Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation covers that
part of weapon system testing that involves human engineering,-
personnel, training, and the validation and vorification of
technical publications.

(3) The PS, as defined in this report, is a composite
of all performance elements in a system assigned to man (both
operational and maintenance) and the means for implementing
such elements, including not only the assigned men but also
any physical products provided to support man's performance, ."

such as equipment, tools, facilities, spares, and technical
orders. Equipment and tools used by man to perform a function
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is considered to be an element of the personnel subsystem, but
equipment operated or maintained by man is an object of the
personnel subsystem, and not a part thereof. In the Titan IGS,
the personnel subsystem is a part of the maintenance subsystem.

b. (PS) Test Objectives

Specific test objectives were listed for personnel performance,
safety, technical data, maintenance, logistics, reliability, readi- __ U
ness, and weapon system capability. Examples of these test objectives
were:

(1) Personnel Performance (12 objectives).

(a) To determine whether qualified military person- I
nel can effectively prepare, operate, and maintain the weapon
system using only authorized equipment procedures.

(b) To evaluate the effect of observed human
engineering, procedure, and personnel deficiencies on the
weapon system incommission rate.

(2) Safety (7 objectives).

(a) To determine whether propellant transfer can
be safely operated and maintained.

(3) Technical Data (7 objectives).

(a) To evaluate procedures altered because of 5-

equipment changes.

(4) Maintenance (6 objectives).

(a) To determine whether time required to perform
scheduled maintenance tasks is within prescribed Technical al
Order (T.O.) limits.

c. Data Requirements and PS Test Criteria

- (l) Attitude data of technicians. >%

(2) Performance deviations from T.O.'s.

(3) Time to perform operations.

(4) Test criteria included "adequacy" (availability 4
and system accuracy) and "efficiency" (expenditure per unit
of output).

d. Data Collection Methodology

(1) Use of location logs to determine availability.
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(2) Training equipment was used on a noninterference
basii to evaluate unscheduled maintenance activities. Six
Ballistic Missile Inertial Guidance Technicians (AFSC 312X2F)
were assigned as test subjects for this program. Under obser-
vation and by design they performed troubleshooting tasks on
the Inertial Guidance System (IGS) trainers, which allowed
validation of Trouble Analysis Diagrams and procedures.

(3) An evaluation packet was constructed for each
scheduled test session. Additional data collection forms
were provided for collecting data during unscheduled mainte-
nance activities.

(4) Two methods of collecting data were implemented
in the field. The major set of data were provided by the
Observer/Evaluator (O/E) and were based on his observations
of the activities performed by Air Force technicians. When
the O/E was not available during unscheduled activities,
A. C. Spark Plug engineers and technicians, on location,
collected basic data.

(5) Data collection forms and methods were designed
to maximize technical information and minimize clerical
information.

(6) Data collection method was oriented towards
collecting true performance data without affecting the
performance, and collecting additional data subsequent to
the performance. Data collection forms contained reminders
and cues for the O/E. Time data were obtained by hr wing
O/E's document step numbers and running time for ali problems
noted.

(7) The method was oriented towards evaluating all
of the means used to implement a given function, not oriented
specifically toward performance of personnel. Thus, problems
in the operations of an equipment item were considered to be
prob1 .ems in personnel performances.

(8) The data collection method was also designed to
enable the analysts to completely reconstruct the test ses-
sion on paper.

(9) Copies of the maintenance data, form, special
unit record, and location log were presented in the report.

(10) Most of the functions critical to the operation
of the system were evaluated a sufficient number of tines to
obtain a good representation of those functions.

(11) Three personnel performance detectors were used:
one evaluator was from the 3901st Squadron; second evaluator
was from Quality Control and Evaluation; and the third evaluator
was the supervisor. Data suggested performance was different
under each type of observer.
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f. Reducing and Analyzing Data

(1) Over-reaction to personnel subsystem problem~s was
avoided by relating them to system effect.7

(2) Personnel performing analyses were experienced In
the design and development ot' the system.

(3) Three analyses were performed concurrently on the
data received from the field;

(a) Personnel performances were analyzed to esti-
mate efficiency, adequacy, and reliability.

(b) Investigations of deficiencies were reported on
Individual Summary Forms. (Comment: Problem solution)

(c E~stimations were made of systems "use" reliability.

(4) Analysis waj. performed on four types of personnel
performance errors? Type 1 (rejecting a good unit), Type 2 %
(accepting a bad unit), Type t (increasing performance time),
and Type d (incurring damage).

(5) The impact of personnel performance problems was
determined by using the Maintenance Subsystem (MSS) Model which
related these problems to overall systems measures such as
availability and levels of spares.

(6) Analysis of personnel performance data considered
the kind of evaluator who furnished the information, as major
differences in performances were noted when technician. were
obse-ved by different kinds of raters, e.g., 3901st or 0/S's.
(C.;mment: This discrepancy is understandable, but unnerving.)

g. Significant Test Results

(1) The personnel subsystem was a major source of
system inefficiency. Primary causes were incompatibilities
in the assignment of skill levels, the tendancy to treat the
personnel as automatons, and a lack of a systematic means of
evaluating and maintaining the personnel at the level required
by the system. Skill levels assigned were too high for opera-
tions required.

(2) A major omission in the personnel subsystem
appeared to be the' lack of evaluation and practice of emer-
gency procedures at the launch sites.

(3) Significant differences were noted betvween
opetations at Vandenberg and at operational sites.
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(4) (a) Unrealistic policy of "strict" adherence to
T.O.'s caused morale problems. (b) Two men were used for
many one-man tasks. (c) There was a lack of sufficient
traiIngn and data to operate effectively when a malfunction
was not adequately covered by T.O.

(5) The individual test objectives were evaluated as
to whether met: "yes," "no," or "partially."

(6) Based on data in evaluation packets, no difference
between the bases was found in personnel performance.

(7) Percent contribution to downtime due to inefficient
personnel performance was 11.52.

(8) Many deviations from T.O.'s, by high skill personnel,

were found.

(9) Many errors in T.O.'s were noted.

h. Communicating and U3ing Test Results

(1) Details of the data collection during the Category II
PSTE/MLRR program were reported in monthly Detailed Analysis
Reports.

(2) Correction of the problems identified would result I
in a considerable cost savings due to a reduction of skill
levels for a large percentage of the performance elements in
the system and a reduction of manpower.

(3) The results of the analysis were reviewed periodi-
cally to determine the trade off analysis to be performed, the
MSS Model variables to measure, and the MSS Model variables to
study. Recommendations were made to engineering management on
the trade off which should be performed.

(4) Exercising the MSS Model on the International
Business Machine 7090 computer enabled A. C. Spark Plug to
Svalidate decisions regarding spares provisioning, per-
sonnel Maintenance Ground Equipment utilization, and mainte-

3nance configurations.

k. Other Problems

(1) Major problems encountered during the initial
phases of the Category II PSTE/MLRR program were the lack
of representative conditions at Vandenberg Air Force Base
and the lack of opportunity to collect personnel performance
data. These problems were resolved, with the cooperation
of the Ballistic Systems Division and the Strategic Air
Command, by transferring the data collection program to
the three operational bases.
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(2) Another major problem encountered during the program
was the lack of data required to evaluate the condition of the
system and the adequacy of the time interval between scheduled
checks.

(3) An output of the Sheppard program of evaluating
troubleshooting problems on trainers was the additional.
training provided Strategic Air Command (SAC) guidance personnel.
The test subjects were then able to inaugurate effective on-the-
job training for other SAC personnel at their respective bases.

b. System 412 L

Adams, J. A. and McAbee, W. H., Lt. Col., USAF, A Program for Evaluation

of Human Factors in Category II Testing of Air Weapons Control System 412 L (Phase

II Configuration), PGN Document-62-1, Deputy for Bioastronautics Air Proving

Ground Center, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, May 1962.

(Comment: It is not known whether the actual test was conducted fully in

accordance with the following test plan.)

Human factors variables will be weigbed insofar as they
influence criteria of success in achieving combat goals of the
Air Force. (Comment: The personnel subsystem is important
only insofar as it influences system success.) These variables
should be examined for three basic configurations of the system:
(1) a normal system where all automatic subsystems are fully
functioning and the personnel subsystem is playing its assigned
role, (2) a norm-n: system that is degraded by electronic counter-
measures, and (3) a fully degraded system whose operation is
essentially manual. System degradation is considered a realistic.
expectation for combat uses of AWCS 412 L, and the personnel sub-
system increasingly contributes to the accomplishment of system
goals as degradation increases. If the success criteria are not -'

met for one or more of these three system configurations, human
factors variables related to human engineering, training, organi-
zational structure, and maintenance will be atudied to diagnose
the cause of the system's deficiency. Biomedical determinants
of personnel safety, and variables related to the handling and
assembly of components of the mobile system, will also be studied.

a. Scope and Relation to PS Elements

(1) The emphasis in this plan was on human performance
variables influencing the effectiveness of the system as a whole.

(2) The emphasis in measurement was on indices of system
performance that reflected the simultaneous actions of all men and
machine elements as they bear on the accomplishment of AMr Force
goals.
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(3) According to the report, one of the most serious
errors that can be made in the testing of a military weapon
system is to limit the evaluation to normal system uses, i.e.,
noncombat training uses. Test programs must provide for exercisesi
with inputs that closely simulate the tactics and equipment
of a potential enemy, where possible.

.4 b. PS Test Objectives

(1) The personnel subsystem tests and evaluations were
undertaken to determine how well the human components of a weapon
system performed their assigned functions and to identify those
changes in procedure and/or equipment design that could increase
the effectiveness of the total system.

(2) The purpose of evaluating human factors in Category
I, II, and III testing was to determine if the system design,
with respect to the men who use it, was adequate to accomplish
the combat mission assigned to the system.

c. Data Requirements and PS Test Criteria

The following are criteria of system success for use in diag-
nosing shortcomings in the personnel subsystem, although some
changes In these criteria may be needed to insure compatibility
with the criteria used by the test team for other purposes:

nuir(1) Number of Penetrations into the Defense Area- The
numbr ofenemy weapons that penetrate this area would be in-

veruely related to the system effectiveness.

(2) Kill Range of Intercepted Targets- This measure
assued hatthe moeeffective system would destroy targets

at longer ranges.

(3) Number of Kills or Probability of Kills- This factor
a would simply be a matter of recording the number of kills or

probability of kills, as determined by an accepted criterion. .

(4) Number of Assignments of Weapons to Targets- This
measure assumed that the most efficient system would destroy
target. with the least number of weapons.

(5) AMCS 412 L was concerned not only with destruction
of enemy targets, but also with the speedy and safe recovery of
aircraft. A fundamental measure for aircraft recovery would be
holding time. There may have been delays in landing procedures
to the extent that the system was weakly designed for recovery
operations.

d. Data Collection Methodology

The Playback Camera that regularly photographed the system'sN
status displays was a candidate as a basic instrument for mea-
surig system performance. The evaluation of the film frames.4
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should have allowed tabulation of the number of penetrations
into a defense area, kill range of intercepted targets, number
of kills, number of assignments of weapons to targets, and 7
holding time. i

h. Communicating and Using Test Results

The test results were to be used to diagnose shortcomings
in the system. The locus of these shortcomings would then be
determined through further testing.

c. Atlas "D"

Air Force, Golden Ram Personnel Subsystem Final Report, Atlas "D" Series,

8 September 1961, coi'tract AF 04(647)-619.

a.' Scope and Relation to PS Elements IV.

This program is primarily concerned with the following
areas:

(1) Equipment Design: Human design considerations.
relative to maintainability, operability, etc.

(2) Technical Data: Technical publications used by
personnel to operate and maintain the system.

(3) Job Environment: Work conditions which affect
personnel performance.

oth (4) Personnel Selection and Manning: The adequacy

oftenumber and the quality of Air Force Specialty Codes
(AFSC's) used on the job.

(5) Training: The adequacy of training received and '

the means by which it was imparted to personnel.

(6) Organization Control Procedures: Procedures used
to control personnel in the operation, maintenance, and manage-
ment of the hardware.

(7) Technical Representatives: The utilization of
Contractor Technical Services Personnel.

b. PS Test Objectives

The objective of the Personnel Subsystemb portion of
Project "Golden Ram" were to determine whether the Atlas
Series "D"n weapon system was capable of being operated,
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controlled, and maintained by qualified Air Force personnel.
(Comment: Note how the Exploratory aspect blends into the
Resolution. This is because no quantitative personnel standards
existed for Atlas "D.") Data collected assessed the satisfactory

-' or unsatisfactory nature of the Personnel Subsystems operating
within the context of the weapon system mission and was used
to initiate further investigation or corrective action.

d. Data Collection Methodology

(1) Maintenance and operating personnel were observed4
as they performed assigned tasks using "Golden Ramn" checklists.

* Observer personnel were assigned on a one-for-one basis, for
each individual observer except in certain instances.* Due to
confined space, shortage of qualified observers, etc., the
observer to operator ratio decreased. Each observer had a
copy of the checklist so they could detect any deviation from
the conditions stated on the checklist. Deviation from the
operational checkliat and difficulties the job participants

4 encountered due to insufficient tools, poor lighting, equipment
design, safety factors, etc., were recorded on the obse~ver's
Personnel Performance checklist. Observer personnel did not
converse with the individuals being observed during task/
performances..

(2) Subsequent to completion of the operating tasks,
each observer interviewed the individual observed. A Post-
test Interview Form, consisting of twenty-sieven (27) opera-
tional type questions and twenty-three (23) troubleshooting
questions, was used. Spontaneous questions were introduced
by the interviewer where applicable. Operational type ques-

p tions were asked after each job performance. Troubleshooting
questions were asked only after there had been an unscheduled

maintenance operation or deviation from the checklist.

(3) Following conclusion of the post-test interview,I
the observer reviewed the data recorded on Post-test Interview

-- Forms, Personnel Performance Checklists, and initiated
Deviation/Difficulty Reports (D/D's) on this information.

(4) Data was collected in as near an operationalI
environment as possible.

(5) Work was performed without interference from the
observer force.

(6) Aptitude tests and background interviews were
administered to thirty-two (32) military personnel and forty-
four (44) contractor technicians. These tests were administered
and the results compared in an attempt to determine if the
Atlas "D" series missile was too complex for the Air Force
technicians. in... areas encompassed by the test were: verbal
comprehension, numerical ability, visual pursuit, visual
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speed and accuracy, space visualization, numerical reasoning,
word fluency, manual speed and accuracy, and symbolic reasoning.-

f. Reducing and Analyzing Data

(1) Deviation/Difficulties, whether discovered through
interview or observation, were recorded. The D/D Forms, along
with the post-test interview sheets and Personnel Performance
Checklists, were forwarded to, and processed by the Data Analysis
Section. Processing included numbering each D/D Form and entering
it on a mnater control log providing overall control of total
number and type. Each D/D was then reviewed for technical validity
and analyzed for system degradation implicationus, as appropriate.

(2) When an operation was completed, all D/D's written
were categorized and assembled into a Summary Analysis Report.
This report described the operation and the Deviation/Difficulties
recorded. Implications and problems were defined and an c~verall
analysis of the D/D's accomplished.

g. Significant Test Results

(1) Air Force personnel compared quite favorably to
the contractor personnel on the aptitude tests.

(2) Qualified Air Force personnel could operate, control,
and maintain the Atlas Series "D" weapon system satisfactorily.

(3) Results of the Personnel Subsystems tests disclosed
deficiencies in the Atlas "D" series weapon system which could
have prevented the weapon system from responding satisfactorily,
had no corrective action been taken and in some areas, further
action was imperative. Deviation/Difficulty statistics-revealed
potential trouble areas as follows:

(a) Technical Data- This area presented the most
D/D's. Inadequate or incorrect technical data degraded the
weapon system. Evaluation was not as effective as desired
due to continued technical data correction.

tional (b) Training- Deficiencies in Individual Opera-
tinlReadiness, and On-the-Job Training appear to have existed;

however, specifics could not be identified due primarily to
excessive time lag between Individual Training, Operational
Readiness Training (ORT), and on-site AFSC performance. Overall .

Training, as a package, however, is sufficient.

(c) Equipment Design- Relatively few D/D's found
in this area.

(d) Personnel Selection and Manning- No problem
was found in this area. V.~
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(e) Job Environment- Only minor deficiencies
found in this area except in communications. Other than
communications, the overall environmental situation seemed
to be satisfactory. ,

(f) Technical Representation- No D/D's were
written against the qualifications of technical representatives.

*. 6

(g) Communications Discipline:

A number of D/D's were generated as a result
of lack of communications discipline.

Standardized communications techniques and
procedures were not utilized in many instances.

The crew chief was overloaded with adminis-
trative details.

(h) Nonessential Visitors- During Project "Golden
Ram," an excessive number of noncrew personnel were present.

(i) General Electric MOD III (Modification Three)
Guidance- Personnel Subsystems Observations of this area
were limited.

(j) Weapon System Personnel Subsystem Supervision 6

and Control:

Logistics presented continued problems.
Nonavailability of tools, test equipment, and parts were
continually hampering operations.

Crew Discipline and Supervision- Personnel • 7
Subsystem observers were frequently reporting failure of i ,

an AFSC to sequentially follow the checklist. *6

Safety- Safety deficiencies were predomi-

nantly attributed to carelessness.

Training- discussed under "b" above.

h. Communicating and Using Test Results

(1) Recommended corrective action was introduced and
inserted on the D/D's form. These D/D's were then reviewed
by a board of cognizant military and contractor personnel.
If accepted, the D/D's were reprodvced in final form and
forwarded to the appropriate action agency. On return from
the action agency, the corrective action was reviewed and
either closed out or sent to the Test Working Group for
further action.
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(2) When an operation was completed, all D/D's written
were categorized and assembled into a Summary Analysis Report.
This report described the operation and Deviation/Difficulties-
recorded. -Implications and problems were defined and overall
analysis of the DID's was accomplished.

k. Other Problems

Data limitations wqre imposed by these factors:

(1) Technical limitations.

(a) Inadequate technical data.

(b) Incorrect technical data. 5

(c) Shortage of tools, test, and safety equipment.

(d) Limited number of samplings.

(e) Lack of true operational environment.

(2) Administrative and Personnel Limitations.

(a) Contractor observers were withdrawn in

early stages.

(b) Constant rotation of observers. '1

(3) Individual and Operational Readiness Training
Deficiencies. C

%?

(a) Except in four instances, it was impossible
f or Personnel Subsystems to properly evaluate either Individual
or Operational Readiness Training (IT/ORT) due to an excessive
time lag from graduation of IT/ORT and actual beginning of
"Golden Ram" on the date the AFSC was assigned operational
site duties.

Comments: The following characteristics of the OST should be noted. ~

1. Test objectives cover all discernab e aspects of personnel performance.

2. Data collection methodology makes ex ensive use of subjective reporting

methods and large numbers of observers.

3. Determination of the impact of personnel performance on system effective-

ness is a major concern. Only those deviations/difficulties that pose substantial

danger to system effectiveness are selected for remedy.
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4. Experimental Field Studies

a. Facilities Maintenance Demonstration Study (NPRDC TR 76-29), Schwartz, M. A.

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, San Diego, California, January A976.

FM*, as currently performed, at-sea and in-port, by ship's
force, requires a considerable expenditure of man-hours and -

material resources. It is estimated that in excess of 1380
man-hours per week, or approximately 27 man-weeks (i.e., 27 men,
working full time) is spent on FM aboard an FF 1052 class ship.
This represents approximately 11 percent of the man-hours
worked by the total enlisted crew.

The objective of the study was to devise, demonstrate,
and evaluate methods for reducing shipboard FV man-hour
expenditure while improving readiness and conditior. of ships.

Three basic aspects of shipboard FM were attacked
simultaneously: (1) manpower organization and information
management, (2) training and technical information, and
(3) equipment, materials, and environmental improvements.

MANPOWER ORGANIZATION AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

The following three concepts formed the basis for
innovations in this area:

1. One specialist team could perform all FM more quickly
and efficiently than it is performed using the current person-
nel assignment methods.

2. Individual FM tasks could be consolidated and grouped
according to job type and space or surface characteristics.
The redefined job could then be done more efficiently by members
of the FM team.

3. An information management and task scheduling system,
similar to the existing Planned Maintenance System, could be
developed and ,ised to ensure systematic accomplishment of the
FM work.

A prototype ship's instruction was prepared which provided
information regarding the establishment of the specialist,
eight-man, FM team.

A prototype management information and task scheduling
system was prepared on the basis of space and FM task analyses.
The elemevts of the system included:

1. A Job Information Card (JIC) for each consolidated
set of tasks and spaces.

*FM is cleaning the ship.
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2. A master schedule plan for distribution of JICs

to billets.

3. Instructions for using the system.

The system was to operate as follows:

1. The work center supervisor, at the beginning of each
week, was to determine which specific JICs were to be used.

2. The supervisor would distribute groups of JICs to the
team billets. The individual team member receiving a set of
JICs would then know exactly which tasks he had to perform.

3. After completing the task shown on the JIC, the FM
team member would record, on the JIC, the data required and
would return the completed form to the supervisor.

4. The JICs could then be used to update the master
schedule of FM tasks. --,

T•AINING AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION SUPPORT

prototype FM training program was developed for shlpboird
use,,-which consists of 13 audiovisual modules dealing with various
aspects of FM. /

Each training module consists of a set of 35mm slides and
a magnetic sound tape recording. Standard 35mm slide projectors
and tape players or synchronized projector/sound units were used
to present the modules.

Most of the modules show, in step-by-step fashion, how to
accomplish specific shipboard FM tasks. The rest deal with
general training, such as safety.

A variety of recent FM equipment and materials was examined -

to determine its potential for labor and cost savings, safety,
and effectiveness.

A master implementation and test plan was devised. Extensive
coordination between contractors and the fleet was required to
ensure timely and proper installation.

STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES

In accordance with the objective and goals of the present
study, the following hypotheses were established:

1. The implementation of the aforementioned innovations
will result in a reduction of FM man-hours.

2. Appearance and cleanliness of the spaces maintained by
the FM team will be judged to be adequate or improved.
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3. FM team members will demonstrate that their knowledge
of FM requirements, techniques, materials, and procedures has
increased.

TEST VARIABLES 4.1D MEASURES

The independent variable used in this study was the entire
set of innovations. Two basic types of comparisons were planned:
(1) conditions "before" vs. "after" on the test ship, and (2)
test ship condition vs. control ship(s) condition.

The dependent variables were: (1) FM man-hours, (2) clean-
liness and appearance of shipboard spaces, (3) FM skill and S

knowledge, and (4) attitude and motivation.

The measures of FM man-hours were:

1. Estimates of FM task times on control ships.

2. Estimates of FM task times from documented sources.

3. Actual recordings of FM task times from completed JICs.

4. Comparisons (on the test ship) between subjectively
estimated job times before and after innovations were installed.

Measures of appearance and cleanliness of spaces consisted
of (1) completed inspection rating forms using subjective scales

.and (2) subjective comments elicited through debriefing question-
nalres. -.

TEST SHIP DESIGNATION AND fMIPMENT INSTALLATION

Once the implementation and test plan had been devise
COMCRUDESLANT was informed of the plan and, through the f t
liaison function performed by DESDEVGRU, USS TRIPPE (FF 1 -
was designated for participation in the study. The Comm g
Officer and staff of TRIPPE received briefings concerning e
program objectives, plann~d Innovations, and data collect
activities that would take place.

The FH equipment and materials were placed aboard shi'
The carpetting, walk-off mats, pressure washer pumps, and..
trash compactor were installed by contractors.

Following a program orientation briefing, the skill/ ledge
and attitude and motivation tests were administered to me ers ofthe Deck Division. The eight~enlisted men (either, nonrat• sea-

men (SN) or Seaman Apprentices (SA)) selected and assigne to
the FM team received initial training in the use and main nance
of the new equipment and materials. Responsibilities of 0e
team and the new concepts of FM management, training, and opera-
tion were discussed with the team and the team supervisors,
Data collection responsibilities (for man-hour recording, space
inspections and training attendance) were delineated. It ihould
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be noted that, due to replacements, sickness, or personnel
transfer, a total of 12 men served as FM team members during
various phases of the study. Only six served as team members
during the entire study period.

DEPLOYMENT AND DATA COLLECTION

The test ship deployed for 6 months.

Task time data were collected daily for the deployment
period. Completed JICs were turned in to the work center
supervisor (leadirg Boatswain's Mate Chief) who retained
them for pickup by data collection personnel.

Space inspections were made periodically by officers and
the work center supervisor. FM inspection forms were completed
and returned to DESDEVGRU personnel. Approximately three such
forms were collected during the period of deployment. Training
records were maintained by the work center supervisor, who
recorded the dates each team member attended training sessions.

The test ship was boarded by a data collection team approxi-
mately midway through the deployment period. Skill/knowledge
and attitude/motivation tests were readministered at that time.
Several interviews regarding the progress of the study and
effects of the innovations were also conducted.

Towards the end of the deployment period (after the test
ship had returned to port), final administration of skill/
knowledge and attitude/motivation tests was performed.
Additionally, debriefing interviews and questionnaires were
administered.

Data for comparison (control) purposes were collected on
other F? 1052 class ships, including but not limited to
USS BLAKELY (F? 1072), USS BROWN (F? 1089), USS HEWJES (F? 1078),
USS BOWEN (F? 1079), and USS PHARRIS (F? 1094). These data
comprised estimates of task times and judgments of cleanliness '

and appearance of shipboard spaces. However, since the raters
evaluating the control ships for compar~ison purposes with the
test ship were not the same as those who had submitted the -

overwhelming majority of ratings aboard the test ship, no
direct quantitative comparison was judged feasible in the
analysis or interpretation of results.

A similar problem occurred with respect to task time
aboard the control ships. Completed JICs for these were not
available since the ships were not using the information
management system. Instead, observers interviewed shipboard
FM personnel to determine the amount of time spent on certain
task aggregates. Thus, interview results could not serve as
direct comparisons of FM task times in the analysis. These
latter data are nevertheless considered useful and will be-
discussed later.
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The raw data for the entire study was examined and analyzed.
The next section presents the results.

1. FM man-hours were reduced from 20 to 40% due to FM
innovations.

2. Spaces maintained by the FM team were generally rated
as satisfactory or better with respect to overall appearance
and cleanliness.

3. FM skill/knowledge of FM members increased.

4. Job attitude and motivation levels of FM members
did not increase.

5. The overall FM program and various aspects of it
genrally received favorable ratings.

Comments: The following points should be noted with regard to this study.

1. The investigator addressed himself to malor subsystems of the total FM

system and, in fact, created certain subsystems. He did not confine himself to

personnel performance (the output) alope. This illustrates that in performing

system research it is necessary for the researcher to deal with substantially

more of the system than individuals alone.

2. It was possible to carry out a controlled experiment within the opera-

tional environment, although certainly the amount of preparatory work was

extensive-much more so than in almost all laboratory experiments.

3. The length of time required to gather data was extensive, far longer

than for almost all laboratory experiments. In part this was because the

operating systam--the ship-has a prolonged mission cycle; in pa.t because

evaluations of major subsystems require substantially more time ir order to

get representative samples.

4. Because of the size of the system involved-an entire ship-it was

necessary for the researcher to make use of test participants as data collectors.

5. Although sufficient control could be exercised over the major participants

in the test, complete control was not possible.
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b. Womon Content in Units Force Development Test (MAX WAC), U. S. Army

Research Ii,stitute, Alexandria, Virginia, 3 October 1977.

PURPOSE: The purpose of this research was to assess the effects
o_ varying the percentages of female soldiers assigned to repre-
sentative types of category II and III TOE Units on the capability_
of a unit to perform its TOE Mission under field conditions. The
objective was to provide empirical data to test the null hypothesis
that specified increases in the proportion of women in selected
units would not impair unit performance.

APPROACH: The basic concept was to test a total of 40 combat
support and combat service support companies. These companies
were broken do,.1 into eight companies each from five different
types of units (Medical, Maintenance, Military Police, Trans-
portation and Signal). Within each unit type the eight companies
were design-ted as experimental, control, or calibration. Two
experimental companies were to be tested twice, at varying fills
of enlisted women (EW). The time between tests was to be six
months. The control company was also to be tested twice with
the EW fill stabilized for both tests. Five calibration companies
were to be tested only once, with whatever percentage of women
they contained. These companies established the range of scores
one might expect, and some provided an opportunity for evaluators
to gain experience before testing the experimental companies.
The major statistical comparisons, however, were made between
companies which were tested twice. The test design for the
eight companies of each type unit appears as follows:

FILL LEVEL OF ENLISTED WOMEN FOR EACH TYPE OF UNIT

Test Experimental Control Calibration
Season 1 Co 1 Co 1 Co 2 Co's 3 Co's

Fall 1976 0% 15% % as found Z as found.

Spring 1977 15% 35% Same % as found

RESEARCH DESCRIPTION

a. Test Design.

Formulation of a scientifically sound research design, given
the parameters imposed by "real-world" conditions, resulted in
a methodology of somewhat limited scope but responsive to the
basic question posed. ARI attempted to isolate the effect, if
any, of different percentages of enlisted female soldiers on
the performance of combat support and combat service support
ccnpanies during a short-term (3-day) field exercise. It should
be emphasized that, in accordance with the charter given ARI,
attention was directed primarily to unit, not individual
performance. Women who participated in the test were required
to be MOS qualified. Furthermore, it was required that they be
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assigned throughout the company. To test the major hypothesis
of the project, it was necessary to determine whether the com-
pany could accomplish the myriad tasks which collectively make
up Its stated mission.

The core of the experimental design was a repeated measures
(longitudinal) approach in which a company would act as its own
control. Thus, the companies assigned to the experimental
group were tested first at one level of female enlisted fill
and about six months later at a different level of fill. To
assess the effect of testing the same unit twice, the control
group was to be tested during the first cycle of tests, the
personnel stabilized as much as possible, and then tested
again during the second cycle of tests. The remaining companies
were tested once, about half during the first cycle of tests and
the other half during the second cycle. This last group,
referred to as the calibration group, served at least three
purposes. Since there was no time, given the milestcnes pro-
vided to ARI, to pilot test the instruments and procedures
that were to be used, by scheduling some of these calibration
companies first, experience could be gained before the testing
of the experimental and control companies began. Secondly,
the range of scores, if not especially narrow, would allow
statistical calib.ttion of the scores obtained by the other
two groups. Thirdly, since the percentage of women in com-
panies varied, cross-company comparisons could be made between
percentage of women in a company and ARTEP scores.

b. Test Instruments.

(1) ARTEP (Selected Tasks).

To assess company performance in the field, ARl was
directed to use a standard operat'onal Army test. The ARTEP
is based on an analysis of the unit's mission and lists the
various tasks the company must perform in accomplishilg that
mission. Guidance is provided for constructing a 3-4 day

field exercise scenario to assess the company's ability toperform its mission.

The goal was to extract from each KRTEF a sufficient
number of tasks to keep the company active as well as to require

them to demonstrate competence in accomplishing tasks deemed
especially criti':al to the unit's mission. The scenario had
to weave these critical tasks, along with others, into a 72-
hour exercise that would constitute a realistic test of all
sections of the company with a minimum of task simulation.
It was, of course, accepted that the threat imposed by an
enemy-ambushes, aggressor attacks on unit perimeter, casualties
to be processed by medical companies, etc.-required simulation.

A two-part scoring procedure was developed to provide
more detailed assessments of company performance. Tasks and
the sub-tasks were first rated on four separate factors.
Table 1 lists these four factors and the definitions provided
to the evaluators.
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Table 1

Performance Evaluation Factors

Factor Symbol Definitions

Teamwork Tw Effective cooperation and coordi-
nation of effort between individ-
uals working on a common task.
(If test module or sub-task is
performed by a single individual,
teamwork is not assessed.)

Need for Supervision NS Each individual demonstrated appro-
priate skills, knowledge and
abilities for task and requires
only minimal level of supervision.
Each individual carries full share
of workload and demonstrates capa-
bility of working independently.

Timeliness Tl Task or mission accomplishment
within.a suitable or allowable
A~angth of time.

Quality of Work QW Mission accomplishment is judged
with respect to the accuracy, -

correctness and efficiency of
action and the quality of the
product. How well was tixe job
done?

In rating tasks and sub-tasks, the evaluators were instructed

to use a three-level rating scale as shown below::;

Score Basis of Ratin&

1 Unsatisfactory

2 Satisfactory - Average to slightly
above average

.3 Outstanding

(2) Collateral Research Measures.

ARI did not have an opportunity, within the time frame
specified for conducting the test, to pilot test instruments
and procedures. As an aid to interpreting the test results,
a set of questionnaires was developed to collect additional
Information, attitudes and opinions from the participants.
These questionnaires were designed to provide insights into
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organizational and individual factors that impact on the
effect that content of women has on morale and performance
in these combat support and combat service support units.

c. Training Package. A major concern, for the com-.
panies undergoing repeated testing with same scenario was
the effect feedback from the first administration might
have on the second test. It was felt that poor performance

"N on tasks during the first test could cause the conscientious
company commander to concentrate training time and resources
to correct the deficiency before the second test. Two mea-
sures were taken to attempt to counter this possibility. In
the first place, the design plan called for all twice-tested
units to be given a 60-day training period prior to each
ARTEP. The required female level of fill was to be attained
before the start of the 60-day period. A training package
was delivered to the company before the beginning of the
training period; the package contained a detailed Letter

of Instruction (1,I), the school-produced ARTEP and the
summary of the scenario to be used on the field exercise.
Additionally, arrangements were made for all reference
material listed in the ARTEP (FQs, TMs, TCs, etc.) to be
delivered to the company by pin-point distribution.

% The five companies of each type tested once (calibra-
tion group) were given the same amount of time to prepare
for the ARTEP and the same materials and Information
(Training Package). They were also required to maintain h
a training log in order to create comparable test condi-
tions for all companies.

d. Test Directorate. (Comment: Note the necessity
for hauing qualified specialists as evaluators.)

A Test Directorate was established, with a Test
Director (COL) and a Deputy Test Director (LTC), consisting
of five Evaluator teams (called Umpires in the OTP). Each
team was to be headed by a branch qualified Team Chief, in
all cases but one a Major, with command experience in that
branch. The remainder of the team consisted of one branch p
qualified CPT, one combat arm CPT and one female CPT,
branch Immaterial. An administrative NCO (E8) and several
civilian clerk typists completed the Directorate personnel.
During the Fall test cycle, they were stationed TDY at ARI
headquarters in the Washington, D.C. area. After the first
of the year, about half of them returned to their home
stations, while the other half remai•ed in Washington.
Those who had returned to their home station went TDY to
each ARTEP location and periodically to ARI for conferences
and to deliver completed instruments. Conduct of each ARTEP
was under the direction of a local post evaluation team who
were required to use the ARl-developed scenario.

Scenarios were written for the five types of companies
to highlight the work of these soldiers. The scenarios
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were written with three major considerations in mind. (1) Each
was written It acc:ordance with a SCORES mid-intensity European
sctnario. (2) Each was written to reduce the decision-making
role of the company leadership. This was done to try to standardize
the test procedures across all eleven ARTEPs. (3) Each scenario
had to contain many tasks in addition to the critical tasks rated
by the evaluators, in order to ensure that tne whole company was
kept occupied during the entire 72 hours. Although soldiers
were not stressed or taxed to the limit, a realistic test
required that there be little nonproductive time. In line >1'
with this philosophy, only genuinely malfunctioning equipment
was to be repaired or actual messages transmitted. Simulation
was used only when it was impractical to have the real thing.

b. Assignment of Women.

The Outline Test Plan defines the conditions governing
the assignment of women in those units in which the level of
fill was controlled. The most important consideration was
that females be assigned in a large number of MOSs contained ...
in each company's TOE; otherwise, the entire purpose of the h
test would-be invalidated.

A second requirement specified in the OT was that "all
personnel available for duty at the time of the ARTEP shall
participate in a manner appropriate to his/her MOS." The OTP
directed that commanders not allow their companies to leave
women behind in the company area during the ARTEP, "to handle
essential administrative or urgent installation support--
except for such reasons as illness or physical injuries."
To ensure that the companies "don't leave the women behind,".

they were required to supply unit rosters and to account for
all company personnel.

c. Control of Variables.

A field experiment of this magnitude involves so many
variables which might impinge on the dependent measures (i.e.,
unit of performance) that control of all variables is extremely
difficult, if not impossible. (Comment: Note the following
important point which has been emphasized previously.) In
the absence of direct control and of pilot work, one recourse
is to measure (or record) as many aspects as possible of the
conditions under which the tests are conducted and attempt
to effect statistical control of these variables.

RESULTS

Change in t
Type of Comparison Mean Score Statistic

Control (1st) Control (2d) Slight Decrement Non-Significant
0% 15% Slight Decrement Non-Significant

15% 35% Slight Improvement Non-Significant
0% 35% Slight Decrement Non-Significant
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Conclusion: Performance differences between the first and
second ARTEf administration are small enough to be attributable
to chance; an effect due to the change in content of women is not
established.

Inference: Women soldiers up to percent tested do not impair
unit performance during intensive 72 hour field exercises.

5. Laboratory Research

Feallock, J. B. and Briggs, G. E. A Multi-man-machine System Simulation

Facility and Related Research on Information-processing and Decision-making

Tasks (Report ANRL-TDR-63-48). Behavioral Sciences Laboratory, Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, June 1963.

Conment: The following is an outstanding example of the development of a

simulated system to be operated under laboratory control. This is an extremely

complex system; it is possible to achieve similar results with simpler systems.

a. System characteristics:

(1) Team organization: A team of subject operators (Ss)
consists of five members who bear the following titles: commanding
officer, operations officer, terrain officer, structures officer,
and vehicles officer; the latter three officers are all recon-
naissance officers.

(2) Operational context: Subject operators are told
that they constitute a reconnaissance-intelligence team whose
mission is to establish the locations of critical installations
in enemy territory by directing reconnaissance flights that
will provide them with recoxinaissence information, and by
evaluating such information so as to determine actual and
probable installation sites. Subject operators can initiate
and control reconnaissance flights by issuing flight plans
for as many aircraft as are made available by the experimenter;
these aircraft mAy be used rieatedly. Reconnaissance flights-
over enemy territory are simulated in real cime by a digital
computer in accordance with subject-prepared flight plans.
The simulation of a flight by the computer involves the
following operations: (a) changing at 2-minute intervals
the geographic location of the aircraft within the recon-
naissance environment (see paragraph 4, below) in accordance
with the course and speed specified on the flight plan;
(b) establishing which environmental characteristics are
"detected" during the flight by proceeding through a Monte
Carlo routine for each 25x25-mile square cell of territory
that the aircraft passed through for as many times am there
are items of reconnaissance information in the over-flown
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cells (typically four items per cell); (c) comnputing the
amount of fuel used for each 2 minutes of flight, taking
speed and altitude into account, and subtracting this
amount from the previous residual (also "destroying" air-
craft with insufficient fuel residual); (d) printing out
results of the above operations every 6 minutes in the
form of a reconnaissance report which constitutes the
feedback input to subject operators. For each S who is
assigned aircraft, feedback is limited to infor-mation
gathered by only those aircraft for which he is responsible.

(3) Housing and equipment: Four rooms were devoted
to this experiment. Work station's for two operationally
independent teams of So were located in the "subject room."
The teams were separated from each other by a heavy velvet
curtain which served both to isolate the teams visually
and to attenuate the sound level of conversation. The
work station of each S consisted of table space, a chair,
an intercommunication switchboard, and a two-earmuff head-
set with a boom-type microphone. The Ss were required to
wear the headsets at all times during trials and also to
conduct all conversations via the intercommunication
system. The station connections of the intercommunication
system were wired in a patchboard fashion so that the
experimenter (E) could disconnect undesired communication
channels. This system allowed Ss to have either private
or conference conversations. Th~e capacity of the system
was 15 stations. Three of these stations were used by
control personnel--two were used by operators called
"1communications officers" who read feedback information
from computer reports over the intercom to subject opera-
tors, and one was used by A for monitoring conversations
and issuing instructions. All voice communications of
Ss were recorded on tape directly from the communication
network.

(4) The reconnaissance environment: The source of
data for Ss was "enemy territory" as viewed by airborne
sensors. The sensor perspective of enemy territory was
simulated with an abstract map on'iwhich identifiable
characteristics of enemy territory were entered by E in
unit areas (25x25 miles) of a total area (750x375 miles)
comprised of 510 unit areas (30xl7). Identifiable charac-
teristics of a unit area or cell were its terrain (plains,
forests, or hills) and the structures (warehouses, storage-
tanks, or antennas) and vehicles (general-purposetankers,
or weapons carriers) located in it . . . . The map of
enemy territory just described was never seen by Ss, but
characteristics ofindividual cellsbecame kow to them
under appropriate conditions of air reconnaissance.

(5) Information-processing or intelligence rules:
Each subject operator was given the rules according to which
installations were assigned to cells to guide him in directing
reconnaissance flights. The alternative to giving S the rules
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was to allow him to infer them from repeated observations and
analyses as is done in real life. Such an approach would not
only be prohibitive in cost but would magnify individual dif-
ferences and thus reduce the power of the experiment.

The intelligence rules were made available to Ss in the
form of tables which, for each combination of 1, 2, 3, and 4
characteristics known for a cell, reflected the probability
that an installation was located in the cell. The probability
for chance occurrence was .15; the other probabilities ranged
from .00 to .67. In general, as more of a cell's characteris-
tics became known, the better the evaluation of the cell became;
i.e., the S could be more sure that this was a cell that should
be reconnoitered further or a cell that was to be avoided.

(6) Operator tasks: Two subject teams of six members
each had identical organizations and operated simultaneously
but independently. The responsibilities of the various officers
were as follows:

Commanding officer--to maximize the number of instal-
lations detected within each duty period (a 4-hour experimental
trial) by the following means:

(a) by evaluating and guiding the performance of sub- I
ordinates, namely all other members of the team;

(b) by specifying flight plans for installation air-
craft to the XO that take maximum advantage of the reconnais-
sance evaluations or recommendations forwarded by ROs and
that utilize a minimum of fuel;

(c) by requesting of ROs evaluations of specific cells
when doing so could benefit the planning of flights.

Executive officer--to be of maximum assistance to the
CO in implementing the preparation of suitable and efficient
flight plans:

(a) by drafting flight plans for the CO; -

(b) by computing fuel requirements for flight plans of
the CO;

(c) by submitting approved flight plans.

Reconnaissance officers--to identify cells and clusters
of cells for the CO which have especially low and especially
high probabilities that iustallations are located in them:

(a) by specifying, drafting, and submitting flight
plans for reconnaissance flights to the OpnsO;

(b) by coordinating with the other ROs in the planning
of flights;
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(c) by recording and processing information on cell
characteristics to determine the probability that an instal-
lation is in each cell;

(d) by exchanging information on cell characteristics
with the other ROs;4

(e) by selecting and reporting cells of high and low
probability value to the CO.

Operations officer-to be of assistance to the ROs in
implementing the preparation of suitable and efficient flight
plans:

(a) by computing fuel requirements for flight plans
of the ROs;

(b) by forwarding satisfactory flight plans to the XO.

(7) Response options and constraints: The CO was assigned
six aircraft that were equipped for detecting and identifying
installations but not for establishing the characteristics of
cells; therefore, above-chance success in detecting installations
with these aircraft depended upon the identification of highly
probablt. installation locations from information gathered by
other aircraft. The CO's aircraft were to be used for "inspection,"
then, ratter than for reconnaissance. The ROs were assigned nine
aircraft in all'for establishing the characteristics of cells
but not for detecting or identifying installations. The distri-
bution of the nine reconnaissance aircraft among the ROs was
determined largely by the design of the experiment and, in
fact, constituted a major independent variable. The aircraft
differed in the sensors they carried and, therefore, in the
nell characteristics that were most readily sensed during their
use: although all aircraft could be used to detect all charac-
teristics, each was well equipped for the detection of ground
features and for one of the other three sets of characteristics.
For this reason the reconnaissance aircraft were distinguished

-- by the names "terrain sensor," "struý;wres sensor," and "vehicles
sensor;" there were three aircraft of each type. Each RO was .
provided with at least one aircraft of a type conforming with
his specialty, but never were all of his aircraft of that type.

When aircraft were assigned to ROs, five were assigned to
one air base and four to another. Flights were required to
originate and terminate at the aircraft's base of assignment.

The fuel capacity of each aircraft was fixed at 40,000 pounds.
The rate at which fuel was used in flight ---is made a function of
flight speed and al'titude. Choices of three speeds (375, 562.5,
and 750 mph) and of six altitudes (1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 40
thousands of feet) were available. The Ss were given both
tables and graphed functions that reflected fuel consumption
rates for different combinations of speed and altitude in
terms of both pounds per minute and pounds per mile. To effect
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a reconnaissance flight S submitted instructions on a standard
form (a flight plan) to the computer center, specifying a
particular aircraft to perform the flight, the course of
flight ., and the speeds and altitudes to be flown. As many as
ten check points (geographic coordinates that defined straight-
line flight legs) could be specified in a flight plan, and
fuel requirements had to be computed for the distance traveled
between each successive pair of check points. . . . The penalty.>
for fuel exhaustion in flight was the loss of the aircraft.
This penalty was not often levied as Ss were given periodic
information on fuel expenditure for flights in progress and
Ss could chiange flights while they were in progress.

The importance of speed and altitude factors was that both
determined in part the probability that cell characteristics
and installations would be detected. Detection probability
varied inversely with both altitude and speed. The exact
mathematical relationship between these variables was not
made known to Ss. Since problem duration was a task constraint,
flight speed w'as an especially important factor because it
determined the number of tells that could be reconnoitered
per unit time. Speeds were established by E which wo~uld allow
Ss to reconnoiter cells at the rate of 1, 17-1/2, or 2 cells
per 2-minute interval.

b. Method and procedure:

(1) Operational procedure and'experimental schedule:
Prior to the conduct of each experimental trial a map of the
reconnaissance environment was selected from a map library in
accordance with the experimental design, encoded on punched
tape, and entered into storage in the digital computer. The
experimental trial, was begun typically at 1:00 p.m. or? a week
day and continued until 4:45 p.m. A trial was divided into
two phases: a planning phase of one-half hour and an opera-
tional phase of 3 hours; the operational phase was interrupted
at midpoint for a 15-minute rest break. The Ss were seated at
their respective work stations during both phases of a trial.

Six flight plans could be submitted during the planning
phase for flights to commence at the start of the operational
phase. . . . When the operational phase began, flight simula-
tion was initiated on the computer and was carried out at
twice real-time rate. At the end of each evaluation cycle
duplicate printed copies of information prepared by the com-
puter were available; one copy was retained for experimental -L
records and the other was used in the following way. The
flight progress information was separated from the reconnais-
sance data and delivered to the XO and the OpnsO in hard-copy
form. The reconnaissance data were read to Ss individually
by the communications officer via the intercoummunication
network. Each operator was told only those cell characteristics
that were detected by the aircraft assigned to him and each
such report required an average of about 2 minutes. The
installations detected on flights of the CO were reported
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to him only. The operators were instructed to record all recon-
naissance information on maps as it was reported to them. That
portion of each evaluation cycle which was not used by the RO in , p
rece.vihtg the reconnaissance report was devoted to evaluating the
data, exchanging Informat ion verbally on cell characteristics with
the other ROs, coordinating the planning of future flights with
other officers, preparing flight plans, and reporting cells with
exceptionally low and high probability values to the CO.

Flights conducted for the detection and identification of
installations were carried out to completion even after the trial
terminated, and the subject team was credited with all installa-
tion detections made during or after the trial. Final knowledge
of results (total number of installacions detected) was provided
to the team just prior to the beginning of the next trial.

All Ss who participated in the experiment were given 2 weeks
(10 trials) practice in their assigned experimental positions
prior to the experiment under the control condition of equal
distribution of load. Practice trials were conducted in the
same manner as experimental trials, except that they were marked '

by more frequent inquiries on the part of Ss regarding experi-
mental limits and legitimate procedures. During both the training L%
period and the experimental period E was available to answer
questions via the intercommunication network.

(2) Subjects: Eighteen male students who were enrolled
at Ohio State University comprised two subject teams, each of
which consisted of a permanent contingent of three members and
two alternating crews of three members. None of the Se had
experience with military operations of the sort being simulated, "
and only three Ss had served as system operators in previous
experiments.

(3) Experimental design: The design of the experiment
provided for an analysis of performance measures in terms of
the following factors (levels in parentheses): load distribu- ,
tion (4), trials (5), teams (2), and crews within teams (2). -"
For load distribution a fixed number of reconnaissance aircraft
(9 aircraft)- were distributed among the three ROs equally (3-3-3)
under the control condition ar.d unequally (1-3-5, 1-1-7, 1-4-4) •
under the experimental conditions. The second factor was defined
by five experimental trials performed in a block by each crew of . ,4
each team under each ccndition of load distribution. The third "-• ,'
factor was defined by two teams each of which operated with six
members at a time. The fourth factor was defined by the two
crews of ROs for each team. The three types of ROs (terrain,' .
structures, vehicles officers) were nested in teams and crews.
The order in which teams and their crews performed under the
different conditions of load distribution was established by a
Latin-square design which is shown in table 1.

The two teams of Ss were run simultaneously on identical,
experimentally independent facilities.
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Table 1

Order of Performance Under Experimental Conditions (IPAC V)

Team Crew Levels of Load Distribution

3--* 1-3-5 1-1-7 1-4-4

A 1 2 3 4
1B 2 4 1 3

A 3 1 4 2
2 B 4 3 2 1

*Numbers of aircraft assigned to different ROs of a
crew.

(4) Dependent variables: Total system performance
measures: The measures taken on the total system's performance
fall into two categories--output measures and cost measures.
Efficiency indices were computed by combining these measures.
The number of installations detected per trial was the only
output measure taken. The cost measures taken were (a) pounds
of fuel used in reconnaissance, (b) number of reconnaissance
flights flown, and (c) reconnaissance aircraft use time in
minutes. Performance efficiency was computed three ways by
dividing the output measure by each of the cost measures.

Subsystem performance measures: The two dependeniC variables
chosen for investigating adjustment at the subsystem level were
(a) the number of cells for which information was communicated
to other ROs by each RO (cells reported), and (b) the number of
cells for which information 'was received from other ROs by each
RO (cells received). To ascertain which RO or ROs were per-
forming most of the final evaluations of cells, a third dependent
variable was identified which was the number of high-value cells
reported to the CO by each RO (cells recommended).L

6. Normative Data Gathering

It is the author's feeling that the greatest present need in PSM research is

the gathering of normative data describing personnel operations during system

functioning. These data can then be used for purposes of predicting the per-

formance of other personnel in other (similar) systems in which the same or

comparable tasks are to be performed.

Unfortunately, laboratory research and even PSM studies making use of CE

designs cannot produce normative data for several reasons: because they
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concentrate only on a sample of or the more exteme values of the variables

being tested; because they exclude significant interactive variables; because

they test only special situations of interest to the hypothesis-maker. In

effect, CE researchers often ignore the operational environment.

The lack of interest in normative data is all the more surprising because

gathering such data is on the whole much simpler and much more rewarding than

are CE studies.

Two methods can be used for gathering normative data: manual and automatic.

The first method has a long history, but has been supplanted (sometimes) by the

automatic method in which recording equipment is attached to the man-machine

interface. The manual method which employs observers and system personnel as

reporters necessarily infuses a subjective element into the data secured, but

can cover a much wider range of system tasks than can automatic recording.

The automatic method which largely eliminates the subjective element is restricted

to those personnel responses which can be tapped by the recording equipment.

Consequently automatic data gathering systems are useful primarily for highly

molecular psychomotor outputs (e.g., button-pushing, as in the OPREDS system

developed by the Navy Ocean Systems Center to measure control responses in the

Navy Tactical Data System). Both methods are useful, depending on the data

being gathered.

The kind of normative data the author would wish to have (or at least the

output of those data, cnce evaluated) is represented by the following example

which is wholly imaginary, since no such compilation of data exists anywhere:

Task Activity Probability of Correct Performance

Turn rotary selector switch and observe. 0.99501

CRT signal quality. 0.9972 2

0.9988~

0.9965 4

0.9960~

Notes: (1) Apprentice level operator; no negative task/environmental

conditions.

(2) Moderate skill level operator; same conditions as in (1).
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(3) High skill level operator; same conditions as in (1).

(4) Moderate skill level operator; pressed for time.

(5) Moderate skill level operator; multiple task requirements.

A series of tables would describe all major tasks required by at least the :..7
more common systems, under major qualifying conditions such as personnel skill

level, competing task requiremenits, environmental stresses, etc. Such data

have been described in terms of "human performance reliability" (Meister, 1964).

a. Manual Method

Grings, W. W. et al. Shipboard Cbservations of Electronics Personnel:

Detailed Descriptions of Observational Techniques (Technical Report 2)..

Department of Psychology, University of Southern California, January 1953.

The purpose of this study (one in a series) was "to obtain a description of

the electronic situation as it exists in ships of the destroyer'class." A

number of methods were employed.

(1) The job questionnaire. Respondents described themselves and various

aspects of their jobs. Forty-four items covered such things as schooling,

experience, duties and materials (tools, test equipment, etc.). The question-

naire was completed by ship personnel on their own time. Most frequent form

of analysis was the simple frequency count.

(2) The diary. The observer recorded in a time sequence everything

that took place in a predetermined area of observation. Areas of observation

were defined by the particular orientation (the man, the trouble, the place)

the observer assumed. Man-oriented observations required the observer to note

eveqything a man did in a given period of time. Trouble-oriented observations

consisted of observing everything that took place in the process of returning

malfunctioning equipment to satisfactory status. In the place-oriented approach,

the observer recorded the activities of electronics personnel in a particular

ship space. Obser~ations were recorded with paper and pencil or by tape

recording. The observer endeavored to remain in the background, although
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obviously ship personnel were aware of his presence and why he was there.

(Comment: Manifestly what one looks for depends on the observer's concept of

tie InmportiLt variables In the prformance.)

(3) Ability Requirements Scale. A rating scale was prepared to deter-

mine the qjalifications and abilities needed for a given electronics job. The

scale ccntained a number of different traits which supervisors were asked to

rate in terms of importance for the job. Nineteen traits were rated individually

on a 5-point Likert-type scale.

(4) A general questiotr r_.,sought opinions on important problems in

electronics.

(5) Interviews (10-90 minutes long) were open-ended and semi-structured.

(6) Critical incidents were sought to determine the behavioral components

in i situation which added to or subtracted from its effectiveness.

(7) A record summary form was completed with information contained in

standard repair records kept by technicians aboard ship. The purpose of these

datu was to obtain a large volume of data on the kinds of repairs made: equip-

mont :epaired, nature and cause of the trouble, and kind of repair made.

(8) A training questionnaire of 211 items designed to determine the

usefulness of various curriculum topics to the technician's job. -

(9) A repair record completed by technicians to describe the repair

work they performed and how they went about it.

(10) The log was the observer's Pirrative account of his'observational

trip (the observer's activities, time and date of occurrencc, etc.). This was

useful to describe activities not otherwise recorded by the other methods. It .

also contained comments on the value of the methods employed as well as a

description of the general maintenance situation aboard ship. *.
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(11) The checklist presented supervisors and technicians with a list of

ut-tivitics which varlous rates and ratings might perform on the job. Respondents

.1 chec~ked the rates and ratings of men whom they actually observed performing a
particular activity on a specific equipment.

(12) The card sort method required the sorting of a deck of job statements

B into a number of predetermined activities. The sorter indicated which activities

- he had performed as part of his job,* how important and how often, where he learned

these activities, and the amount of electronics comprehension and skill required

01 for these activities.

Note the variety of the methods that can be applied and that these methods

are most useful wit.. more molar, perceptual and cognitive tasks, such as

electronics rn.ainte, tnce. Because these methods are so dependent on observer

com~petence, they require extensive training of the observer and scheduling of

his measurement activities. The amount of data collected depends on the

* opportunities to use these methods. Those methods which rely on the observation

* of particular occurrences will yield no information If the activity to be

I observed never occurs. Because the observer interacts very directly with system

personnel, It is necessary to Inform them regarding the purposes of the research,

possible effects upon the crew, etc. The problems Involved In the analysis of
a large aount of descriptive data are many; the information In its raw form

has little value. The analyst must extract from its mass the main points or

principles It depicts.

Other normative data gathering systems depend on automatic \sensing and comn-

* puter processing. The example described below illustrates such a system.

b. Autom'atic Method.

Eatock, B. C. A Portable Interactive Data Acquisition and alysis System

for Driver Behavior Research (DCIEM Technical Report 77X30). De ense and Civil

Institute of Environmental Medicine, Toronto, Canada, 15 June 19 7.

I The Road Safety Unit of Transport Canada has a general
requirement to perform measurements of driver behaviour under
actual driving conditions. DCIEM was tasked to provide a car-

* portable system to provide these measurements.
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The general requirements for the instrumentation system
were:

I. ' pLsrt.)LlIll ty. It was1; o 1 it ,ixst North American
cars, rnid-: .iz# and Uii). Ilta I la t Ion t Ime ol sI;s Lhuin 24 hours
was desLred. -

2. Low power consumption.

3. Modular design.

4. On-line data analysis capability.

5. On-line control over experimental procedures.

The performance of the system is outlined in Table 1. The
system also has the capability of transforming basic measures
and/or combining them on line, to form complicated derivative
measures.

The certral component is a DEC LSI-11 microcomputer, a LOM-
pact machine which consumes relatively little power. When
interfaced with appropriate peripheral devices and operated
with comercXally available software, it behaves like a con-
ventional minicomputer. In the present configuration there
are 24K (24,576) words of metal oxide semiconductor (MOS)
memory, with the option to add another.4K module.

Random access bulk storage is provided by an RX01 floppy
disk unit. The storage medium is a preformatted flexible
diskette, or floppy disk, which can store 256K eight-bit
bytes of information. The 'floppies' are used for storing
data collected during the course of an experiment and pro-
viding permanent records of programs.

The other peripherals which provide communication between
the operator and the computer include: a keyboard terminal
with a single line gas-discharge display, a thermal printer
for providing limited hard copies of numerical data, and two
digital clocks. One clock reads the time of day in hours,
minutes and seconds, while the other provides a millisecond
readout. The two clocks can be used to time events under
program control. A hardware bootstrap facilitates system
initialization when the computer is turned on.

The LSI-11 communicates with the measurement transducers
by means of a data acquisition module which samples up to
24 differential analog channels and performs a 12 bit analog
to digital conversion for each. Under program control the
computer can provide two channels of analog output, using
two, 12-bit, digital-to-analog converters. In addition,
there is a provision to accept either discrete inputs from
digital transducers or to generate discrete signals for
controling external devices (e.g., light signals).
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Table 1

Measurement Parameters

Parameters Range Accuracy Sampling Rate (Hz) 2

Time (Relative) practically 0.001 s 100
unlimited

Speed 0-120 mph. 3% 10

* Distance3  practically
unlimited

Acceleration X 0 to 4-2.5g 0.5% 20
Y 0 to ±2.5g 0.5% 20
Z 0 to ±2.5g 0.5% 50

Steering 120 (fine) 0.5% 50

Wheel Position ±363 (coarse) 0.5% 50 6

Accelerator 0 to full <1% ~ 50

Brake Pedal 0 to 300 lb. 1% 50
Force

Lateral Position ±2m 0.5% 50

Discrete Driver interrupt
Responses

gAnalog 1% 10 -

Responses

* -Notes: 1. accuracy given in % of full scale, except

time

2. typical

3. distaLu; is Integrated from speed

4. nonlinear measurement, accuracy, determined

by calibration table
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Speed Is measured by a microwave radar Doppler speed sensor
and a measure of distance is derived by summation. Coarse and
fine readouts of steering wheel position are obtained by measuring
the rotation of two potentiometers. Accelerator position is
obtained by measuring the displacement of the linkage at the
carburettor with a linear displacement transducer. Acceleration
along three axes is measured by three, sensitive, low-frequency,
force-balance accelerometers, mounted orthogonally. Brake pedal
force is determined using a commercially available force trans- ,

ducer. A sophisticated optoelectronic lane tracker, specially
designed by Human Factors Research Corp., measures the lateral
distance of the vehicle from the roadway centreline.

The system is powered by a high current (130 amp) alternatori.
which replaces the vehicle's original alternator. A reserve
battery is included. A nominal twelve volts is supplied to a
12V/12V converter, 12V/5V converter and a 115V/60 Hz inverter
to provide well regulated power. Maximum power consumption in
the present configuration is less than 800W.

The total weight of the system (140 kg) is evenly distri- I
buted throughout the vehicle. No single component weighs more
than 25 kg.

7A
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THE INFLUENCE OF COVERNMENT ON

HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

David Meister

US Navy Personnel Research and Development

Center, San Diego, California

How much Human Factors (HF) research and development (R&D) is

performed in the United States depends in large part on how its infra-

structure funztions. That infrastyructure consists of relationships among

the executive end legislative agencies of government, their R&D

laboratories, R&D contractors and HF practitioners in industry. (The

goyernmental agencies referred to are: the military services of the Dept.

of Defense, Army, Navy and Air Force, and their staffs; civilian exccutives

like the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Manpower, Personnel and

Logistics Affairs; and Congressmen and their staff assistants. Although

other agencies like the Dept. of Transportation engage in HF R&D. the

awount they support is comparatively minor. The R&D laboratories are those

like the author's laboratory that are part of the individual military

services).

The purpose of this paper is to explore the relationships within the

infrastructure as perceived by the three major paiticipants: contractors;

laboratory managers: and practitioners. (No attempt was made to secure

information from the executive and legislative agc.icies because the

probability of their responding seemed quite low.) -..

There are two major reaso-s for exploring this bemavioral infrastructure:

(1) Knowing more about the relationships involved may in the long run help to

direct behavioral R&D into more effective channels; (2) The exploration offers

insights into what might be termed the sociology of research, in particular

how originally "pure" scientific intentions can be modified by the economic

and political context in which these intentions must be realized.

Data to explore this infrastructure are not easy to secure. One deals

here with practices and motivations which are usuall• shrnuded from public

view. It is possible however, to make a start by asking the people

involved what their opinions are -- in short, to develop and administer
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questionnaires addressing these topics to the three participants.

The author developed the questionnaire items based on his

experience as contractor, laboratory worker and practitioner. On the

hlsis of his knowledge of tholse most senior, most experienced and most

influential in each category, li selected those to whom the qtiestionnaires

were sent. The samples cannot therefore be considered a random sample.

and therefore representative of the total population of each category;

but it is fe~t that the responses are from those most qualified to make .N

judgments on the subjects addressed. Because the selection criteria

were restrictive, the number receiving the questionnaires (one for each

category) was limited: 34 research contractors, 38 laboratory managers.

and 41 practitioners. Of these 26 contractors, 30 laboratory managers

and 27 practitioners responded, for an overall percentage return of 73%.

All respondents were promised anonymity but all e:xcept a few signed

their names to their answers. The roster of those replying includes the

most prominent people in the HF discipline.

"he questionnaires employed statements which the subjects had to

check on a 5-point Likert-type scale describing attributes like frequency

(always, usually, sometimes, rarely, never) or satisfaction (very

satisfactory, satisfactory, minimally acceptable, somewhat inadequate.

completely inadequate). For example, "The outputs of contract research

are generally: very satisfactory, satisfactory, minimally acceptable.

somewhat inadequate, completely inadequate." Items for practitioners

used 4-part scales (strongly agree, moderately agree, moderately disagree,

strongly disagree). For other types of information such as percentage

of work performed for the g6vernment,quantitative estimates were requested.

One thing that must be ýmphasized is that the conclusions described

in this paper are based on the perceptions of the respondents and may U
therefore be only partially alid. Perhaps because of the subjective

element there is great respon e variability. Another reason for this

variability is that the diffe ent types of HF organizations within each

of the three categories perfo m their functions in somewhat different
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ways. For example, in industry the percentage of government-funded

R&D performed by an iIF group may vary from 0 to 100. deIpt,ndin)i on

the role of that group within its conq)any and what tLhe company

itself does. Similarly, in government laboratories, the percentage

of R&D performed inhouse as against that contracted out also varies

from 0 to 100%. Only among contractors do we find some consistency:

The mean percentage of their R&D work funded by the government is 86%,

only one contractor reporting as little as 50%. Whi re HF functions

differ as they do within each respondent category, the answers one

receives to individual questions will also vary. To clarify the

answers respondents were asked to comment on their responses; the author

will also comment on the conclusions described below to attempt to

explain apparent inconsistencies.

kri

Contractors

Government support is the necessary ingredient of all behavioral

contractors and of most HF groups within industry. A few of the latter

might be able to survive by working on purely commercial system . l

development projects; but these would be a very small number. It is

commonly held by practitioners that commercial industry (as opposed to

governmental system developers) has little or no interest in HF; industry

accepts HF only because the latter is bubsidized or required by government

on weapon system development.

Contractors receive comparatively little support (12% of the total)

for basic research, if this research is defined as "studies of a

theoretical or methodological nature, having wide generality and

elicited by a general problem" (all quotes are from the questionnaires).

Most of their support (61%) is given to applied research which "seeks

to solve specific operational problems". 25% of the total is given for

development defined as "the construction of an object or procedure,

e.g., a manual, to be used by a specific operational system or type of

systern".
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47% of contractor R&D is secured by bidding on competitive

contracts. Surprisingly, however, 29Z of funding is provided by

unsolicited contract and 25% by sole source contracts -neither of

which is competitive. What this means is that some Dept. of Defense

agencies like the Office of Naval Research (ONR) or the Advanced

Research Projects Agency (ARPA) disburse all their funds on a non-

competitive basis, whereas other agencies like the Air Force's Human

Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) disburse 90% of their funds on a

competitive basis. Those government agencies disbursing funds non-

competitively tend to emphasise basic research and to support

university organizations more heavily; contractors must live with

competitive contracts. The question one must ultimately ask is what

the effect of this competition is on the quality of behavioral R&D

results, and whether one should consider research in the same vein as

buying nails.

55% of the contractors responding considered that the research
problems they attacked were either very important or highly significant.

42% felt that these problems were moderately important. The latter are

apparently somewhat tepid about the importance of the research problems 1
Contractors feel that they sometimes (64%) or usually (16%) have an

opportunity to influence the selection of the research topic they are

funded to pursue, and laboratory managers tend to agree that potential

contractors sometimes (42%) or usually (10%) suggest a research topic that

is later funded. This should be related to the 29% fun..iing of

unsolicited contracts which are presumably suggested by the contractor.

However, this influence exists primarily for basic research in which the

direction of the research is less structured. When contractors were

asked whether "1governmental agencies do, in fact, fund the most important

research/development topics?(use own criteria)", 23% disagreed with the

statement, 69% agreed moderately (suggesting a residue of scepticism) and
only 7% strongly agreed. When the same question was asked in a different
way, "do you agree that most governmentally funded behavioral research is

directed to important topics?", 53% moderately agreed and 23% strongly

agreed.

Behavioral problems of a system nature are inevitably interwoven

with hardware and managerial elements. Consequently it is reasonable

*all valuies specified are percentages of the total mimber of sitbjct-s .

responding to a particular scale value on a particular question.
Naturally not every respondent answered every question.
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to ask contractors whether the problems that are funded to research

can be solved solely by behavioral research. Most (47%) thought

it could be sometimes, 30% usually or always; 21% rarely or never.

The explanation for this dispersion of responses may be the nature of

the research performed by individual, contractors. If the problems

they attack are mission-oriented, they can rarely be solved without

involving hardware and management processes. If the problems are

solely behavioral (as might well be the case with more basic research

themes), the research can be effective on its own.

In contract research the one who pays for the research can dictate

the way it is to be done, even though he does not perform the research

himself. The question is whether,in pe;rforming government-funded R&D,

the methodology is imposed on the contractor by the customer. 48% of

the contractors indicated that this happens sometimes, 24% usually.

However, 28% answered rarely or never. The explanation of these .

discrepant responses seems again to be the nature of the research.

If the research is basic, the methodology is rarely imposed; for

exploratory and advanced development projects the customer is much more .

likely to specify the methodology. There is also variation from service

to service and even between laboratories in the same service.

A common contractor comp~aint is that behavioral R&D funding is

usually inadequate. There is the usual response dispersion in connection

with this complaint: 40% of the contractors think It is usu'ally suffic ient,

40% sometimes sufficient, 20% rarely bo. Obviously funding is not

always adequate. Among comments made concerning this item was one that

government administrators are familiar with other R&D costs but not with

that of behavioral R&D. Because of the indefinite nature of research

the contractor tends to underestimate because he cannot see all the tasks

that will iurise. Because the competitive bidding process emphasizes lowN

bids, contractors tend to underestimate in order to win contracts. After

they win, they find that funding unrealistic. The saving grace is that-
one can always "tailor the job" to the money involved; one can do a bit

less or in less detail. 9

Government contract manuals emphasize the importance of writing the

Statement of Work (i.e., SOW, the specifications of -the government's
research requirements) as clearly and understandably as possible. Manifestly,
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if there is confusion the contractor cannot give the government its

=rn!2y's worth. In this connection, only 402 of contractors felt that

the SOW was usually clear; none believed it was always so; 60% felt

that the SOW was only sometimes or rarely understandable. Following

the same theme, only 44% felt that government R&D objectives were clear

at the start of the research or development. 56% felt that such

objectives were only sometimes or rarely clear. The lack of clarity
makes it necessary for the contractor to spend precious time probing

the contract monitor's mind. Since this probing will not always be

successful, a certain percentage of R&D is destined to be unsuccessful.

It was pointed out that unless one has had prior contact with the contract

monitor, it is often difficult to understand the SOW fully. This situation

varies from agency to agency. Because of legal regulations governing

procurements, the government representative is inhibited, during the

procurement process, from indicpting fully the kind of effort desired.

Contract researchers are generally confident of the capabilities

of their discipline. 32% felt that the objectives for which behavioral

R&D is funded rarely exceed the technological capabilities of behavioral

science. 64% felt that they did sometimes; only 4% said usually.

How one answers depends again on the research task; there may be no

problem performing a task analysis, but there are great difficulties in

estimating the behavioral consequences of a nuclear attack.

If funding is a problem to contractors, so is the time frame within

which behavioral R&D must be performed. The overwhelming majority (84%)

of contractors feel that the time frame imposed by government on R&D

contracts is too short to do an effective job. One of the problems is

that time requirements may be related to fiscal funding periods rather

than that actually needed. Because funding is tied to annual governmental

budgets, many contracts must be organized around a 12 month or shorter

period. The onsequence is that the research job is cut to fit the

milestones provided by the customer. It is,moreover, difficult for the

contractor to predict the time required to do a job; often this can be

done adequately only after getting into the project. However, the scope

of most research projects is flexible and can be tailored to the time

allotted (within limits of course). One contractor commented that the
government's time estimates are pretty good provided that no problems

develop and the contractor can devote 100% of his time to the project in

question. However, these last two conditions rarely exist.
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The political nature of some behavioral R&D (particularly evaluation

research) is a matter of concern to some contrz~ctors. 45% felt that

they are sometimes or usually expected to slant their conclusions to the

implicit or explicit desires of the customer. On the other hand, 55%

rarely or never encounter pressure. When pressure exists, it is subtle

of course; contractors are never e~xplicitly ordered to subvert their

work but they know what the customer wants and the penalties for refusing

to go along with him. Often it is a matter of wording a report so that

a slightly different impression (e.g. more positive) is received; such

pressure is much less conmmon in basic research.

There is also a problem of implementation. If implementation is taken

as a criterion of utility (a point of view taken by Congress and the

General Accounting Office), much behavioral research has dubious credentials.

23% of contractors believe that their recommendations are rarely imp~lemented

by the customer and 58% believe that they are only sometimes implemented.

Cont-actrrs in general do not feel that any inadequacy in their R&D is

responsible for this lack of implementation. They view it as a lack of will,

inertia, resistance to technological change or political obstacles.

Contractors also cast a somewhat jaundiced eye at the capability of

their governmental monitors. 28% felt that their opposite numbers were

rarely as competent in R&D as they should be. On the other hand, 44% felt

that government monitors were sometimes competent; 28% usually or always.

If their feelings mirror fact, the saving grace is that, as was pointed out

by several respondents, moLitors need not be competent because it is the

contractor who must actually do the research and who must therefore be

competent. But how is the monitor to know if the contractor is doing a

good job unless he is as knowledgeable as the contractor about the research

question at issue? This factor of governmental c~ompetency may well be more

important in basic research than in mission-oriented R&D because in the

latter the government monitor has the advantage of fam:...liarity with the

problem.

Considering the operational environment in which most contractors work

and in which strinj,,ent scientific controls are difficult to impose, it is

somewhat surprising that almost half the contractor sample considered that

it was always (3%) or usually (42%) possible to apply academic standards

of research rigor to these situations. On the other hand, half felt that . ,

it was only sometimes (23%) or rarely (30%) possible to do so. The answer

seems to be in the kind of research situation permitted by the research
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topic. As one contractor put it, "the critical factor is what the

sponsor wants to achieve and the rigor with which he wants it". It

may be possible to ba rigorous if the problem can be fragmented, but

this may not be possible.

Laboratory Managers

Laboratory managers indicated that on the average about 60% of their

oiganization's R&D is contracted out, but there is wide variability, some

organizations contracting their total R&D, others none. The mirror

image of this is that about 40% of gc-'ernmental R&D is performed inhouse.

Only 47% of contract research involves competitive bidding, which means

that much R&D is not open to every contractor. 33% of the research

!contracted out is sole-source. The amount of basic research, exploratory

and advanced development performed is respectively 17%, 27% and 41%

(which accounts for 85% of laboratory activity; presumably the rest is

paper shuffling). 43% of laboratory research directly supports system

developmený..

As to whether government personnel prefer to contract out their

R&D rather than perform it inhouse, 23% of the sample preferred contractor

research; 40% preferred inhouse activity and 37% preferred a mix of

both as the needs of the situation dictated. There is thus some

preference for inhouse research, but not overwhelmingly so.

Although behavioral R&D is supposed to be heavily competitive

because of governmental policy, over half the governmental sample (57%)

report that their organizations tend to stay with the same set of

contractors over a series of follow-on contracts. 25% say that they do

so sometimes , 17% rarely. As one respondent indicated, the number of
"good" contractors is limited. It may also be a function of how

specialized a rec-!arch topic is;' if the topic is highly specialized,

only a highl- specialized contractor (and there are a few) is equipped

to handle the business. Familiarity with certain contractors may lead

to an unconscious preference for working with them.

Government personnel feel that they have great influence over

research they fund (15%, very much; 61%, much; 23%, some). This is

Standard deviations were calculated, but are not presEnted here
because they merely indicate high variability which is already
acknowledged.
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logical but it raises a methodological and ethical question: should

or can someone who is not performing the research exercise a

determining influence over that research? Can one actually "buy" --

research?

Even further, do potential contractors ever suggest research topics

which are later funded? If so, it would indicate that they are not

completely pow..rless in directing the course of R&D, as well as being

largely responsible for performing that R&D. 42% of the laboratory

managers indicate that contractors rarely or never influence a research

topic; an equal number say they do sometimes; and 13% say usually or -

always. The explanation is that when the research suggested is basic,

the contractor has a much better chance that his suggestion will be

accepted; if the R&D is exploratory or advanced development there is

much less chance. The probability of an unsolicited proposal being

accepted is generally low unless the contractor has intimate knowledge

of the government's R&D plans and fits his suggestion into those plans.

Sometimes, if a particular contractor's expertise is desired, he may be

"fed" an idea which he refines into an unsolicited proposal, but this is

rare.

Where then do research topics come from? There are four possibilities:

staff of governmental agencies (e.g., The Dept. of Defense, The Military

Services); laboratoiy managers; inhouse laboratory personnel; contractors/ -

consultants. These categories describe a descending power structure, with '

agency staff having most influence and contractors least. Estimates from the

managers bear this out: 53% indicated that research suggestions come

primarily from agency personnel, 25%, laboratory managers; 21%, inhouse

laboratory personnel; and 3%. contractors/consultants. The R&D areas

pursued are determined therefore primarily by agency personnel, many of

whom are not behavioral specialists, so one can legitimately ask whether

they ace qualified to provide R&D direction. Laboratory maaagers presumably

have the expertise to provide direction but do no IR&D themselves. The

contractors who carry out much of the R&D have a limited amount of influence.

One can hypothesize that laboratory managers and other behavioral

specialists influence basic more than applied research, because the former

requires more expertise than mort non-specialists have. However, as the

R&D topic becomes more mission-related, higher agency levels exercise a

disproportionate impact.
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Government personnel also quarrel with the funding provided for

their R&D projects and if anything are slightly more negative about
'.%

the situation than contractors. 23% feel that funding is either

somewhat or completely inadequate; 43% feel that it is minimally -

adequate; only 33% feel that it is adequate. In addition to its 1
being inadequate, funding is highly unstable. Decisions on which R&D

program elements are to be funded at what levels are disproportionately

7 influenced by external pressures and considerations of visibility.

Ii
Despite all this, the outputs of contract and inhouse research

are generally considered satisfactory. Contract research outputs were

considered very satisfactor, by 6% of managers, satisfactory by 72%

and minimally acceptable by 20%. Inhouse research follows the same

general pattern, although 7% feel that these outputs are somewhat

,inadequate.

If one is concerned about the adequacy of governmental planning N
for R&D, exactly half the governmental sample indicated that an inhouse

program plan was always required by laboratory management before a

project is funded. However, there is great variability among laboratories;

the other half of the sample was almost equally divided among usually

(14Z), sometimes (17%) and rarely (17Z) required. One respondent indicated

that these program plans are"managerial eye wash", only tokens that are

not evaluated by scientific criteria. Detail in these plans is highly

variable. Finally, some government personnel resent what they see as the
"paper mill" behind the requirement.

By a vast majority (88Z) governmental personnel feel that the

competence of most contractors is satisfactory or very satisfactory.

They feel much the sawm about inhouse researchers (75% satisfactory or

very satisfactory) but a larger percentage considered their competence

minimally acceptable (7%) or somewhat inadequate (7%). Comments on this

item refer to contractors trying to cover too broad a spectrum with a

limited staff. Senior researchers may be outstanding; however, what

counts is the staff actually assigned to the contract. One problem that

may arise with. inhouse personnel is their reluctance to work outside their

primary area of interest. Also administrative responsibilities interfere

with research activities.

Managers are much less laudatory about the way in which research

reports are written. Only 61% consider these satisfactory or very
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satisfactory; 177 eonsider thtnm only miilim.ally.',.p .. le avnd 16Z

consiJer their writing m,,nwhat or !oLfjmt.1 [nLIV inade!a t,. Writing is

often poor. too long, tot, crudite, written for other professionals.

does not communicate to the operational user.

The clearest trend one finds in manager responses is that pressure

from higher management to justify research utility is increasing. 60O

of managers felt that this pressure is very great, 40? say it is either

moderate or great. What is not clear is how government defines research

utility. The General Accounting Office defines it in terms of whether

the ultimate user of the research report - as specified by the researcher

himself -. reports that he has done something or other with that report

but this is a less than optimal criterion. Usefulness can also be .

defined (directly or indirectly) as related to implementation of the

research product, but research implementation within government has been

notoriously poor. In any event, the consequence of the push toward R&D ..-

utility may be to emphasize topics that have "grabber appeal", that are

in other words immediately attractive even though of dubious value in the a

long range. Another consequence of the push to utility is the increasing -

length of time that managers must spend in writing justifications both

before and after the research is initiated.

Pressure from executive and congressional levels for greater research ""
utility suggests that they are somewhat skeptical about the usefulness of b

Lehavioral R&D. Nevertheless. 292 of laboratory managers felt that the
usefulness of behavioral research in solving important methodological '

problems was great; 40Z felt that it was moderate; 25Z, slight and 3%,

Von-existent.

There is somewhat greater approbation of research utility for

operational problem. 78? of managers reporting that they felt that utility

Was either moderate (582). great (17?) or very great (32). Unfortunately .-*. t
702 still feel that this type of utility has been slight.

Government personnel have a somPwhat less optimistic viewpoint than

their contractor opposire numbers about the probability of applying .5,

standards of research rigor to the research situations in which they work. .,

42? of the contractors felt that it was isually possible to apply these

standards; only 102 of the government mninagers felt this way. Whereas

302 of the contractors felt it was rarely possible to apply these standards

to their research. 432 of the government managers felt this way. One '
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respondent pointed out that behavioral problems are generally

multivariate and therefore only partially controllable. Another

indicated that rigid application of rigorous research standarde might

well be self-defeating; there may be certain problem for which such

standards are not necessary. Obviously, it is more possible to apply

such standards to basic research conducted in a quaii-laboratory

*i• environment than to e:mloratory or developmental research.

If there are problems in utility it may be because HF does not

really have the technology necessary to attack the problems given it

by higher management. Only 50% of the government researchers felt

_" that HF had the necessary technology; 24% felt that it did not, the

remainder, 28% felt that it possessed that technology only for certain

S."areas.

"HF Practitioners

U
The HF practitioner is the behavioral specialist who, working in

. industry on some aspect of system development, must apply the research
sponsored by government laboravories and performed by contract researchers.

As one would expect, the percent of R&D performed in the companies in

which practitioners work is heavily funded by government; the mean is

52%, but as before, there is high variability, some companies doing little

or nothing, others doing almost all their work for the government. The

HF group within the company spends 63% of its time supporting system

development (whether or not funded by the government), 242 of its time

"on government-funded research contracts and 13Z on a number of incidental

activities.

Since the ultimate consumer of much behavioral research is the

practitioner who attempts to apply it in development, one must ask whether

"this research as reported in journals like Human Factors, Ergonomics or

- the Journal of Applied Psychology is generally applicable to that system

development. Over half (52%) of respondents moderately (44%) or

strongly, (8) disagree that it is applicable. The remainder felt that

the research does apply. Why we should get this bimodal distribution

is not at all clear and one will have to perform further analyses to see

if there is come factor that underlies the split. It is clear however

that many practitioners do not believe they are getting the benefits of

behavioral research. Sample comments are: narrow, theoretical, very

little generalizability to system development. This is some sort of
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Judgment on the go'iernment which supports that research.

The relationship between the practitioner and the design engineer

is important because their interaction is crucial to the application of

HF data. 36% of practitioners moderately and 28% strongly disagree

with the statement that design engineers on their own are capable of -.

understanding HF inputs. However, some respomdents pointed out that

engineers usually understand these inputs but do not push for their

incorporation in design. There are the usual large individual differences

in designer practitioner relationships.

Nor do design engineers tend to solicit the assistance of practitioners.

76% of respondents agreed with this statement. Again, there are individual

variations, special individuals and special circumstances but the armed

neutrality between designer and practitioner seems the same as it was when

it was described in 1967 (Meister and Farr, 1967). A key element in

securing designer cooperation appears from respondents' comments to be a

supportive management. A number of factors appear to explain the designer-

practitioner relationship: the designer's wish to function with complete

autonomy; his view of HF requirements as more constraints he must put up

vith; the HF group's reputation. It is helpful if the HF group has

sign-off on man-machine interface drawings, but few groups have this

sign-off.

The application of research data to system development may or may not

be hindered by many practitioners' perception of HF as an art rather than a IWO

science. 60% either strongly (3%) or moderately (57%) agreed with that

statement. As an art, HF application would seem to depend more on the

special talents of the practitioner than on a formal body of principles and

data. The attitude expressed seems characteristic of a primitive rather

than a developed discipline. It is, of course, conveivable that the

attitude (HF as art rather than science) results from the lack of behavioral

principles and data, a lack which forces the practitioner to depend largely

on his intuition.

By a very large majority (78%) practitioners feel that behavioral

research data are generally inadeiare to answer HF questions arising

during system development. The studies available are apparently jost

enough different from the specific development situation to which they .t

be applied that their data cannot be accepted witho,,t reservaticon. In general.
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the practitioner needs more specific detail than he can find in the

literature. Some aspects such as controls or displays are well

covered in the literature. whereas others. e.g. task design, are not.

Slightly more than half (57%) of practitioners feel that there is

still considerable resistance ott the part or designers to the inclusion

of HF inputs in design. The positive side is that almost half (41%) do

not agree with this notion. It may be that these responses suggest that

things are improving somewhat, because in years past almost all

practitioners would have given negative answers on this point. Some

ý!6 practitioners feel that if behavioral inputs are reasonable, engineers

will accept them. Unfcrtunately some HF inputs are inadequate and this

creates resistance to or rather avoidance of the inputs. Timing is all1-

important; inputs made after decisions have been reached by designers will

be resisted.

This resistance may result in part from the fact that engineers may

find HF inputs to design insufficiently precise and quantitative. 72% of

the practitioners felt this to be the case. Some pointed out, that HF

data must be translated by practitioners into specific design terms or

alse the input is merely an additional burden to the engineer.

Not unexpectedly, almost all the practitioners (96%) feel that, left

on their own, engineers would not incorporate HF considerations in design as

effectively as would the practitioners. There is a considerable range of

individual differences here, a few engineers being highly proficient in HF,

others much less no. It is probable that if engineers handled behavioral

64" problem on their own, obvious problems might be caught but not thi more

subtle ones. Design tends to be an adversary pr~ocess between inputs from

* different disciplines and so motivation - or rather the lack of it - to

incorporate behavioral inputs becomes critical. Moreover. the engineer

tends to respond to immediate rather than to potential problems

behavioral inputs usually relate to the latter.

If BF is not more influential, is it because the necessary backup data

are not available? 48% agree with this point; 51% do not. 44% of

practitioners feel that human engineering handbooks and military standards

U provide sufficient information to handle the great majority of HF design
situations encountered. Unfortunately, 54% disagree. 802 feel that the~

behavioral research performed under government sponsorship does not
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sufficiently address system development problems. On the other

hand, some practitioners point out that data are available but may

not be used adequately; in other words, that the interpretation of

research results is as important perhaps as the research itself. i

Another factor that may underly the less than glowing impact of

behavioral inputs on design is that the government does not effectively

monitor development of the systems it funds and thus fails to ensure i

the company's application of human engineering standards to design. "

Behind this is the assumption that industry does not willingly rnake

use of behavioral inputs. 80% of practitioners agree tha:. the government .

does not monitor effectively and 88% feel that the HF effort irn system .

development is not adequately funded.

It is interesting that there is a general feeling on the part of

practitioners that strong government monitoring of HF efforts is an

ally in their struggle against recalcitrant company management. The

assumption is made that since industry takes the position that the " '

customer is always right, if government insists on a strong HF effort.

industry will give it to them.

64Z of practitioners are gloomy about the influence of the HF

discipline on overall system development; they feel it is minimal. The - ..

same majority (69%) feel other priorities such as cost or reliability

seriously diminish tbe influence of HF inputs on design. These priorities

may be more management than engineering-directed. On the other hand,

certain priorities like performance requirements should indeed supersede

everything else. , V"

With all this there is reason for hope. 76% of practitioners feel

that over the years designers have shown increasing appreciation of the

importance of HF in design. Again, they point out that there is

considerable variation among engineers, the older ones tending to be $ - "
more conservative.

Conclusions

The results described previously in most cases speak for themselves.

However, the following points should be made:
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1. The influence of government in behavioral R&D is overwhelming

it is perhaps the one most significant element in the picture.

2. There is a discontinuity between those who request research and

p those who carry it out. Selection of topics (at a rather gross

level only, of course) is performed by bureaucrats who are not

specialists; more specific plans are made by laboratory management

which almost never does any of the research itself; the work is

performed either inhouse or by contract; and if the latter, the

contractor has little or no influence on what is done, although

he may have some on how it is done. Thus, there is authority

without responsibility and responsibility without authority.

3. Dept. of Defense agencivmo break out into: a. those largely concerned

with basic research like ONR or ARPA: b. those concerned mostly with

applied research like AFHRL; c. those that do most of their work

inhouse; d. those that contract out most of their work or that

6 have a roughly 50-50 mix. The bi-modal distributions found in the

questionnaire responses are largely due to mission differences which.

in turn, influence the manner in which behavioral R&D is performed*

and the results utilized. Among practitioners we find those whose

work is exclusively or largely on government supported development,

those who work on support of inhouse company projects, etc.

A.Despite these differences, we find a substantial dissatisfaction in

all three categories - contractors, laboratory personnel,

practitioners - with the way in which behavioral R&D is performed

and the results that it provides. There is often a lack of clarity

about what the government wants when it contracts out and the time

frame imposed on contractors is too short in many cases to do an

effective job. Results are only rarely implemented.

5. It is clear that there is continuing and increasing pressure to

justify the utility of behavioral R&D. While this may not be

unfortunate -In &nd of itself, it does lead to a number of

unfortunate results: faddism; impatience with studies whose effects

L. are slow to emerge; unwillingness to invest research resources

where results are risky.

6. If, as many believe, a major goal of behavioral R&D is to provideI
the data that will help optimize new system development, that goal.

in the opinion of practitioners, is apparently not being wholly
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fulfilled. This situation is exacerbated by the con~inuing

(although dissipating) resistance of design engineers to the

utilizatioa of behavioral inputs. The lack of adequate data and

governmental inadequacy in monitoring the comapny's HF effort

contribute to this resistance.

7.It is, of course, only an assumption that the respondents' perceptions

are valid. However,,if one accepts this assumption, then clearly

the situation needs improvement. What is needed initially and as a

first priority is to ensure that knowledgeable and disinterested

behavioral specialists make some sort of input to the governmental

managerial decision process which leads to the selection of R&D topics.

If the point is advanced that executive agencies do have behavioral

specialists to advise them, then one can say only that either these

specialists are inadequate (w..hich is unlikely) or they do not have

sufficient influence with their managers to make meaningful inputs to

the R&D decision process.

8. Some vay needs to be developed to permit contractors to make a

contribution to the selection of research development topics. 5-year

plans (which they might critiqtie) are sometimes developed by governmental

agencies, but these tend to be vague. Nevertheless, a mechanism should

be developed to permit some contractor representatives to express their

attitudes toward projected research. Similarly, practitioner

representatives should also be permitted an input to these plans from -

their special standpoint.

9. These recommendations sound rather vague and undoubtedly they are - a

problem involving three segments of the R&D community cannot be solved

with a wave of the pen. It would seem worthwhile however to call

representatives of the behavioral R&D community together periodically
for a sort of congress to examine projected R&D plans, to critique them .

and to offer suggestions.
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